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Abstract
In this thesis, the electrical transport properties of crystalline phase change materials are
discussed. Phase change materials (PCM) are a special class of semiconducting and metal-
lic thin film alloys, typically with a high amount of the group five element antimony or the
group six element tellurium, such as Ge2Sb2Te5. The unique property portfolio of this ma-
terial class makes it suitable for memory applications. PCMs reveal fast switching between
two stable room-temperature phases (amorphous and crystalline) realized by optical laser
or electrical current pulses in memory devices. Additionally, a pronounced property con-
trast in form of optical reflectivity and electrical conductivity between the amorphous and
cyrstalline phase is the characteristic fingerprint of PCMs.
The emerging electrical solid state memory PCRAM is a very promising candidate to re-
place Flash memory in the near future or to even become a universal memory, which is
non-volatile and shows the speed and cyclability of DRAM. One of the main technological
challenges is the switching process into the amorphous state, which is the most power de-
manding step. In order to reduce the switching power, the crystalline resistivity needs to be
increased at a given voltage. Thus understanding and tayloring of this property is manda-
tory.
In this work, first the technological relevance, i.e. optical and electrical memory concepts
based on PCMs are introduced (chapter 2.1). Subsequently a description of the physical
properties of PCMs in four categories is given. Namely, structure (section 2.2.1), kinet-
ics (section 2.2.2), optical properties (section 2.2.3) and electrical properties (section 2.2.4)
are discussed. In chapter 2.3 important recent developments such as the identification of
resonant bonding in crystalline PCMs and a property predicting coordination scheme are
briefly reviewed. Chapter 3 deals with the theoretical background of electrical transport,
while chapter 4 introduces the experimental techniques: Sputtering, XRR, XRD, DSC, ther-
mal annealing, profilometry, ellipsometry, FTIR spectroscopy, van der Pauw, Hall, and phase
change optical and electrical switching techniques which are used to obtain the results in
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chapter 5. The latter chapter is split into two parts. In the first one the material class of doped
Sb2Te is investigated with respect to structural, kinetic, optical and electrical properties. The
second part covers the study of the systematic variation of the resistivity of pseudo-binary
GeTe-Sb2Te3 alloys upon thermal annealing. This variation is discussed in the framework of
an insulator to metal transition with the help of results from a combined van der Pauw, XRD,
Hall, STM and FTIR study.
ii
Kurzfassung
Elektrische Transporteigenschaften kristalliner Phasenwechselmaterialien:
In dieser Arbeit werden die elektrischen Transporteigenschaften von kristallinen Phasen-
wechselmaterialien behandelt. Phasenwechselmaterialien (PWM) gehören zu einer spezi-
ellen Klasse von halbleitenden, sowie metallischen Dünnschichtlegierungen, welche typi-
scherweise einen hohen Kompositionsanteil des Gruppe fünf Elementes Antimon oder des
Gruppe sechs Elementes Tellur aufweisen, wie z.B. Ge2Sb2Te5. Die einzigartige Eigenschafts-
zusammenstellung dieser Materialklasse ermöglicht einen Einsatz in Speicheranwendun-
gen. PWM können zwischen den beiden bei Raumtemperatur stabilen amorphen und kris-
tallinen Phasen mittels schnellen optischen oder elektrischen Pulsen reversibel geschaltet
werden. Zudem weisen sie einen ausgeprägten Eigenschaftskontrast in Form von optischer
Reflektivität und elektrischer Leitfähigkeit zwischen den beiden Phasen als charakteristi-
sches Merkmal auf.
Das neuartige Speicherkonzept PCRAM (Phase change random access memory) ist ein sehr
aussichtsreicher Kandidat, um den etablierten FLASH Speicher in naher Zukunft abzulö-
sen und hat zudem das Potential die Realisierung eines universellen Speichers, welcher die
Eigenschaft der Nicht-Flüchtigkeit mit der Geschwindigkeit und Ausdauer von DRAM kom-
biniert, zu ermöglichen. Eine der wichtigsten technologischen Herausforderungen ist der
Schaltprozess mit dem größten Stromverbrauch in den amorphen Zustand. Um den Strom-
verbrauch bei gegebener Versorgungsspannung bei diesem Schaltprozess zu minimieren,
ist eine Erhöhung des elektrischen Widerstandes der kristallinen Phase notwendig. Daher
ist eine Vergrößerung des Verständnisses und eine gezielte Maßschneiderung dieser Eigen-
schaft wünschenswert.
In dieser Arbeit wird zunächst die technologische Relevanz von PWM in Form von optischen
und elektronischen Speicheranwendungen vorgestellt (Kapitel 2.1). Im Anschluss erfolgt ei-
ne Beschreibung der relevanten physikalischen Materialeigenschaften in vier kurzen Teil-
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abschnitten: Strukturelle (Abschnitt 2.2.1), kinetische (Abschnitt 2.2.2), optische (Abschnitt
2.2.3) und elektrische Eigenschaften (Abschnitt 2.2.4). In Kapitel 2.3 werden zwei wichtige
kürzlich erzielte Fortschritte, der Einfluss der Resonanzbindung in der kristallinen Phase,
sowie die Erstellung eines Eigenschaftbeschreibenden Koordinatensystemes zusammenge-
fasst. Die theoretischen Grundlagen zum elektrischen Transport werden in Kapitel 3 behan-
delt. Im Folgenden (Kapitel 4) werden die experimentellen Untersuchungsmethoden: Sput-
ter Deposition, XRR, XRD, DSC, Tempern, Profilometrie, Ellipsometrie, FTIR Spektroskopie,
Van der Pauw, Hall und elektrisches sowie optisches Schalten mittels kurzer Pulse vorge-
stellt, welche im zweigeteilten Ergebnisteil (Kapitel 5) Anwendung bei den Untersuchungen
finden. Im ersten Teil des Ergebniskapitels werden die strukturellen, thermischen, optischen
und elektrischen Eigenschaften von drei Legierungen, basierend auf Sb2Te, diskutiert. Im
zweiten Teil steht die systematische Veränderung der DC-Leitfähigkeit von pseudo-binären
GeTe-Sb2Te3 Legierungen durch kontrolliertes Tempern im Fokus der Untersuchungen. Die
Widerstandsänderung wird im Konzept eines Metall-Isolator Überganges diskutiert, welche
experimentell durch eine kombinierte van der Pauw, XRD, Hall, STM and FTIR Messkampa-
gne unterstützt wird.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The human demand to share and store information has always been a strong driving force to
develop reliable and widely available data storage devices. Nowadays, two important prod-
ucts, the volatile DRAM memory in a standard computer and the non-volatile FLASH mem-
ory employed in USB-Sticks or mobile phones are well-established in everyday life. The
dream of the memory industry is to combine the strengths of these two memory concepts
in a universal memory. This ideal memory would be able to perform a high number of write
and read cycles on the order of 1012-1015. In addition, it should be as fast as DRAM with
switching on ns-timescales and should be of a non-volatile type such as FLASH, thus able
to maintain the information when the power supply is switched off. During the last years
several candidate memory concepts have been proposed for this purpose. Alongside Mag-
netic Random Access Memory (MRAM) and Ferroelectric Random Access Memory (FRAM),
Phase Change Random Access Memory (PCRAM) is one of the most promising candidates
to meet the requirements for such a memory. Currently many major semiconductor compa-
nies such as IBM, Intel, Samsung, NXP, ST Microelectronics have strong research and devel-
opment activities in the area of PCRAM, which emphasizes the promising prospects of this
technology. Furthermore, the material class of phase change materials has already proven
its beneficial properties in a commercial memory product, namely rewritable optical data
storage devices (ODS) such as CD-RW or DVD-RW. The possibility of nanosecond switching
between two structural phases (amorphous and crystalline), which are stable at room tem-
perature, in combination with a pronounced contrast in optical reflectivity are the essential
features enabling rewritable ODS devices with this special material class. While in ODS, laser
pulses have been used to initiate the phase transition, in PCRAM the transition is induced by
short electrical pulses. From a technological point of view, several performance parameters
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such as the current in the amorphization process still have to be improved. These perfor-
mance parameters are linked to certain physical properties of the phase change materials.
Thus, experimental investigations to improve the understanding of these properties steps
into the focus of interest.
1.1 Aim of this Work
This work is motivated by improving an important performance parameter of the emerging
non-volatile Phase Change Random Access Memory (PCRAM) (section 2.1.2). The device
switching current for a transition into the amorphous phase is influenced by the crystalline
resistivity. Thus, the main goal of this work is performing a detailed experimental study
in order to gain insight into the origin of the electrical transport properties of two major
compound classes of crystalline phase change materials (PCM). The results of these studies
are presented in two seperate parts. The first part deals with a broad materials analysis of the
structural, thermal, optical and electrical properties of three materials of the doped Sb2Te
class (highlighted in red in the composition triangle in figure 1.1). The second part of the
result section focusses on the electrical transport of crystalline Ge-Sb-Te materials (green
area in figure 1.1). In particular, the variation of the resistivity upon thermal annealing is
studied and reveals fascinating facets of special electrical transport properties in this class
of crystalline phase change materials.
2
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Figure 1.1: Composition triangle of phase change materials. Most of the alloys under scien-
tific investigation and employed in memory applications belong to one of the three most im-
portant classes: (1) Pseudobinary GeTe-Sb2Te3 line (green), (2) Doped Sb2Te (red), (3) Doped
Sb (around Ge15Sb85). In this thesis a large variety of structural, thermal, optical and electri-
cal properties of three alloys belonging to the doped Sb2Te class and the electrical properties
in the crystalline phase of materials from the pseudobinary GeTe-Sb2Te3 line are studied.
Image modified from [WY07a]).
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Phase change materials
Summing up the three most important characteristics in a nutshell which make Phase
Change Materials (PCMs) special and enable optical (section 2.1.1) as well as electrical (sec-
tion 2.1.2) data storage applications, these are given by:
• At least two stable1 structural phases (amorphous and crystalline) at room tempera-
ture
• Large property (reflectivity or resistivity) contrast between the phases
• Possibility of fast switching between the structures on a ns-timescale
Equiped with this special property portfolio, phase change materials typically consists of
alloys with large amounts (more than 50 %) of either Sb or Te. The three most important
classes have already been introduced in the composition triangle in figure 1.1.
The basic working principle is schematically depicted in viewgraph 2.1 in five steps. Two
different types of pulses, either by laser or electrical means, are sufficient to induce crystal-
lization (medium power, long duration) and amorphization (high power, short duration). A
third pulse, not shown, with very small power is used as a read pulse. The applied pulses can
be correlated to similiar temperature time profiles in the second plot. The crystallization
pulse induces a temperature between the melting temperature Tm and the crystallization
temperature, while the amorphization pulse locally melts the material and quenches it into
1Stable being defined here as revealing no significant change on timescales of years.
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the amorphous phase. Some details on the characteristic temperatures are given in section
2.2.1. In the last two plots of figure 2.1, the reflectivity and resistivity behaviour is shown in a
simplified qualitative view, with the amorphous and crystalline phase having low and high
optical response, respectively and vice versa in terms of resistivity.
In the following sections the optical (section 2.1.1) and electrical (section 2.1.2) data storage
applications based on PCMs will be discussed briefly. Afterwards the physical properties,
namely structural, kinetical, optical and electrical will be introduced.
6
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Figure 1.1: A phase change material crystallizes in a certain period of time t1 depending
on the temperature it is kept at. The amorphization of a previously crystalline volume is
obtained by melting, i. e. heating above Tm, and subsequently rapid cooling of the material
minimizing the time t2 at temperatures that cause fast crystallization. The property contrast
in reflectivity (symbolized by the optical constants n and κ) or resistivity (symbolized by
resistors marked with an Ω of varying size) can be detected with probe powers that are
reduced as far as possible avoiding modifications of the structural state. Heating and probing
can be accomplished with laser light or with electrical current as it is realized in optical or
electronic data storage media, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the basic principle of phase change memory applications:
Shown from top to bottom. Applied power pulses, corresponding time-temperature pro-
file, schematic view of amorphous and crystalline structure, qualitative reflectivity contrast,
qualitative resistivity contrast. In PCM applications two writing pulses (either by laser or
electrical current) are used to change the s ate from the disordered amorphous to the ordered
crystalline phase. A puls inducing a temperatue below the melting temperature T in the
regime of fast crystallization is able to crystallize an amorphous bit. The reverse process can
be achieved by a pulse that locally melts the material and quenches it into the amorphous
phase. In addition to the fast switching and the stability at room temperature, PCMs are
characterized by a pronounced prope ty contrast in form of optic l and electrical properties
which enable non-volatile memory applications. Image taken from [Sal08].
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2.1 Technological relevance
2.1.1 Rewritable optical data storage
Phase change material research is largely motivated by its memory applications. PCMs
have been employed in rewritable optical data storage devices (section 2.1.1) on a com-
mercial scale since the year 1990 when the first product, the Phase Change Rewritable
(PCR), an optical disc with a storage capacity of 500 MB was brought to the market by
Matsuhita/Panasonic. Priorily, a major breaktrough is dated in 1985 and 1986 when in-
dependently three research groups discovered materials with a sub microsecond crystal-
lization processes in optical switching experiments. Van der Poel and coworkers from
Philips research laboratories in Eindhoven, Netherlands successfully tested Te80Se10Sb10 al-
loys [VdPGR+85, Gra88]. Yamada and coworkers from Panasonic, Japan discovered the fruit-
ful effect of Au addition to chalcogenide glasses in the form of the alloy Ge11Te60Sn4Au25
[Yam86]. At about the same time, Chen and coworkers from the IBM Almaden research cen-
ter in San Jose, USA discovered fast crystallization in GeTe [CRB86]. However, the concept of
rewritable optical recording had already proposed in 1971 [FDMO71], but was hampered by
the lack of fast crystallizing materials.
In figure 2.2 the progress of selected optical data storage generations is depicted. From
1997, CD-RW with 650 MB to 2000, DVD-RAM with 4.7 GB, to 2003/2004 BD-Re with
23.3 GB single and 50 GB dual, the storage density increased by applying shorter laser-
wavelength and larger numerical apertures. For 2010 a multi-layer 100 GB disc has been
announced [YKN+09]. A detailed description of the history of optical data storage is given
in[vPMMW06].
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octahedral-like atomic arrangement can be further simplified if the 
average number of valence electrons is used, providing a particularly 
straightforward selection criterion. But the last rule has to be applied 
with care. It holds if both chalcogen and non-chalcogen constituents 
are present in about equal concentrations, but cannot be applied in 
cases with a considerable excess of one type of atom, as in GeSe2. 
In this case the suitability of a given alloy has to be derived from its 
crystal structure.
Having addressed the properties of phase-change alloys and 
the identification of new materials suitable for rewriteable storage, 
we turn now to the different generations of rewriteable storage 
solutions that are made possible by phase-change alloys.
Figure 7 shows the progress of the phase-change optical disk 
in the past decade. The recording density has been increased by 
roughly a factor of a hundred. Simultaneously the data-transfer 
rate was increased by a factor of a thousand. This raises the 
tantalizing question of what the next generation of optical storage 
products will look like. Interestingly enough, there is strong reason 
to believe that the fourth generation will look very different from 
any predecessor.
In past decades, progress was made by reducing the wavelength 
of the laser used, from infrared to red and from red to blue-violet, 
increasing the numerical aperture of the lens used, from 0.5 to 0.6 
and from 0.6 to 0.85, doubling the recording layers from single to 
dual, and making use of improved software algorithms. Further 
reduction in laser wavelength faces fundamental challenges. Not 
only is there a lack of suitable laser diodes with a wavelength in 
the ultraviolet range, but the substrates now used (for example 
polycarbonate but also glass) become absorbing in the ultraviolet. 
As a consequence it has to be expected that the road of evolutionary 
development can no longer be followed. Instead it will be necessary 
to break new ground. 
To maintain the pace of product development, a number of 
competing technologies are being considered. At present it is not 
clear which approach will prove superior, so only two concepts 
are briefly sketched. One is the near-field approach, in which a 
lens with a large numerical aperture is brought very close to the 
storage medium. At distances d < λ/2, the evanescent wave still has 
components at the wavelength inside the lens, that is, with λ' = λ/n, 
where n is the refractive index of the material. These components 
allow much higher spatial resolution and ideally could increase the 
storage density by 1/n2. Working prototypes have been announced 
by several companies (including Philips and Sony). Because the 
proof of concept has already been achieved, market introduction is 
expected, but probably not in the near future. The main challenge for 
system reliability is the close spacing between the lens and the storage 
medium. This situation resembles that encountered in magnetic 
recording where a magnetic head is held close to the recording 
disk. As far as the phase-change alloy itself is concerned, no major 
challenges are envisaged.
A second concept uses the super-RENS (super-resolution 
near-field structure) effect57–59. This phenomenon allows the 
creation and reading of feature sizes considerably below the size 
of the laser wavelength used. In this case a masking layer is used 
above the storage layer. Making use of a nonlinear response of the 
masking layer, a sub-wavelength hole is formed in this layer. The 
precise origin of the super-RENS phenomenon has not yet  been 
identified. In the past decade a range of rather different materials 
have been discovered that lead to a super-RENS effect when used 
as the masking layer57–59. Because the precise nature of the effect is 
not yet certain, it is difficult to predict the smallest feature size that 
can be reached.
One important issue for rewriteable storage solutions is the 
need to realize reversible phase-change recording, as the reading 
laser power is too high and erases the amorphous regions. Therefore 
alloys with higher transition temperatures are required. In the 
final section, we discuss a different storage concept that makes use 
of the unique property combination of phase-change alloys.
non-volatile electronic MeMories 
In the past decade, the potential of phase-change alloys for 
non-volatile electronic data storage has been discussed intensely. 
The concept has been sketched in Fig. 1. A short current pulse is used 
to crystallize an amorphous region locally. Because the crystalline 
region has a much higher electrical conductivity, reading of the 
information stored is fairly easy. In many phase-change alloys, the 
conductivity increases by more than three orders of magnitude, 
ensuring a high signal-to-noise ratio45. Local melting by a short, 
intense current pulse and subsequent quenching of the heated 
region erases the information. This scheme closely resembles the 
principle used in rewriteable optical data storage. Interestingly, the 
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Figure 2.2: 3 generations of rewritable optical data storage: From left to right CD-RW (650
MB), DVD-RAM (4.7 GB), BD-RE (23.3 GB) and BD-RE dual (50 GB). Aiming at smaller mark
sizes with each new generation, the cross section of the focussed beam has been continiously
decreased from 2µm to 0.19µm due to decreasing laser wavelength and numerical aperature
enhancement. Research and development engineers promised further progress on rewritable
optical data storage. Disks with a capacity of 100 GB w ll probably enter the commercial
market in 2010 [YKN+09]. Image taken from [WY07b].
2.1.2 Electrical phase change memory
Although co mercially orient d r search interest in rewritabl optical data storage has de-
clined in recent years, an extremely vivid phase change research community, technologi-
cally as well as material scien e oriented, exists nowadays du to phase change mater al em-
ployment in non-volatile solid-state memories. This memory concept usually called Phase
Change Random Access Memory (PCRAM or PRAM) enables large oppurtunities and it is
one f the most promising candidates to becom a Flash m mory successor. It even may
become the realization of a so called universal memory, being non-volatile (like Flash) plus
fast nd capable for high cy ling valu s in the order of 1014-1015 (like DRAM). The basic
working principle is the same as in optical data storage and was already described in figure
2.1. Instead of laser pulses inducing the heat into the system, current pulses are used and in
a simplified view, the active PCM volume is placed between two contacts. The reason for the
delay in realization of this, already in the 1960´s proposed concept, is the lack of advanced
lithographical methods. Either t m terial itself, usually in the line-cell concept, or one
of the contacts in the mushroom concept, act as a resistive heater. Both structures have to
b designed lithographically with sub-100 nm geometrical feature size to allow amorphiza-
tion in a small controlled area. The two favoured cell geometries are schematically shown in
figure 2.3.
Recently, important progress in the characterization of prototype cells has been achieved.
Bruns et.al [BMS+09] demonstrated very fast crystallization in GeTe mu hroom cells with
9
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Vertical design (mushroom-type) Lateral design (line-cell)
Figure 2.3: Design concepts for prototype PCRAM cells (schematic view): Vertical design,
mushroom-type cell (left). The phase change material (yellow) is sandwiched beween two
metal electrodes. One part (heating contact, red) of one of the electrodes is produced litho-
graphically, having a small contact area to allow high current densities in order to induce
the phase change in the active switchable region (orange). The lateral design, the line-cell
concept (right) consists of a small lithographically produced PCM line bridging the contact
electrodes (TiN) connected to the pads which can be accessed by the probing needles. Images
taken from [Sal08, LKW05].
pulses faster than 16 ns. Starting with a selected initial amorphous resistance, switching
times even down to 1 ns are possible. Another very promising work by Kau et al [KTK+09]
showed an improved alternative approach in adressing the PCRAM cells. In integrated cir-
cuits the PCM device is usually adressed by a transistor or diode. In this work a thin Ovonic
threshold Switching material2 (OTS) is used for this purpose, yielding a strong enhancement
in storage density. The smallest possible area of only 4F2 is occupied in this concept, F being
the typical feature size of the present lithographic technology node.
More details on the current status of PCRAM memory applications can be found in the re-
cent review paper by Burr et al. [Bea10].
Besides all neccessary engineering related progress and further needed improvement, the
properties of the active PCM is still of essential importance. Table 2.1 lists the phase change
materials parameters and the corresponding influence on the device performance.
The issue of resistance drift is briefly adressed in section 2.2.4. Especially, the need for low
reset (amorphization) currents, which is related to the crystalline resistivity value is of large
2Threshold switching is the transition from a low conductive amorphous OFF state into a high conductive
amorphous ON-state without a crystallization process [AHM78, Kre10]. Thus, an OTS is a slowly crystallizing
material.
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Table 2.1: Some selected phase change materials parameters and the corresponding influence
on PCRAM device characteristics. Modified from [Bea10].
Materials parameter Influence on PCM device performance
Crystallization temperature and thermal stability Data retention and archival lifetime
of the amorphous phase Set power
Melting temperature Reset power
Resistivity in amorphous and crystalline phases On/off ratio
Set and reset current
Stability of amorphous resistivity Parasitic drift effects
multilevel storage
Threshold voltage Set voltage and reading voltage
Thermal conductivity in both phases Set and reset power
Crystallization speed Set pulse duration (and thus power)
Data rate
Melting quenching speed Reset pulse duration (and thus power)
importance and will be discussed in this thesis. Serving as a basic motivation for the in-
vestigation of the electrical transport properties of crystalline PCMs, one can consider that
by given applied pulse voltage the reset current can be minimized by starting with a higher
initial crystalline resistance and therefore resistivity in the cell. Thus, it is mandatory to un-
derstand and tailor the cyrstalline conductivity.
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2.2 Physical properties of phase change materials
The physical properties which play the key roles for the employment of phase change mate-
rials in data storage concepts can be grouped thematically into four categories. The proper-
ties will be discussed in the following order:
• Structure (section 2.2.1)
• Kinetics (section 2.2.2)
• Optical properties (section 2.2.3)
• Electrical properties (section 2.2.4)
2.2.1 Structure
The structure, i.e. the atomic arrangement is the key to understand the origin of kinetic,
optical, electrical and other properties of solid state matter. Thus, it is very important to
study and understand structural properties and their correlations to the properties.
In order to describe the structural properties of PCMs, it is helpful to briefly review the im-
portant basic terminology of possible states of matter and characteristic temperatures rele-
vant in PCMs:
Starting in stable equilibrium in the liquid state above the liquidus temperature Tl , a cooling
process is considered. The regime between Tl and the glass transition temperature Tg is
referred to as the undercooled liquid. In this temperature regime a transformation into
the crystalline state is possible if kinetic processes (nucleation and growth) enable it. If
crystallisation is avoided, the undercooled liquid becomes a glass below a temperature of
Tg , which is defined by a viscosity value of 1012 Pas. The term glass is a special case of the
more general term of amorphous solids, including only systems being melt-quenched from
the liquid state. Amorphous systems can also be formed with certain deposition techniques
or by applying a sufficient amount of pressure.
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2.2.1.1 Liquid phase
The liquid structure of phase change materials is little researched due to the difficult ex-
perimental accessibility. However, some experimental studies using neutron diffraction,
reveal important insight into the coordination of different materials in the liquid state,
which can either be tetrahedrally or octahedrally coordinated, separated by a threshold av-
erage valence electron number of about 4.25 [SCW+08]. In addition, recent studies com-
bining density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamic simulations have been ap-
plied to enrich the information on properties in the liquid state from a theoretical approach
[AJ09, CBP10].
2.2.1.2 Amorphous phase
The amorphous phase is generally described by having a very similiar near-range order com-
pared to the crystalline system. However, due to small deviations of bond lengths and angles
the periodicity characterizing the crystalline state is lost. Generally, the amorphous phase is
treated as a covalently bonded random network[Zal98, Ell84]. The ordinary covalent char-
acter in PCMs is also supported by descriptions of the optical properties by being able to
calculate the polarizability using the Clausius-Mosotti equation[SKW+12].
The structure of amorphous PCMs is often investigated by extended x-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) methods or by molecular dynamics simulations. Currently, results on co-
ordination and atomic position models are discussed. For example, a work by [KFF+04]
proposes a completely tetrahedrally coordinated Ge in the amorphous phase, showing a
transition to an octahedral arrangement in the crystalline phase. This model is one of many
vividely currently discussed models in the field of the amorphous structure, which is not to
be discussed here, but in more detail in [CBK+07, AJ09, JKS+07, JKH+05].
2.2.1.3 Crystalline phase
Before the essential features of the crystalline structure of PCMs are briefly described by a
set of four characterstics, a short note on the sample types is made.
Sample type This short note on the sample types used in structural studies of crystalline
PCMs states that the vast majority of experiments is typically performed on polycrystalline
thin films or polycrystalline powder samples produced by well-known thin film deposition
13
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techniques with sputtering being the most prominent. However, recently first attempts to
produce epitaxial grown films have been made [BSF+09]. Moreover, some work on single
crystals is published [KSA+01, SO10].
1)Octahedral arrangement By categorizing PCMs with respect to crystalline structure, their
local octahedral coordination is the most striking feature. Structures include rocksalt, hexag-
onal layered, simple cubic to name the most relevant [WY07b]. The importance of the octa-
hedral atomic arrangement can be seen nicely by studying the transition into systems gov-
erned by the absence of octrahedral coordination. It has been shown, for X-Y-Te2 systems,
with X being Cu, Ag or Au and Y being In, Sn and Sb that with a decreasing average num-
ber of p electrons tuned by Y, the system loses its phase change properties accompanied by
a structural transition into tetrahedrally bonded types of structures [LW04, Aus07]. To the
knowledge of the author no tetrahedrally arranged alloy with sufficient phase change prop-
erties exists.
2) Local distortions Alongside the octahedral fingerprint, local distortions are of great im-
portance in crystalline PCMs. The special electronic environment of having a half-filled p
electron band3 is usually discussed by the theoretical concept of Peierls. Using the descrip-
tion of a linear chain model system, an arrangement of short and long bonds prevails due
to a reduction in total energy caused by the opening of a gap which is a consequence of the
enhanced periodicity in real space. This schematic mechanism can be seen as the origin
of the strong local distortions4 as probed experimentally and by theoretical DFT calcula-
tions with binary α-GeTe serving as a fruitful example. [LSG+08]. Distortions in GeTe are of
the order of 3° in bonding angle and shift the atomic position by about 0.2 Å. In crystalline
rocksalt Ge1Sb2Te4 averaging standard XRD measurements at first glance reveal no clear ev-
idence for large deviations from an undistorted rocksalt lattice. However, DFT calculations
and preliminary EXAFS results indicate the possibility of even stronger local distortions on
the Ge/Sb sublattice than in GeTe [Len, vE].
3) Intrinsic vacancies
Another characteristic fingerprint in the special set of structural properties of crystalline
PCMs is the unusual high amount of intrinsic vacancies being part of the crystalline lat-
tice. Vacancies on the one hand show up on a concentration scale of the order from slightly
under one up to about two atomic percent as in GeTe. This is revealed by DFT calculation
that conclude only these slightly off-stoichiometric systems to match the experimental ob-
served electrical transport properties (strongly p-type in this case) [EPS+06, KSA+01]. On the
other hand even larger vacancy concentrations on the scale of some ten atomic percent are
3The average number of p electrons is about 3 in most PCMs.
4see also resonant bonding in section 2.3 which is generally endangered by the presence of local distortions.
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often observed, especially in the meta-stable alloys on and nearby the classical PCM pseudo-
binary GeTe-Sb2Te3 line. The importance of the role of this large vacancy concentration and
their effect on the properties is studied in detail in the work by Wuttig et al. [WLW+07].
4) Crystal structure of GeTe, Sb2Te3, Sb2Te and Sb
Besides having mentioned the importance of the octahedral arrangement, the special role
of local distortions and the unusual high concentration of intrinsic vacancies, it is useful to
briefly review the basic structural components of the most relevant PCMs. As already men-
tioned in viewgraph 1.1, the three most relevant PCM alloy families are based on the four
alloys GeTe, Sb2Te3, Sb2Te and Sb. The basic structure of each of these alloys can be sum-
marized as follows. GeTe, as already previously discussed in the paragraph about the local
distortions is of strongly distorted rocksalt-type and is also well described by a rhombohe-
dral arrangement. The same distorted rocksalt or rhombohedral crystal symmetry holds for
Sb2Te3 which belongs to the R3m space group. In its hexagonal representation three layer
sequence groups of Te(1)-Sb-Te(2)-Sb-Te(1) define the unit cell. Same as Ge in GeTe, here
the Sb is neighboured by Te in an octahedral arrangement [DSWL08]. Pure Sb is reported to
have an A7 rhombohedral structure, which can be seen as a distorted cubic structure. In the
case of Sb, each atom has three nearest neigbours with a distance of about 2.9 Å and three
second nearest neighbours with distance of about 3.3 Å. The rhombohedral angle has been
determined to a value of 57.1 degrees by Liu and coworkers. [LA95]. Sb2Te, as investigated
by Agafonov et al., is a combination of the already introduced structures of pure Sb and
Sb2Te3. It has been found that the Sb2Te unit cell consists of one Sb2Te3 and two Sb2 build-
ing blocks set up in a Te(1)-Sb(1)-Te(2)-Sb(1)-Te(1)-Sb(3)-Sb(2)-Sb(2)-Sb(3) layer sequence
[AR91]. Again as a returning fingerprint present in all basic PCM compounds, in this case Sb
is octahedrally coordinated to the neighbouring Te atoms.
2.2.2 Kinetics
In this paragraph, the special kinetic properties of PCMs are briefly discussed. Apparently
PCMs have the potential to crystallize at high temperatures near and below the melting tem-
perature on a nanosecond-timescale. Therefore they are employed in fast optical or electri-
cal memory applications. On the other hand, the non-volatility of amorphous bits or thin
films with geometrical feature sizes of the order of 10-1000 nm is given by the ability of not
crystallizing within 10 years at elevated temperatures of 100 °C, which is a common technical
requirement for rewritable non-volatile data storage devices.
This can only be understood by kinetic properties which vary over many orders of magni-
tude. To illustrate this, the following, simple estimation in a model system, restricted to
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homogeneous growth processes only, can be made: A typical amorphous bit with a radius
of 600 nm should not lose more than 10% of its area at a temperature of Tlow = 100 °C in a
time-span of 10 years. The estimated growth velocity at this temperature turns out to be
approximately:
vlowT <
30nm
3.2 ·108 s ≈ 10
−17 m
s
(2.1)
At a chosen elevated temperature Thi g h of 870 K assuming a complete crystallization of the
same amorphous bit within 200 ns, a growth velocity of:
vhi g hT ≈
600nm
200 ·10ns ≈ 3
m
s
(2.2)
can be estimated5.
Furthermore, assuming a straight thermally activated growth velocity, this yields an activa-
tion energy EA,g r ow th for crystal growth of:
E A,g r ow th = ln
(
vhi g hT
vl owT
)
· kB Thi g hTl ow
Thi g h −Tl ow
≈ l n (3 ·1017) · 8.6 ·10−5 eVK ·870K ·470K
870K−470K ≈ 3eV (2.3)
Indeed activation energies of 1.9-3.4 eV for crystal growth are found experimentally in com-
bined Differential Scanning Calometry (DSC) and ex-situ AFM studies [Kle09, Kal06, Son08,
Lin09]. In these experiments the precise temperature control of the DSC is used, while mea-
suring the difference in crystal sizes of the same crystals with an AFM6 at different annealing
temperatures. Typically a temperature regime of 10-40 °C below the crystallization temper-
ature on a typical annealing time-scale of minutes is used.
At elevated temperatures, the growth velocities/crystallization times have been studied and
estimated by ex-situ laser reflectivity measurements on thin films with the help of static
tester systems[Zie05, Wei00, Det03, vPLvS+05]. Measuring the laser pulse length sufficient to
induce a certain amount of reflectivity enhancement, this gives an estimate for the growth
velocity assuming a known amorphous bit length. A study [vPLvS+05] on a variety of fast
growth materials based on doped Sb2Te and doped Sb alloys reports growth velocities in the
order of 2-20 ms . These are in the order of the values from the estimation in equation 2.2.
5Values in this order have recently been found in [Gab10] using an advanced in-situ static tester system.
6The crystals can easily be observed due to the density and thickness contrast of typically 5-10 % upon crystal-
lization in PCMs
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Temperature / K
Figure 2.4: Kinetics of crystallization: Theoretical prediction of the two contributions domi-
nating the speed of crystallization. In blue the temperature dependent nucleation rate varies
over a large range. Equally largely changing with temperature, the growth rate is plotted
in red. Considering only growth, rough estimates for an amorphous bit with a diameter of
600 nm yield a crystallization time of more than 10 years at room-temperature (equation 2.1)
and about 200 ns near the peak point of the characteristics. Image modified from [Kal08]
.
However, it is strongly emphasized that all these estimations are based on very simple mod-
els and only serve as an order of magnitude classification. Presently, progress in the field
of experimental research on the in-situ reflectivity behaviour on a nm length-scale and ns
time-scale at elevated temperatures is achieved by applying an advanced pump-probe in-
situ reflectivity optical tester[Sal08, Gab10, Kal08, Nel07]. With the help of this system the
growth behaviour in a broad temperature regime will become accessible and the compari-
son with models (figure 2.4) for crystal growth (and nucleation as well) will probably yield
further very interesting insight into the special kinetics of phase change materials.
2.2.3 Optical properties
In rewritable optical data storage devices (section 2.1.1), the pronounced optical reflectiv-
ity contrast upon phase transition from the amorphous to the cyrstalline state has been
employed successfully. Aiming at a basic understanding of the origin of the special opti-
cal properties of PCMs, this paragraph deals with important fundamentals on this topic as
follows:
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Figure 1.4: Experimental optical absorption of GaAs (a) and GeTe (b) in the crystalline
and amorphous phase. Compared to the changes in GeTe the differences between the two
spectra in GaAs are small. No valence-4 alloy such as GaAs or Si has been reported to be
suitable for phase-change applications.
tors are highly fascinating. Understanding the physical properties of alloys such as GeTe
or Ge2Sb2Te5 should broaden our knowledge of covalent materials and shed light on open
questions such as the one arising from Fig. 1.4, i.e. it would enable us to understand why
this class of materials behaves so different from III-V semiconductors such as GaAs.
The goal of this work is thus to answer some of these scientifically and technologically
important questions. Thereby the focus is mainly on the correlation of stoichiometry and
structural properties with electronic and optical properties of phase-change materials. Such
correlations are apparent in III-V semiconductors which show sp3 hybridization and hence
crystallize in a tetrahedral coordination or in ionic systems with large charge transfer which
8
Figure 2.5: Optical contrast PCM vs. non-PCM: Imaginary part of the dielectric function
of amorphous and crystalline GaAs (top). In first order, the behaviour is very similiar for
both structural phases. In contrast the imaginary part of the dielectric function of GeTe, a
prototype PCM, changes drastically upon crystallization. Image taken from [Wel06].
• Optical contrast: Comparison of a typical PCM with a typical covalent semiconductor
• Quantum mechanical origin of optical contrast in PCMs
• Experimental fingerprint of large optical contrast in PCMs
• General description of the dielectric function and its contributions
• Inter band transitions of bound electrons
• Free carrier absorption / Drude parameters
• Drude contribution in the regime of small scattering times
• Standard fitting model for optical properties of PCMs
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2.2.3.1 Optical contrast - PCM vs. Non-PCM
As a first step in understanding the pronounced optical contrast in PCMs, the results of the
experimental observations are reviewed. In figure 2.5 the imaginary part (²2) of the dielec-
tric function of GaAs (top) and GeTe (bottom) is plotted for both the amorphous and the
crystalline phase. The dielectric function and its contributions will be discussed in more
detail later in this section. First emphasis is put on the large difference in optical proper-
ties between these two materials. The typical covalently bonded III-V semiconductor GaAs,
a non-PCM, reveals very similiar characteristics in both phases. In contrast, the prototype
PCM GeTe, shows a drastic change of ²2 upon crystallization. Hence, this large difference,
also showing up in the reflectivity, can easily be utilized in optical data storage devices.
2.2.3.2 Quantum mechanical origin of optical contrast in PCMs
Before the origin of the large optical contrast present in PCMs is discussed by introducing the
standard model for fitting experimental optical data of PCMs, a work applying ab-initio den-
sity functional theory (DFT) by Welnic et. al. [WBRW07] is briefly summarized. In this work
on Ge1Sb2Te 4, a rocksalt structure and a spinel-structure is assumed for the crystalline and
the amorphous phase, respectively. This special type of amorphous structure, consisting of
octahedrally bonded Sb and Te atoms, and tetrahedrally coordinated Ge atoms, is supported
by an experimental EXAFS study by Kolobow et.al. [KFF+04] stating this structure to yield a
good agreement of the simulations and experimental data, upon probing the short-range
order. In DFT calculations, the joint density of states and the matrix elements describing
the probability of inter-band transitions are calculated and it has been found that the latter
provides the dominant contribution to the change in absorption described by Fermis golden
rule. Thus, this quantum mechanical approach is suitable to explain the origin of the optical
contrast including a detailed quantative analysis of the strength of the optical transitions.
Despite this successful descripton of one PCM, the drawbacks of this theoretical method
are its time-consuming computer simulations and its reliability on the right choosen exact
structural input for the theoretical calculations. This explains, why commonly the exper-
imental specroscopic data are fitted by models based on rather simple oscillator models
originating from classical mechanics which will be discussed in the following.
2.2.3.3 Experimental determination of optical properties of PCMs
As already introduced (figure 2.5) the dielectric function differs significantly in the amor-
phous and crystalline state for PCMs. It is now discussed how this dielectric function is de-
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rived. From an experimental point of view, combined spectroscopic ellipsometry (section
4.7) and FTIR spectroscopy measurements (section 4.8) cover a broad energy range from
0.05 - 5 eV. In FTIR measurements the energy dependent reflectivity is probed and already
with the help of the experimental raw data important conclusions can be drawn. First, a
plot of the reflectivity versus energy spectra for AgInTe2, a typical covalent semiconductor is
shown in figure 2.6. By comparing the amorphous and cyrstalline spectra, no pronounced
difference can be seen. In [SKW+12] the corresponding dielectric function (→ figure 2.7)
has been calculated, which, as in the case of GaAs (figure 2.5), reveals no significant change
in optical properties. In contrast, a completely different experimental spectroscopic finger-
print can be found for PCMs. In figure 2.8, FTIR spectra of amorphous (blue) and crystalline
(red) Ge2Sb1Te4 are depicted. Already in this optical raw data four essential features of PCMs
reveal themselves. 1) Assuming the film thickness to be known and not being changed by
more than 10 % upon phase transition, the most striking difference is the difference in the
position of interference extrema, which are directly related to the product of the thickness
and the refractive index. Just from counting the number of fringes and assuming an almost
constant film thickness, a large increase in refractive index upon crystallization can be de-
rived. 2) The optical bandgap situated in the regime where the oscillations vanish must show
a clear decrease upon crystallization. 3) In the crystalline state a constant level of absorption
is present in the sub-bandgap region. 4) In the low energetic mid-infrared region, a Drude
contribution appears, which must be due to a large amount of free carriers only present in
the crystalline state. The corresponding dielectric function (figure 2.9) is typical for PCMs.
In order to explain how this dielectric function is constituted, some fundamentals of optical
properties have to be reviewed.
2.2.3.4 Basic aspects of optical properties of solids
The optical properties of solids are described by the complex dielectric function ²˜(ω) or
equivalently by the complex refractive index n˜(ω). These quantaties are given by their fre-
quency independent representations, seperating the real and imaginary parts:
²˜= ²1+ i²2 (2.4)
n˜ = n+ i k (2.5)
with n the refractive index (real part) and k the extinction coefficient. Equations 2.4 and 2.5
are related as follows:
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Figure 1 Sample cross-section. a, Reference specimen. b, Sample investigated.
1: glass substrate, 2: Au layer, 3: semiconductor layer.
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Figure 2 Infrared reflectance spectra of an AgInTe2 film with a thickness of
0.65µm. Blue: amorphous state, red: crystalline state. The solid lines describe the
experimental data, whereas the dashed lines denote the simulation results.
chalcopyrite structure. There was no significant change in film
thickness. This is consistent with X-ray reflectivity measurements
of the density and thickness of thinner films before and after
crystallization. The reflectance spectra of both phases closely
resemble each other. Both the maxima of the curves and the
positions of their minima are very similar. The films are transparent
below their bandgap, measured to be 1.38 eV. This is clearly seen
in that the reflectance maxima are close to 1 below this energy.
The spacing of adjacent maxima depends on the product of
refractive index and film thickness, and hence must be similar in
both phases.
The resulting dielectric function is shown in Supplementary
Information, Fig. S1. For energies below 0.75 eV, both curves
show no significant absorption and have a similar, constant real
part of the dielectric function, ε1(ω), that is, constant refractive
index. This implies that their chemical bonding is very similar,
as discussed later. Thus, the small difference in optical properties
is not sufficient for rewritable optical storage applications. In
addition, AgInTe2 has rather slow crystallization rates (not shown
here). Hence, AgInTe2 does not possess phase-change properties9.
A very different behaviour is seen in the reflectance curves
of the phase-change alloy Ge2Sb1Te4 in Fig. 3. Again, the blue
curves are for the as-deposited amorphous state and the red
curves for the crystalline film with rocksalt structure10. The
as-deposited film was 0.53± 0.01 µm thick, and decreased to
0.50 ± 0.01 µm after crystallization. This 6 ± 3% decrease is
consistent with X-ray reflectivity measurements on thinner films.
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Figure 3 Infrared reflectance spectra of a Ge2Sb1Te4 film. Blue: amorphous state,
red: crystalline state. The solid lines describe the experimental data, whereas the
dashed lines denote the simulation results. On crystallization, the thickness
decreased from 0.53 to 0.50 µm. The contributions of different phase-change film
properties to the reflectance curve are marked.
There are three significant differences between the amorphous and
crystalline curves. These are also denoted in the figure. First, the
interference fringes extend to much higher photon energies for
the amorphous than the crystalline phase, owing to the larger
bandgap of the amorphous phase7. Second, the reflectance maxima
are lower in the crystalline phase, owing to subgap (Drude-like)
absorption by free carriers. Third, and most important, is the
pronounced difference in spacing of the reflectance minima. The
spacing is about 40% smaller in the crystalline phase, which added
to the thickness difference, implies that the refractive index is
∼50% larger in the crystalline phase. This is supported by a
detailed analysis of the spectra in Fig. 4a–d, which show both
the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function, that is, ε1
and ε2.
The reflectance spectra of all investigated phase-change
materials show a similar effect; ε∞ is much larger in their crystalline
phase. This is also visible in the two extra measurements shown in
the Supplementary Information, and was also noted by Mendoza-
Galvan and Gonzalez-Hernandez8. As can be seen from Fig. 4a–d,
the excess of ε∞ for the crystalline phase is significant and reaches
values over 200%. This difference is a generic feature of phase-
change materials. Whereas the spectra of the amorphous phases
resemble that of amorphous AgInTe2, the crystalline spectra show a
distinct difference. This is clear evidence for a difference in bonding.
We consider the origin of this difference.
First, we model the observed dielectric function from 0.05 to
3 eV. We can exclude phonon contributions that lie below 0.03 eV.
We include a Drude-like term for free carriers plus a single Tauc–
Lorentz oscillator, following Jellison11. ε1(ω) and ε2(ω) thereby
automatically obey the Kramers–Kronig relationship.
We find no contribution from free carriers for the amorphous
phases. As their bandgaps are larger than 0.5 eV, the extinction
coefficient k is zero below 0.5 eV and ε1(ω) = n2, where n is
the refractive index. For the crystalline phases, there is a Drude-
like absorption. Its contribution can be subtracted out within this
model to simplify comparisons. The dielectric functions seen in
Fig. 4 show a single peak due to bonding–antibonding transitions.
We now analyse the optical dielectric constant ε∞, that is,
the low energy-limit of ε1 in the range studied here, by the
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Figure 2.6: FTIR measurements of a typical covalent semiconductor, AgInTe2: Energy de-
pendent reflectivity of a 650 nm thick film on top of gold-coated glas substrate. Amorphous
(blue), crystalline phase (red), measured (solid line) and simulation (dotted line) are shown.
Both spectra reveal similiar reflectivity data (interference minima at same energetic posi-
tions), implying no pronounced change of optical properties upon crystallization. Taken
from [SKW+12].
 
 
Fig. 1.  Dielectric Function ε(ω) of amorphous (blue curve) and crystalline (red curve) 
AgInTe2. 
 
 3
Figure 2.7: Dielectric functio of a typical covalent semiconductor, AgInTe2, in the amor-
phous and crystalline phase: Based n the experimental spectroscopic data in figure 2.6 the
optical properties are c ncluded to be very similiar in both tructural phases. Taken from
[SKW+12].
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Figure 2 Infrared reflectance spectra of an AgInTe2 film with a thickness of
0.65µm. Blue: amorphous state, red: crystalline state. The solid lines describe the
experimental data, whereas the dashed lines denote the simulation results.
chalcopyrite structure. There was no significant change in film
thickness. This is consistent with X-ray reflectivity measurements
of the density and thickness of thinner films before and after
crystallization. The reflectance spectra of both phases closely
resemble each other. Both the maxima of the curves and the
positions of their minima are very similar. The films are transparent
below their bandgap, measured to be 1.38 eV. This is clearly seen
in that the reflectance maxima are close to 1 below this energy.
The spacing of adjacent maxima depends on the product of
refractive index and film thickness, and hence must be similar in
both phases.
The resulting dielectric function is shown in Supplementary
Information, Fig. S1. For energies below 0.75 eV, both curves
show no significant absorption and have a similar, constant real
part of the dielectric function, ε1(ω), that is, constant refractive
index. This implies that their chemical bonding is very similar,
as discussed later. Thus, the small difference in optical properties
is not sufficient for rewritable optical storage applications. In
addition, AgInTe2 has rather slow crystallization rates (not shown
here). Hence, AgInTe2 does not possess phase-change properties9.
A very different behaviour is seen in the reflectance curves
of the phase-change alloy Ge2Sb1Te4 in Fig. 3. Again, the blue
curves are for the as-deposited amorphous state and the red
curves for the crystalline film with rocksalt structure10. The
as-deposited film was 0.53± 0.01 µm thick, and decreased to
0.50 ± 0.01 µm after crystallization. This 6 ± 3% decrease is
consistent with X-ray reflectivity measurements on thinner films.
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Figure 3 Infrared reflectance spectra of a Ge2Sb1Te4 film. Blue: amorphous state,
red: crystalline state. The solid lines describe the experimental data, whereas the
dashed lines denote the simulation results. On crystallization, the thickness
decreased from 0.53 to 0.50 µm. The contributions of different phase-change film
properties to the reflectance curve are marked.
There are three significant differences between the amorphous and
crystalline curves. These are also denoted in the figure. First, the
interference fringes extend to much higher photon energies for
the amorphous than the crystalline phase, owing to the larger
bandgap of the amorphous phase7. Second, the reflectance maxima
are lower in the crystalline phase, owing to subgap (Drude-like)
absorption by free carriers. Third, and most important, is the
pronounced difference in spacing of the reflectance minima. The
spacing is about 40% smaller in the crystalline phase, which added
to the thickness difference, implies that the refractive index is
∼50% larger in the crystalline phase. This is supported by a
detailed analysis of the spectra in Fig. 4a–d, which show both
the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function, that is, ε1
and ε2.
The reflectance spectra of all investigated phase-change
materials show a similar effect; ε∞ is much larger in their crystalline
phase. This is also visible in the two extra measurements shown in
the Supplementary Information, and was also noted by Mendoza-
Galvan and Gonzalez-Hernandez8. As can be seen from Fig. 4a–d,
the excess of ε∞ for the crystalline phase is significant and reaches
values over 200%. This difference is a generic feature of phase-
change materials. Whereas the spectra of the amorphous phases
resemble that of amorphous AgInTe2, the crystalline spectra show a
distinct difference. This is clear evidence for a difference in bonding.
We consider the origin of this difference.
First, we model the observed dielectric function from 0.05 to
3 eV. We can exclude phonon contributions that lie below 0.03 eV.
We include a Drude-like term for free carriers plus a single Tauc–
Lorentz oscillator, following Jellison11. ε1(ω) and ε2(ω) thereby
automatically obey the Kramers–Kronig relationship.
We find no contribution from free carriers for the amorphous
phases. As their bandgaps are larger than 0.5 eV, the extinction
coefficient k is zero below 0.5 eV and ε1(ω) = n2, where n is
the refractive index. For the crystalline phases, there is a Drude-
like absorption. Its contribution can be subtracted out within this
model to simplify comparisons. The dielectric functions seen in
Fig. 4 show a single peak due to bonding–antibonding transitions.
We now analyse the optical dielectric constant ε∞, that is,
the low energy-limit of ε1 in the range studied here, by the
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Figure 2.8: FTIR data of a typical PCM in the amorphous and crystalline phase. The spec-
tra of Ge2Sb1Te4 reveals drastic changes in the energy dependent reflectivity behaviour. The
most striking feature is the large change in interference fringe positions, which must be at-
tributed to a large inc ease of the refractive index (taking in o account an almost constant
film thickness upon crystallization). Additionally a bandgap decrease (position of vanishing
oscillation), a subgap absorption and Drude contribution is present only in the crystalline
state. [SKW+12].
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Figure 2.9: Dielectric function of Ge2Sb1Te4 in the amorphous and crystalline phase. Based
n the experimental pectrosc pic data in figure 2.8 the optical properties are changing dras-
tic lly upon crystallization. Modified from [Kre09].
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n˜ =
p
²˜ −→ ²1 = n2+k2 and ²2 = 2nk (2.6)
The absorption α is closely related to the extinction coefficient and the wavelength λ by:
α= 4pik
λ
(2.7)
To derive the material dependent optical properties, the interaction of an electromagnetic
wave with a solid need to be described by the relation of electric displacement D , electric
field E and polarizaion P :
D = ²0E +P (2.8)
with ²0 being the electric permittivity of free space.
In the case of linear optics, in isotropic and homogeneous media, the electric displacement
and polarization can be written as:
D = ²0²˜E and P = ²0χE (2.9)
with the susceptibility χ.
Hence, finally the energy dependent dielectric function is composed by summing up all rel-
evant susceptibilities present in the system, which will be discussed later:
²˜(ω)= 1+χ(1)+χ(2)+ ... (2.10)
In the next step, the most common contributions to the dielectric function are discussed.
Usually, contributions from phonons, valence electrons, core electrons and free electrons
are considered in simple optical models. These contributions typically play different roles
in different energy regimes. In figure 2.10 these contributions are shown (excluding the
free electrons). Phonons give rise to absorption (shown as Gaussian peak in ²2) in the meV
regime. The excitation of bound valence electrons is situated in an eV regime, while for core
electrons, energies on a keV scale are needed. The corresponding characteristic of the real
part of the dielectric function (figure 2.10 top) reveals the prominent levels of the dielectric
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Figure 2.10: Dielectric function from meV to keV.
constant. Starting at the low energetic limit, the static dielectric constant ²st ati c decribes the
level below the phonon regime. The constant level between the phonons and the electronic
transition of bound valence electrons is referred to as ²∞. At energies between the inter-
action regime of valence and core electrons, a constant dielectric backround due to core
electrons can be assumed. At even higher energies, no component of the optical system is
able to follow the excitment frequency resulting in an upper limit dielectric constant of 1.
After this general introduction, categorizing the contributions with repect to their energetic
scale of interaction, the focus will be put on the relevant parts present in PCMs and the
applied methods.
2.2.3.5 Phonons
In PCMs, phonon energies are expected still to be smaller than the lower limit of the given
experimental resolution of 0.05 eV. In a first approximation, phonon energies scale inversely
with the square route of the mass : ω0 ∝
√
1
m . With Ge being usually the lightest element in
the system, energies of homo-polar Ge-Ge bonds are found at 0.04 eV [NN71]. Recently, DFT
calculations found the highest phonon energies at 0.022 eV in Ge2Sb2Te5 [SB09]. In addition,
Raman experiments do not reveal energies higher than 0.025 eV [KFF+04, BSF+09]. Thus,
relevant contributions by phonons can be excluded for an optical analysis above 0.05 eV.
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2.2.3.6 Core electrons
On the experimental scale with an upper energy limit of 5 eV, resonance effects of core elec-
trons - typically on a keV scale - do not have to be considered with a special optical model.
However, a constant dielectric background has to be included (see section 2.2.3.10)
2.2.3.7 Valence electrons - Interband transitions
The interaction of bound valence electrons with an electromagnetic wave can be described
by the Lorentz model. In this approach, a linear equation of motion is used to derive the
spatial electronic displacement. The contributions to the equation are as follows: The elec-
trons are bound to the core, described by a harmonic potential, thus a linear restoring force
is included. A damping term γ represents the optical media. In addition, the electric field
of the incoming wave induces forced oscillations. Hence, the equation of motion can be
written as:
me x¨+ meγx˙︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dampi ng
+ meω20x︸ ︷︷ ︸
H ar moni cpot .
= eE0e−iωt︸ ︷︷ ︸
E xter nal f or ce
(2.11)
Without presenting details, this equation can be solved; a dipole moment can be calculated
from the resulting displacement, which can be related to a macroscopic polarization. Sub-
sequently the Lorentz suceptibility can be derived using equation 2.9:
χLor ent z (ω)=
ωp
ω2+ iγω−ω20
(2.12)
The imaginary component of this oscillator is depicted in figure 2.11 and compared to a
Gauss and Tauc-Lorentz oscillator model. The latter is often the model of choice for amor-
phous and semiconducting systems. In addition to the harmonic part (Lorentz oscillator),
Jellison and Modine [JM96] included the Tauc density of states into the imaginary part,
which describes interband transitions with energies larger than the bandgap. The imagi-
nary part of the Tauc-Lorentz oscillator is given by:
Im(χTauc−Lor ent z )(ω)= A
ω
ωoγ(ω−ωg )2
(ω20−ω2)2+γ2ω2
θ(ω−ωc ) (2.13)
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Figure 2.11: Three commonly used oscillator types describing interband transitions of bound
valence electrons: The Lorentz oscillator derived from a harmonic potential (blue), a gaus-
sian oscillator (black) and the Tauc-Lorentz (red) are shown. Modified from [Kre09].
consisting of four parameters:
• Oscillator strength : A
• Resonance frequency: ω0
• Bandgap parameter: ωg
• Damping parameter: γ
The real part of the Tauc-Lorentz based dielectric function is calculated by the Kramers-
Kronig relations.
2.2.3.8 Free carrier absorption - Drude model
Free electrons can be treated as bound electrons in the previous section, except that no
restoring force is present in the system. This is called the Drude model.
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The Drude-susceptibility is given by:
χDr ude (ω)=
ω2p
ω2+ iγω (2.14)
Thus, two parameters, namely γ (damping) and ωp (plasma frequency), are necessary to
describe the Drude contribution. These two parameters are related to the properties de-
scribing the electrical transport:
ω2p =
ne2
²0m∗
and γ= 1
τ
= e
µm∗
(2.15)
with n the carrier concentration, µ the mobility, m∗ the effective mass, τ the scattering time,
e the electrical charge and ²0 the permittivity of free space. Rewritten in terms of the three
relevant electrical transport properties, equation 2.15 becomes:
σ0 =
ω2p²0
γ
and
n
m∗
= ²0
e2
ω2p , µ ·m∗ =
e
γ
= e ·τ (2.16)
These electrical transport quantities derived by optical methods are called:
• Optical conductivity : σ0
• Optical carrier concentration : nm∗
• Optical mobility : µ ·m∗
In order to get a feeling how the Drude parameters show up experimentally, figure 2.12
shows the reflectivity vs. energy spectra of a typical metal, Aluminium. The reflectivity can
be calculated applying the following scheme:
n
m∗ , µ·m∗ −→eq.2.16 γ,ωp −→eq.2.14 χDr ude −→eq.2.10 ²˜(ω) −→eq.2.6 n˜(ω) −→F r esnel Reflectivity
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Drude-Lorentz Model – Textbook & Pure Metal Case
M. Fox, Optical Properties of Solids (Oxford University 
Press, Oxford, England, 2001), pg. 149
Two model parameters:
Position plasma edge → ωp (plasma frequency)
Curvature → γ (damping)
Scattering time τ = 1/ γ
Consider free electrons
in metals or doped semiconductors
Oscillator model:
damping term (dielectric media)
no restoring force (free e-)
driving force (AC E-field)
→ electron displacement
→ polarization P
→ P ↔ E, D, ε
→ dielectric constant ε(ω)
Aluminum
Figure 2.12: Drude behaviour in a typical metal. Experimental and modeled reflectivity vs.
energy spectrum of Aluminium. Applying the Fresnel formula for reflectivity and using equa-
tions 2.6, 2.10 and 2.14 the reflectivity can be calculated. The dotted curve is calculated as-
suming a plasma energy ħωp = 15.8 eV and no damping. In the case of no damping the
position of the plasma edge ωpe and the plasma frequency ωp line up.For the dashed line a
scattering time of τ = 8 fs was assumed. The experimental result is represented by the solid
line. Thus, conside ing equation 2.16, the carrier concentration mainly shifts the energetic
position of the reflectivity edge and the mobility changes its curvature. Image taken from
[Fox01].
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2.2.3.9 Small scattering times
In the previous paragraph, the Drude part of the dielectric function was discussed as an
optical model for free carriers. This model is typically applied to metals as already briefly
presented for the case of aluminium revealing the typical "Drude-edge" shown (figure 2.12).
However, this reflectivity versus energy shape can change drastically with different sets of
parameters. Especially in the case of large damping terms (small scattering times), the edge-
type behaviour is smeared out. Additionally a parameter coupling appears. Considering
small scattering times (τ « ω), the denominator of equation 2.14 transforms to:
ω2+ iγω=ω
(
ω+ i
τ
)
≈
τ<<ω ω
i
τ
(2.17)
Hence, in this limiting case the real part of the Drude susceptibility vanishes and it can be
written as:
χDr ude =
ω2p
γ
i
ω
= σ0
²0ω
i (2.18)
In this special situation, the description with the two parameters γ and ωp becomes redun-
dant - one new parameter proportional to
ω2p
γ is sufficient. In consequence, the optical mo-
bility and optical carrier concentration (equation 2.16) cannot be determined by a unique
set of parameters anymore. This is a clear drawback when determining the electrical trans-
port parameters in such systems. However, the optical conductivity can still be determined
in a unique way. The transition from a typical Drude-edge type system towards a strongly
coupled system is presented in figure 2.13. A model system with a fixed plasma frequencyωp
= 2 eV (carrier concentration of n ≈ 1021 cm−3) and a dielectric constant ²∞ = 30 was chosen
in which the scattering time is systematically decreased from 1000 fs to 0.1 fs. As expected
from equation 2.18 the real part of the dielectric function (middle) is approaching the con-
stant ²∞ value. The imaginary part transforms into the hyperbolic 1ω shape for small scat-
tering times (2.13 bottom). The resulting calculated reflectivity spectra change their shape
from a plasma-edge-type to a smeared-out shape in the case of small scattering times.
2.2.3.10 Standard model for optical properties of PCMs
Recently, Shportko et.al. [SKW+12] analysed a large number of PCMs in an energy range
from 0.05 eV - 5 eV in a combined spectroscopic ellispsometry and FTIR campaign. Spectra
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Figure 2.13: Reflectivity versus energy characteristics and corresponding dielectric function
applying different Drude parameters: Model system with fixed plasma frequency ofωp = 2 eV
,carrier concentration n ≈ 1021 cm−3 and dielectric constant ²∞ = 30. From top to bottom
the calculated reflectivity, real and imaginary part of the dielectric function is plotted. The
scattering time τ is systematically decreased from 1000 fs to 0.1 fs causing a smear out of the
edge-type feature of the reflectivity behaviour. Image modified from [Kre09].
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such as those depicted in figure 2.8 were simulated by applying two optical models7, which
employ the contributions to the dielectric function presented above. For the amorphous
phase of phase change materials, a model considering the dielectric background of the core
electrons and a Tauc-Lorentz contribution accouting for the interband transitions has been
proven to be a good choice:
²amor phous(ω)= 1+²cor e−el ectr ons +χTauc−Lor ent z (ω)= ²const +χTauc−Lor ent z (ω) (2.19)
In the crystalline state, typical conductivities of larger than ≈ 1 S/cm support an inclusion
of a Drude contribution:
²cr y st al l i ne (ω)= ²const +χTauc−Lor ent z (ω)+χDr ude (ω) (2.20)
The value of the optical bandgap Eg in [SKW+12] and this work is defined by the energy of
the absorption α having a value of 104 cm−1 (see also [SKW+12, Kre09]).
The dielectric constant ²∞ is defined as the value of the real part of the dielectric function at
an energy of 0.05 eV minus the Drude contribution [Kre09, SKW+12].
In section 2.3 all these quantities are discussed in the framework of a special bonding type
present in crystalline PCMs.
In the next section, focus is put on the electrical properties of PCMs.
7For optical simulation the Scout software was used [The].
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2.2.4 Electrical properties
In the previous chapter, the optical properties have been discussed, including the electrical
transport properties of free carriers in the cyrstalline phase gained by spectroscopic charac-
teristics. This section summarizes additional aspects of electrical properties of PCMs. A gen-
eral and fundamental introduction of electrical transport properties is given later in chapter
3.
2.2.4.1 Room temperature dc-conductivity of amorphous and crystalline PCMs
Starting with a comparison of the amorphous and crystalline state, the pronounced resistiv-
ity contrast employed in PCRAM applications was already introduced earlier (section 2.1.2).
It typically spans 3-6 orders of magnitude in room temperature resistivity. In figure 2.14,
a typical example of a common van der Pauw experiment (see chapter 4.9) on a PCM thin
film sample is depicted. The 80 nm thick AIST film on top of a glass substrate is amorphous
as-deposited and reveals a thermally activated characteristic (cf. section: 3.2) within the
amorphous phase upon heating, which is indicated by the straight line in the log σ vs T−1
representation (red arrow). The activation energy for transport typically ranges from 0.3-
0.5 eV, having a value of approximately half the optical bandgap. At a temperature of about
170 °C, the AIST film crystallizes accompanied by a large step-like increase of the conductiv-
ity. Upon further heating and subsequent cooling the film remains in a nearly temperature-
independent metallic-like state. This behaviour is very typical for a certain group of PCMs
and will be discussed in detail in the second part of the results in section 5.2. Values for the
room temperature conductivity usually range from 10−5 - 101 S/cm and from 100 - 104 S/cm
for amorphous and crystalline PCMs, respectively.
2.2.4.2 Carrier concentration and mobility - Amorphous phase
In terms of carrier concentrations and mobilities, very little is reported in the literature
on the transport parameters of amorphous PCMs due to their experimentally challeng-
ing conductivity regime, which is too conductive for time of flight methods but rather
high-ohmic for Hall measurements. Baily et al. report Hall measurements on amorphous
Ge2Sb2Te5 yielding room temperature carrier concentrations of ≈ 1018 cm−3 and mobilities
of ≈ 10−3 cm2/Vs. Another technique to determine mobilities, often used for organic thin
films, is the application of thin film field effect transistors (TFT). In this approach the mea-
surement of the transistor characteristics can be used as input to calculate the maximum
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Figure 2.14: Temperature dependent electrical conductivity of a typical PCM: An 80 nm thick
amorphous as-deposited AgIn-Sb2Te (AIST) film reveals a thermally activated behaviour in
the amorphous phase (red arrow). After crystallization (indicated by the sharp step-like in-
crease of the conductivity) a nearly temperature independent characterstic is present.
field effect mobility[Vol08, Eff07, Sch06]. For amorphous PCMs, maximum field effect mo-
bilities in the order of 10−4 - 10−1 cm2/Vs have been found [Vol08].
2.2.4.3 High field effects in the amorphous phase
The properties already discussed are apparently valid by applying small field DC voltages. At
higher fields, non-ohmic and threshold switching effects become important. These are not
discussed here, for more detail the reader is referred to [Kre10].
2.2.4.4 Amorphous resistance drift
In addition to the technologically relevant threshold switching behaviour, the electrical
properties of the amorphous phase are strongly influenced by another effect that is corre-
lated to the performance in memory cells. The amorphous phase, characterized by a non-
equilibrium situation, exhibits the effect of the so-called resistance drift of the amorphous
phase. The phenomenon of a time- and temperature-induced increase in resistivity causes
technological challenges. Defining stable amorphous resistance levels is a great challenge to
be solved, especially when employing the multi-level concept in PCRAM cells[Kre10]. The
drift of the resistance R is usually described by a power law:
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Figure 2.15: Resistance drift in amorphous AIST thin films: An 80 nm thick as deposited film
was continiously probed in a room temperature van der Pauw measurement (Error bars due
to an estimated error in temperature-stability assuming a thermally activated resistance).
Equation 2.21 yields a typical drift exponent of 0.076.
R(t )=R0
(
t
t0
)ν
(2.21)
Critical exponents ν typically have values of 0.05 - 0.2 [Kre10]. An example of the drift effect
is displayed in viewgraph 2.15. In [Kre10] an idea for an explanation for the origin of this
effect is given by excluding defect annealing and including a bandgap increase as a cause
considering trap-limited band transport as the relevant transport mechanism in the amor-
phous phase.
2.2.4.5 Carrier concentration and mobility - Crystalline phase
As already mentioned (section 2.2.3.8), spectroscopic analysis of the Drude contribution
of free carriers in the crystalline state is one way to determine the carrier concentration
and mobility, however modified by the effective mass. Combined with Hall measurements,
the carrier concentration, mobility, scattering time and effective mass can be revealed,
also done later in this thesis for doped Sb2Te and GeTe-Sb2Te3 systems (section 5). For
Ge2Sb2Te5, a low-temperature dc-Hall analysis is given by Lee et.al [LAB+05] who did not
find any evidence for a freeze-out effect down to 5 K in the rocksalt and hexagonal phase
phase. A p-type dominated transport with carrier concentrations of 8 · 1019 cm−3 and 3 ·
1020 cm−3, determined by Hall measurements, is reported for the rocksalt and hexagonal
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state respectively. Other results from literature are compiled in table 2.2 (see also in the re-
sults section of this thesis (table 5.5, 5.14).
Table 2.2: Summary of electrical transport properties of selected cyrstalline PCMs found in
literature and data by the present author. All data taken at room temperature.
Material Source Structure, Tset ρ σ n µ
(°C) (µΩcm) (S/cm) (cm−3) (cm2/Vs)
SnSe2 [Chu08] 2.6-7.7 · 104 13-39
GeSe [WSH] 5-7 · 1010 1.5-2.0 · 10−5
Ge2Sb2Te5 [KSA+01] hexagonal 290 3400 4.3 · 1020 50
Ge2Sb2Te5 [LAB+05] rocks.,hex. 500-50000 20-2000 2-3 · 1020 0.6-42
Ge3Sn1Te4 [WSH] 530-710 1400-1900
Ge2Sn2Te4 [WSH] 340-430 2300-2900
SnTe [WSH] 210-310 3200-4700
Ge15Sb85 [WSH] rhomb./250 °C 320 3200 6.0 · 1021 3.2
Sb [WSH] rhomb./200 °C 330 3000 3.6 · 1020 53
Sb20Te80 [WSH] 200 °C 6500 130 8.0 · 1019 10
Sb30Te70 [WSH] 200 °C 2200 455 6.0 · 1019 49
Te [WSH] 200 °C 9.5·104 10.5
Bi [GCS63] 100 10000
In3SbTe2 [Man] rocksalt 110 9300 1.7 · 1022 3.5
Sb2Te this work → sec. 5.1.2.1 400-530 1900-2500 → table 5.5 → table 5.5
AIST this work → sec. 5.1.2.1 560-770 1300-1800 → table 5.5 → table 5.5
GIST this work → sec. 5.1.2.1 270-400 2500-3700 → table 5.5 → table 5.5
GeTe this work → table 5.10 480-770 1300-2100 → fig. 5.41 → fig. 5.41
Ge8Sb2Te11 this work → fig. 5.49
Ge3Sb2Te6 this work → fig. 5.49
Ge2Sb2Te5 this work → fig. 5.49
Ge1Sb2Te4 this work → table 5.12 310-1.3·106 0.8-3200 → table 5.14 → table 5.14
Ge1Sb4Te7 this work → fig. 5.49
Sb2Te3 this work → fig. 5.49
2.2.4.6 Density of states and categorization of electronic properties
Considering the thermally activated transport in the amorphous phase, it is reasonable
to assume an optical and mobility bandgap of the same order and a Fermi level at about
midgap position. Thus in first order the amorphous phase can be treated as a semiconduc-
tor .
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Figure 2.16: Schematic density of states plot for PCMs: For both amorphous phase (top) and
crystalline phase (bottom) the s states are clearly separated from the p-like states. Latter are
relevant in terms of electrical transport due to the position of the Fermi level (EF ). For amor-
phous materials the localized states (red) are present in the gap and the Fermi level is pinned
within the optical gap. By transition into the crystalline state the Fermi level shifts inside or
nearby the valence band edge due to a large amount of acceptor-like defects present in the
system. Please note that the optical bandgap is typically larger in the amorphous states for
PCMs. Image done by Dominc Lencer.
In contrast, the crystalline state still has an optical bandgap, however slighty smaller than
the amorphous one, but often shows a p-type degenerate semiconductor-like behaviour8.
This leads to the conclusion that the Fermi energy is positioned below or above (in the case
of non-metallic Ge-Sb-Te alloys) a mobility edge of the valence band.
Both the categorization and the estimated position of the Fermi level is supported by exper-
imental photoemission spectroscopy studies, reported by Klein et al. [KDS+08] and by Kim
et al. [KKI+07] for GeTe-Sb2Te3.
The origin for the p-type degenerate semiconductor behaviour is often given by the presence
of large amounts of extrinsic and intrinsic defects of acceptor type which force the Fermi
energy into or nearby the valence band [EPS+06, KSA+01]. Some details about native defects
due to a composition mismatch situation in GeTe are discussed later in section 5.2.3.
8To the knowledge of the author, no work other than by Song et al. [KBSWJ+08] states the observation of n-type
crystalline phase change materials.
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2.1. Phasenwechselmaterialien
Elektronen ungleich zwischen den Atomru¨mpfen verteilt sind, liegt es nahe, dass diese Konfigu-
rationen mit Verzerrungen wie der Peierls-Verzerrung einhergehen. Durch das Einfu¨hren einer
solchen Verzerrung wird eine Bandlu¨cke geo¨ffnet.
Der in Abbildung 2.2 (Mitte) skizzierte Fall, in dem die Elektronen gleichma¨ßig zwischen den
Atomen verteilt sind, kann als eine Superposition der beiden zuvor besprochenen Konfigura-
tionen aufgefasst werden. Diese als Resonant Bonding bezeichnete Konfiguration fu¨hrt zu einer
starken Delokalisierung der Bindungselektronen, die wiederum die elektronische Polarisierbar-
keit vergro¨ßert. Auf diese Weise kann das große ∞ in den kristallinen Systemen durch Resonant
Bonding erkla¨rt werden.
Die Ausbildung von Resonant Bonding setzt eine mittelreichweitige Ordnung voraus, die in der
amorphen Phase nicht gegeben ist. Verzerrungen und Resonant Bonding sind konkurrierende
Prozesse, d.h., eine Verzerrung der Gitterstruktur, wie z.B. die Peierls-Verzerrung, schwa¨cht Re-
sonant Bonding. Dieser Mechanismus erkla¨rt auch die beobachtete Verkleinerung der Bandlu¨cke:
Ein sta¨rkeres Resonant Bonding bedeutet weniger Verzerrungen und fu¨hrt somit auch zu einer
kleineren Bandlu¨cke.
kovalente
Bindung
Resonant 
Bonding
kovalente
Bindung
Abbildung 2.2: Prinzip des Resonant Bondings am Beispiel einer linearen Kette: Die besetzten Zusta¨nde
sind rot und die unbesetzten Zusta¨nde grau dargestellt. Es ist nur ein Ausschnitt der unendlich langen
Kette zu sehen. Die Resonant Bonding genannte Konfiguration ist eine Superposition der beiden anderen
Konfigurationen.
Diese Abbildung ist an eine Vorlage aus [3] angelehnt.
2.1.3. Jules et Jim-Effekt
Bei einer Messung des elektrischen Widerstandes in Abha¨ngigkeit von der Probentemperatur
wu¨rde man das in Abbildung 2.3 (links) dargestellte Ergebnis erwarten: Mit Erreichen der Kris-
tallisationstemperatur kristallisiert die Probe praktisch instantan. Dadurch springt der elektri-
sche Widerstand von ρamorph auf das um Gro¨ßenordnungen kleinere ρkrist.
Einige Materialien, wie z.B. Ge1Sb2Te4 , zeigen jedoch den in Abbildung 2.3 (rechts) dargestell-
ten Verlauf: Obwohl die Probe bereits kristallisiert ist, kann der elektrische Widerstand durch
weiteres Annealen um mehr als eine Gro¨ßenordnung reduziert werden. Dieser Effekt wird im
Folgenden ”Jules et Jim-Effekt” genannt.
Die Auspra¨gung des J&J-Effektes in einem speziellen Material kann anhand der Kennzahl
∆R
R
:=
R(Tc + 20
◦C)−R(Tc + 40 ◦C)
R(Tc+20 ◦C)+R(Tc+40 ◦C)
2
(2.1.4)
grob abgescha¨tzt werden. Dabei ist Tc die Kristallisationstemperatur undR(T ) eine Widerstands-
Temperaturkurve wie in Abbildung 2.3. Durch eine Analyse der bereits am Institut vorhandenen
R(T )-Daten konnten die in Tabelle 2.1 bzw. Abbildung 2.4 dargestellten Kennzahlen generiert
5
Figure 2.17: Schematic visualisation of resonant bonding: In the top and bottom picture co-
valent bonds (red) are formed for every second bond. In the middle (resonant bonding) a
superposition of these two limiting cases is shown. Image modified from [Jos09].
2.3 Recent developments
In this paragraph two important recent developments in the field of phase change materials
are briefly discussed, namely the effect of resonant bonding and the introduction of a co-
ordination scheme for PCMs. Other recent developments, open questions and intensively
debated topics have already been introduced in the previous chapters including resistance
drift, the atomic arrangement in the amorphous structure, the role of distortions, the role of
vacancies/defects, threshold switching, crystallization kinetics, crystalline resistivity tailor-
ing, phase separation issues and scaling properties.
2.3.1 Re onant bonding
Most crystalline phase change materials can be considered having about 3 p-electrons to
form bonds, such as GeTe. Experimental and theoretical studies reveal an octahedral atomic
arrangement, i.e. six neighbouring bonds are formed. Considering two electrons per bond,
apparently a lack of electrons is present in the system. This can be resolved as in benzene
rings by a superposition of equivalent coordinations which yields an effective six bond ar-
rangement, called resonant bonding[Lit84, LW73]. From a quantum mechanics point of
view this concept can be calculated for the simple case of a linear chain, not to be discussed
here, but in [Pau39].
In correlation to the macroscopic optical properties like ²∞, resonant bonding can be seen
as the microscopic origin of the large dielectric polarizabilities in the crystalline state. In
contrast to pure covalent bonding the large delocalization nature of the electron density
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contributions lead to a stronger tendency for larger electronic displacements upon external
electromagnetic excitment - thus larger dielectric polarizabilities are established.
This concept of resonant bonding was recently applied to crystalline PCMs in an experimen-
tal work by Shportko et al. [SKW+12]. In a combined ellipsometry and FTIR study on a large
variety of amorphous and cyrstalline PCMs they found that the total polarizability of amor-
phous alloys (²∞,amor phous ≈ 13-27) could be described by the sum of the elemental po-
larizabilities applying the Clausius-Mosotti relation. In contrast crystalline PCMs revealed
a dielectric constant increase of 70-200 % which can only be explained by the presence of
resonant bonding in the crystalline phase.
2.3.2 Map of phase change materials
In the field of material property improvement of PCMs, a recent work by Lencer et.al. has
opened large opportunities[LSG+08] in systematic materials and property tayloring. Based
on earlier ideas for property maps [Pet86, Lit80b, Lit80a], in this work a coordination scheme
for an average p-electron number of three is presented consisting of two variables: the ion-
icity rσ
′
(x-axis) and the hybridization rpi−1 (y-axis). Both coordinates can be calculated by
the s and p orbital radii of the elements and the presence of a clear classification into an-
ionic and cationic atoms in the alloys. In figure 2.18 the result of this coordination scheme
for a large number of IV-VI alloys and other Np = 3 compounds is shown. Note the grouping
into bands of oxides, sulphides, selenides and tellurides. Concentrating on materials suit-
able for phase change applications, these are all located in a special area, marked by green
data points in this figure. Figure 2.19 shows a zoom into this region including the promi-
nent pseudo-binary line, here from GeTe to Ge1Sb4Te7. The question arises whether prop-
erty trends can be identified by systematic movement in the 2-dimensional coordination
scheme. In terms of optical contrast in [LSG+08], two criteria are suggested which indicate
the amount of resonant bonding defined by the change in optical bandgap Eg and dielectric
constant ²∞ upon crystallization, namely:
ζ= ²
cr y st
∞
²amo∞
−1 and γ=
E amog
E cr y stg
(2.22)
The correlation between the amount of resonant bonding and the dielectric polarazibilty,
calculated by ζ, has already been discussed in the previous paragraph. The optical bandgap
decrease upon crystallization is another typical fingerprint of PCMs. Hence, the magnitude
of the bandgap decrease, γ, is a indicator for resonant bonding.
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Figure 2 Map for numerous Np= 3 systems. a, A wide variety of materials is shown which differ in their tendency towards hybridization (‘covalency’), r −1pi , and ionicity, r ′σ .
Three types of system are shown: group V elements (squares), binary AIVBVI compounds (grey circles) and ternary alloys with different compositions including AIV2 B
V
2C
VI
5
(triangles), AIVBV2C
VI
4 (diamonds) and A
IVBV4C
VI
7 (pentagons). Bands of oxides, sulphides, selenides and tellurides are clearly discernible and are denoted by red, orange, yellow
and blue letters to label the corresponding binaries. The insets on the left illustrate how the bonding mechanism varies with the coordinates. The starting point is a structure
with predominant resonance bonding. The resonance character is weakened both by increasing hybridization as well as increasing ionicity. Increasing the former leads to
larger distortions that favour a smaller number of more saturated covalent bonds. Increasing ionicity also reduces resonant bonding because now the charge is increasingly
localized at the ion cores. Hence phase-change materials, marked by green circles, are all localized in a small region of the map. b, A more detailed view of the small region
in a in which the phase-change materials are localized. This region is characterized by the pronounced resonance bonding in the crystalline state.
material properties can be established, which is the scope of the
next section.
Resonance bonding is accompanied by several signature
phenomena. We have already mentioned the high optical dielectric
constants, that is, high electronic polarizability27, which was also
recently found for phase-change materials11. The high electronic
polarizability of the crystalline state is also accompanied by smaller
bandgaps as compared with the corresponding amorphous phase27.
In addition, resonance bonding leads to a rather symmetric,
that is, more perfect octahedral-like atomic arrangement. These
signature phenomena are observed for the materials denoted by
green circles in Fig. 2, as will be discussed in more detail below.
Optical storage applications exploit the pronounced contrast in
electronic polarizability. Finally, this bonding mechanism is closely
related to a pronounced coupling between phonons and electronic
states, which leads to anomalously large values of the Born
effective charges28,29.
Quantitative measures for the degree of resonant bonding can
be defined, which can be investigated both experimentally or by
means of first-principles calculations. The decrease of resonant
974 nature materials VOL 7 DECEMBER 2008 www.nature.com/naturematerials
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Figure 2.18: Map for phase-change materials [LSG+08]: The coordination scheme of alloys
with an average p-electron value np of about 3. The position of each alloy in the scheme is
given by the tendency towards hybridzation (r−1pi ) and ionicity (r−1σ ). These values are calcu-
lated by including the elemental s- and p-orbital radii derived by pseudopotential calcula-
tions and a clear classification into anion and cation site. This scheme reveals a grouping
into bands of oxides (compositions printed in red), sulphurides (orange), selenides (yellow)
and tellurides (blue). The latter belongs to a region in which suitable phase change alloys are
positioned. Green data points represent alloys tested to be suitable for PCM memory applica-
tions. Please note the limiting cases depicted schematically along the axises which are in line
with decreasing amount of resonant bonding and thus the disappearence of phase change
behaviour. Shown on the y-axis, a special amount of hybridzation is needed to avoid dis-
tortions which cause less resonant bonding. On the x-axis increasing ionicity leads to larger
charge localization which decreases the magnitude of resonant bonding. Image taken from
[LSG+08].
By viewing the coordination scheme again, one might wonder how the amount of resonant
bonding changes, when moving parallel to the axes of the coordination scheme? Increasing
the hybridization (positive y direction) causes more presence of distortions which weaken
resonant bonding due to enhancement of more localized covalent bonds. Increasing ionic-
ity (positive x direction) causes a more localized charge distribution at the ions leading to
a decrease of reso ant bonding. Applying these considerations to the pseudo-binary GeTe-
Sb2Te3 line, an increase in resonant bonding and the corresponding indicator value is ex-
pected when moving towards GeTe. Another possible trend line can be found between GeTe
and SnTe. However, in this case it is a priori not clear, which contribution is dominating.
Thus additional experimental work focussing on optical, electrical, kinetic and ther oelec-
tric properties is still necessary for the identification of property trends upon systematic
movement in the c ordination scheme. This strategy sh uld b able to provide further in-
teresting insight while searching for materials with superior properties.
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Figure 2 Map for numerous Np= 3 systems. a, A wide variety of materials is shown which differ in their tendency towards hybridization (‘covalency’), r −1pi , and ionicity, r ′σ .
Three types of system are shown: group V elements (squares), binary AIVBVI compounds (grey circles) and ternary alloys with different compositions including AIV2 B
V
2C
VI
5
(triangles), AIVBV2C
VI
4 (diamonds) and A
IVBV4C
VI
7 (pentagons). Bands of oxides, sulphides, selenides and tellurides are clearly discernible and are denoted by red, orange, yellow
and blue letters to label the corresponding binaries. The insets on the left illustrate how the bonding mechanism varies with the coordinates. The starting point is a structure
with predominant resonance bonding. The resonance character is weakened both by increasing hybridization as well as increasing ionicity. Increasing the former leads to
larger distortions that favour a smaller number of more saturated covalent bonds. Increasing ionicity also reduces resonant bonding because now the charge is increasingly
localized at the ion cores. Hence phase-change materials, marked by green circles, are all localized in a small region of the map. b, A more detailed view of the small region
in a in which the phase-change materials are localized. This region is characterized by the pronounced resonance bonding in the crystalline state.
material properties can be established, which is the scope of the
next section.
Resonance bonding is accompanied by several signature
phenomena. We have already mentioned the high optical dielectric
constants, that is, high electronic polarizability27, which was also
recently found for phase-change materials11. The high electronic
polarizability of the crystalline state is also accompanied by smaller
bandgaps as compared with the corresponding amorphous phase27.
In addition, resonance bonding leads to a rather symmetric,
that is, more perfect octahedral-like atomic arrangement. These
signature phenomena are observed for the materials denoted by
green circles in Fig. 2, as will be discussed in more detail below.
Optical storage applications exploit the pronounced contrast in
electronic polarizability. Finally, this bonding mechanism is closely
related to a pronounced coupling between phonons and electronic
states, which leads to anomalously large values of the Born
effective charges28,29.
Quantitative measures for the degree of resonant bonding can
be defined, which can be investigated both experimentally or by
means of first-principles calculations. The decrease of resonant
974 nature materials VOL 7 DECEMBER 2008 www.nature.com/naturematerials
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Figure 2.19: Magnification into the phase change alloy area of the coordination scheme of
figure 2.18. Image taken f om [LSG+08].
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CHAPTER 3
Theoretical aspects of electrical
transport
In this chapter some basic aspects of the theory of electrical transport are covered in three
short parts:
1) A brief summary of the general description of electrical and thermal transport phenom-
ena is given, including the definitions of the galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic quanti-
ties.
2) Some basic electrical transport equations are summarized. Special attention is given to
temperature dependencies of the transport variables in certain systems.
3) Characteristics of metal-insulator-transistions such as the minimum metallic conductiv-
ity, Mott and Anderson transitions are described.
3.1 General description of electrical transport phenomena
The description of microscopic and macroscopic material properties plays a key role in solid
state physics. One of the most researched macroscopic properties in the field of charge car-
rier transport is the electrical conductivity σ. It is usually described by an average or domi-
nating electron (hole) density n (p), an average or dominating electron (hole) drift mobility
µe (µp ) and the elemental charge e :
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σ= n ·µe ·e+p ·µp · (−e) (3.1)
However, the conductivity is only one material property describing the transport. From a
more general point of view, all electrical and thermal transport properties due to the pres-
ence of temperature differences, electric and magnetic fields are linked and usually dis-
cussed with a general approach including all effects. In the following a general brief descrip-
tion of electrical transport phenomena including all of the aforementioned contributions is
given.
The transport of electrical charge and energy is given by the electrical current density j and
the thermal current density W1:
j = e
∫ ∞
0
v dn. (3.2)
W = e
∫ ∞
0
E v dn. (3.3)
where e is the electrical unit charge, E the electric field, v the velocity and dn the number of
carriers per unit volume.
Depending on the band structure, different expressions for dn can enter equations 3.2 and
3.3
Assuming a parabolic band, dn can be rewritten using the momentum dp and the charge
carrier distribution function f [Lov77]:
dn =
(
2 f
h3
)
d p (3.4)
After [Lov77], the electrical and thermal current then become:
j = 8pie
3m∗2h3
∫ ∞
0
δp4 d p. (3.5)
1please note that heat flow due to lattice effects is excluded in this term. A derivation of equations 3.2, 3.3 from
the Boltzmann transport equation can be found in [Lov77].
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W = 8pie
3m∗2h3
∫ ∞
0
Eδp4 d p. (3.6)
In a next step found by Mazur and Callen, the equations 3.5 and 3.6 can be transformed, such
that j becomes a variable depending on the electrical field and the thermal current density
[MP51, Cal52]. After this transformation of variables one finally ends up with the well-known
equations including the galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic tensors describing electrical
and thermal transport phenomena in the presence of electric fields E, magnetic fields B and
thermal gradients ∂T∂r :
E = ρi k (B) jk −αi k (B)
∂T
∂r
(3.7)
W =pii k (B) jk −Ki k (B)
∂T
∂r
(3.8)
The 4 transport coefficients and their 4 corresponding linearly ordered effects for small mag-
netic fields are known as:
• ρi k : Electrical resistivity
• ρi k · B : Hall effect
• αi k : Thermoelectric power or Seebeck coefficient
• αi k · B : Nernst effect
• pii k : Peltier coefficient
• pii k · B : Ettinghausen effect
• Ki k : Thermal conductivity
• Ki k · B : Righ-Leduc effect
In the scope of this thesis, the electrical resistivity (section 4.9), the Hall effect (section 4.10),
the thermoelectric power (section 5.1.5) and the thermal conductivity (→ sec. 5.1.4) are
discussed.
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3.2 Important temperature dependencies
In this section the most commonly applied temperature dependent electrical transport
equations, describing the conductivity, mobility and carrier concentration are named and
discussed very briefly.
3.2.1 Metallic transport
For metals with a Fermi energy well inside a band (EF » kT), a temperature-independent
carrier concentration can be assumed. To a first approximation, the concentration is given
by the number of atoms per unit cells times the valence. Thus typically a value in the or-
der of 1022 - 1023 cm−3 is to be considered. In the Drude model the mobility µ is given by
equation 2.16 considering a constant effective mass and a material and temperature depen-
dent scattering time τ = τ(T ). Typically four different temperature dependencies for τ and
correspondingly for the resistivity ρ are considered:
• τ∝ T0; ρ∝ T0 (residual resistivity due to impurities, very low T)
• τ∝ T−2; ρ∝ T2 (electron - electron scattering, rarely relevant)
• τ∝ T−5; ρ∝ T5 (electron - phonon scattering , low T)
• τ∝ T−1; ρ∝ T1 (electron - phonon scattering, high T)
From an experimental point of view, the last relation of a linearly increasing resistivity with
temperature is often observed at elevated temperatures and is written as:
ρ(T )= ρ0(1+α ·T ) (3.9)
with the linear temperature coefficient α yielding values in the order of 10−3 - 10−4 1/K for
typical metals.
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3.2.2 Intrinsic semiconductors - Thermally activated transport
For perfect intrinsic semiconductors, the number of electrons2 in the conduction band n(T
,EC , EF ) can be calculated from the density of states DC (E) and the Fermi function f(E,T):
n(T,EC ,EF )=
+∞∫
−EL
DC (E) f (E ,T ) dE (3.10)
with T the temperature, EC the energetic position of the conduction band edge, EF the en-
ergetic position of the valence band edge.
Assuming a 3-dimensional square-root type density of states and replacing the Fermi func-
tion by the Boltzmann distribution3, the number of carriers is described by:
n(T,EC ,EF )= 2
(
2pim∗kT
h2
) 3
2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ne f f
·exp
(
−EC −EF
kbT
)
(3.11)
Neglecting weak temperature dependencies of the mobility, the conductivity has the form:
σ(T )=σ0 ·exp
(
−EC −EF
kbT
)
(3.12)
withσ0 being the theoretical limit at infinite temperature. Although amorphous systems are
no intrinsic semiconductors, equation 3.12 can successfully be applied to those systems and
yields typical values of σ0 of ≈ 3000 S/cm [Bar].
3.2.3 Doped semiconductors
In relatively pure doped semiconductors with impurity concentrations smaller than doping
concentrations of ≈ 1013 - 1018 cm−3, the carrier concentration is typically separated into
three different temperature regimes [ILon]. At low temperatures thermally activated carriers
from the doping levels to the conducting bands are described by:
2holes in the valence band analogous
3Please note, that this approximation is only valid for bandgaps larger than the thermal energy (Eg » kb T)
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nI (T )∝ exp
(
− Ed
2kbT
)
(3.13)
with Ed being the energetic position of the donator or acceptor levels.
In a medium regime the carrier concentration nI I is constant and includes all charges from
donator/aceptor states.
At higher temperatures an intrinsic regime is present with:
nI I I (T )∝ exp
(
− Eg
2kbT
)
(3.14)
Eg being the bandgap.
The mobility is usually divided into two regimes, one dominated by scattering with ionised
impurities (at low temperatures): µlowT ∝ T
3
2 . In the high temperature regime phonon scat-
tering dominates the temperature dependence of the mobility resulting in a µhi g hT ∝ T−
3
2
behaviour.
3.2.4 Trap-limited band-transport
In the case of trap-limited band-transport the introduction of localized trap-states causes
additional energetic levels within the bandgap[Kre10]. These trap states are positioned at
an energy difference Et with respect to the conduction (valence) band. Carriers located at
these traps do not contribute to the macroscopic conductivity. However, carriers can be
released to the conduction band for a certain amount of time before getting captured again.
For suffiently low temperatures the carriers activated to the conduction band nc and to the
trap-levels nt follow the Boltzmann statistics:
nc (T )∝ exp
(
−Ec −E f
kbT
)
(3.15)
nt (T )∝ exp
(
−Et −E f
kbT
)
(3.16)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic viewgraph of trap-limited band transport in the energy-space repre-
sentation for the case of electron transport. Free carrier transport is given in the conduction
band (energetic position Ec ). Trap and release processes to states with an energetic position
of Et are possible. An effective mobility as in equation 3.17 shows an activated behaviour
governed by the energetic distance of Ec -Et . In contrast to hopping transport (section 3.2.5) a
decrease in defect levels improves the transport of the carriers. Image taken from [Wod06]).
Usually an average drift mobility µe f f is discussed. This quantity accounts for the trap and
release ratio and corresponding decrease of the free band mobility µ f r ee :
µe f f =µ f r ee ·
nc
nt
=µ f r ee ·C ·exp
(
−Ec −Et
kbT
)
(3.17)
with C being a constant including the total number of possible states in the trap levels and
conduction band. Note, that the transport activation energy of the effective drift mobility
is given by the energetic distance to the trap levels, not to the Fermi energy (numerator is
Ec -Et ).
3.2.5 Hopping transport
In trap-limited band transport, carriers in localized states are considered not to contribute to
the transport. However, these localized carriers have a finite probability to move ("hop") to
another localized state. Hopping mobilities are generally much lower than band mobilities,
therefore hopping transport usually becomes relevant only at very low temperatures. The
conductivity of the well-known Mott variable range hopping is given by:
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σ(T )=σ0 ·exp
(
−E A,Hoppi ng
kbT 4
)
(3.18)
Deriving this equation, various assumptions have been made including a constant density
of states representing the localized states[Kre10]. However, it is emphasized, that the tem-
perature coefficient of T−
1
4 is valid under the given assumptions only. Other density of states
contributions are possible in model or real systems and it has been shown by Marshall that
these result in different temperature coefficients [MM08].
3.3 Metal insulator transistions
3.3.1 Minimum metallic conductivity
To a first approximation all systems are either metals or insulators, depending on their con-
ductivity value approaching 0 K:
σi nsul ator −→
T→0K
0 (3.19)
σmet al −→
T→0K
σr esi dual > 0 (3.20)
and the sign of the slope of the resistivity ρ:
dρ
dT i nsul ator
< 0 (3.21)
dρ
dT met al
> 0 (3.22)
One might wonder about the transition point between these two classes, which is linked
to the question of a minimum metallic conductivity (maximum metallic resistivity). This
topic has been discussed theoretically by Sir Nevil Mott [Mot70] and a theoretical minimum
metallic conductivity has been found to be:
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σmi n =
e2k f
3pi2ħ ·M (3.23)
with the degeneracy M and the Fermi wave vector k f , which is given by:
k f =
(
3pi2
n
M
) 1
3
(3.24)
with the carrier concentration n.
To get a feeling for possible values of the Fermi wave-vector and the minimum metallic con-
ductivity, a simple model system with large similiarities to those analysed in this thesis, can
be assumed . For example, assuming model parameters n = 2·1020cm−1 and M = 4, one ends
up ( using equations 3.23 and 3.24) with a Fermi wave vector of k f = 1,14 · 107 cm−1 and a
minimum conductivity of σmi n = 376 S/cm, or in terms of resistivity, ρmax = 2,66 mΩcm.
3.3.2 Ioffe-Regel rule
Another distinction criteria between metals and insulators has been introduced by Ioffe and
Regel in 1960 [IR60]. It states that the product of the Fermi wave-vector k f and the mean
free path λe is larger than unity for metal:
k f ·λe > 1(met al l i c) (3.25)
The mean free path λe can be calculated from the conductivity σ, the carrier concentration
n and the degeneracy M as follows:
λe = ħ
e2
σ
(
3pi2
n2M
) 1
3
(3.26)
As for the minumum metallic conductivity, model parameters can be inserted into equation
3.26 and 3.24 to get an estimation of the order of magnitudes of the variables necessary for
a metal-insulator transition. Assuming n = 2·1020cm−1 and M = 4, a Ioffe-Regel product k f
· λe of around 1 can be achieved, by a conductivity of σ = 423 S/cm, marking a possible
metal-insulator-transition point with given n and M.
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3.3.3 Mott transition
In many doped semiconductors (e.g. doped Ge [Mot61], n-type InSb [LLM67] and phos-
phorus doped Si [RATB80]), it is experimentally observed that the system can be switched
from metallic to insulating behaviour by tuning the doping concentration. Figure 3.2 diplays
this effect for the phosphor doped Si system. At a critical doping concentration of around
4 · 1018cm−3, an extremely sharp transition for the zero-temperature conductivity is found.
This phenomenon can be understood in the framework of the Mott-type Metal Insulator
Transition (MIT). In a Fermi gas the electrons can be described by a screened Couloumb
potential:
V (r )=−
(
e2
r
)
·exp(− r
tF
) (3.27)
with r the radius and tF being the Thomas-Fermi screening length, which is given by:
tF =
√
pi
4
(
3pi2
)− 13 a0
n
1
3
≈
√
0.26
a0
n
1
3
(3.28)
with a0 the atomic Bohr radius:
a0 = 4piħ
2
me2
(3.29)
It is conceivable that with increasing Thomas-Fermi screening lengths, the screening of the
Coloumb potential is enhanced, thus electrons loose their bonding and become delocalized.
This is the case in metals where the electrons with the highest energy are no longer bound.
In other words, if the electron density is high enough for the mean electron distance n−
1
3
to exceed the Bohr radius, metallic behaviour is observed, which is obvious when equation
3.28 transforms to the famous Mott equation, setting tF to a0 and replacing a0 by a material
dependent effective Bohr radius:
n
− 13
c ·a∗H ≈ 0.26 (3.30)
The effective Bohr radius a∗H is given by:
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a∗H = a0 ·²st at ·
me
m∗
(3.31)
with the static dielectric constant ²st at and the effective mass m∗.
3.3.4 Anderson transition
In contrast to the Mott type of MITs which are driven by a critical doping concentration,
Anderson suggested another type of MIT which is controlled by disorder[And58]. In this
concept the deviation from a perfect system with a well described potential is characterized
by introducing disorder potentials.
Starting with a perfect crystalline system in a single band approximation, this can be de-
scribed by the Hamiltonian:
H =∑
i
²i ni +
∑
i 6= j
Ji j c
†
i c j (3.32)
consisting of the first sum including the atomic eigenvalues and the second sum de-
scribed by the transfer elements Ji j and the creation (c+i ) and annhiliation (c j ) operators
for fermions in the Wannier representation with the states |i> and |j> [OT89]. In a perfect
crystal the energies ²i are well described and give the center of the band that can be cal-
culated using equation 3.32 and result in Bloch states. However, in a disordered system ²i
can take random numbers. In the most simple version of the Anderson model an energy
distribution with width W for the ²i is considered. In the case where W is small compared
to B, the width of the energy band for the perfect system, the square root shape of the band
edges are modified and additional tail states contribute to the density of states. These ad-
ditional states are localized and seperated by a mobility edge from the delocalized states in
the center of the band as schematically depicted in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: Example of a Mott Metal-Insulator-Transistion: Zero-temperature conductivity vs
donor concentration n for phosporus-doped Si samples. At a critical doping concentration of
about 4 · 1018cm−3 the system switches from insulating to metallic behaviour in an extremely
sharp transition. Image taken from [RATB80]).
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Figure 3.3: Density of states distribution for the Anderson Hamiltonian: . Image taken from
[OT89]).
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Experimental techniques
4.1 Magnetron sputtering
Apart from thermal evaporation [Det03, Wam04, Wöl03], magnetron sputtering is the most
common used technique to deposit thin film samples of phase change materials.
A schematic view of the basic process is shown in figure 4.1. A piece1 of the material to be de-
posited is bonded onto a copper block, which serves as the target. It is placed at the cathode
position in a vacuum chamber, while the remaining parts (chamber wall, substrate holder)
are grounded. A background pressure of smaller than 10−5 mbar is sufficient to enable the
sputter process and is reached by evacuating the chamber. The inert process gas, often Ar-
gon, is introduced into the chamber. Due to the high electric field, typically by voltages of
200-600V, the Argon atoms are accelerated towards the target accompanied by ionization.
This bombardment causes ejection of target atoms and electrons which are able to cause
additional ionization of the process gas atoms. By applying the suitable set of voltage and
working pressure as parameters, a constant, self-sustaining glow discharge called plasma is
maintained. In this process the ejected target atoms diffuse to the substrate, which is located
a few cm from the target and upon which a thin film of the target material is continuously
deposited. This operation mode, called DC (direct current) sputter-deposition is used for
conducting materials such as phase change materials or metals. For insulating materials,
like SiO2 or ZnS-SiO2, a RF (radio frequency) modulated voltage is used to avoid charging of
1In this study a block with dimensions of 5 or 10 cm in diameter and about 5 mm in height is used. The purity
is typically 99,99 % (4N).
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the DC magnetron sputter process: The inert process gas Ar is inserted
into the vacuum chamber. A high dc voltage ionizes the Ar and accelerates its ions onto the
target. Due to the ion bombardment, target material atoms are ejected and diffuse towards
the substrate. (Image taken from [Kre10]).
the target. Usually, strong permanent magnets (in the case of magnetron sputtering) are po-
sitioned underneath the target in order to force the electrons and positively charged Ar ions
onto cycloid paths which leads to an enhanced ionization and therefore higher removal of
target atoms in total and at specific positions (rings) on the target surface.
In this work the system LS 320S by Von Ardenne is used (see figure: 4.2). Please note that
in this system, besides the usuage of a special designed aperture, the substrate is able to
dynamically rotate with respect to the plasma in order to achieve more homogeneous films
compared to a static operation mode. Under normal operation conditions, it is assumed,
based on former studies, that the deposited films have a 2-5 % thickness inhomogeneity in
lateral direction [Fri00]. Unless stated otherwise, the standard key sputter parameters in this
study are: Constant power modus with 20W, voltage≈ 300V, current≈ 70mA, 20sccm Ar flow,
background pressure 1 ·10−7 - 9·10−6mbar, sputter pressure 4-7·10−3mbar, deposition rates
of phase change materials about 0,13nm/s. For a more detailed introduction please refer to
[Die02, Bru07, Fri00].
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	  Sputteranlage 

den die die Steuerung vollstndiger Prozeablufe erlauben  Whrend des Ablaufs von
Prozessen besteht die Mglichkeit Prozedaten wie Kammerdruck undoder Generator
daten aufzunehmen und zu speichern  Es wurden Grundprogramm erstellt die dann
jeweils nur noch in wenigen Parametern wie z  B  Sputterzeit  leistung oder Argonu
modiziert werden mssen  Dieses Vorgehen hat neben der schnellen Bedienung einen
weiteren wichtigen Vorteil Der Zustand der Anlage wird am Anfang einer Prozefhrung
immer gleich initialisiert und am Ende entsprechend beendet  Damit knnen in diesem
Bereich Fehlbedienungen ausgeschlossen werden 
In Abb  	  ist die Anlage gezeigt  Der Rezipient  wird durch die Tr  beladen 
Es stehen vier Substratpltze zur Verfgung so da im Idealfall vier Proben in einem
Abbildung  Sputtersystem LSS  Rezipient  Tr zum Beladen  Drehtellermo 
tor  Turbomolekularpumpe  Drossel  Durchuregler  Manometer  Baratron
 Belftungsventil der Turbomolekularpumpe
Figure 4.2: Sputter system von Ardenne LS 320S. 1: recipient; 2: sample loading door; 3: en-
gine for substrate rotation; 4: turbomolecular pump; 5: choke valve; 6: gas-flow-controller;
7: gauge ; 8: baratron; 9: venting inlet (taken from [Fri00])
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3.3 X-ray analysis system
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Figure 3.7: Overview of the Philips X’pert MRD system. The sample can be rotated in any
of the three eulerian directions. PRS, PAS and PDS stand for Programmable
Receiving Slit, Programmable Anti-scatter Slit and Programmable Divergence
Slit, respectively.
The details of each unit are explained from the right hand side to the left as below:
• X-ray tube (source): Fixed on the incident beam optics side at a take off angle
of 6◦.
• Soller slits: Have a vertical divergence of 2.30◦ and are used for narrowing the
axial and vertical divergence of the x-ray beam as it leaves the shutter.
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Figure 4.3: Philips X´pert pro system: Brief technical description from right to left. Right:
CuKα x-ray radiation of a wavelength 1,542 Å is generated in the x-ray tube nd passes
the possible elements of the ncident beam optic (Soller slit, Prog able Diverg nce Slit
(PDS), Attenuator, fixed mask and divergence slit). Middle: The beam penetrates onto the
sample which is positioned at the sample holder, and can be moved and rotated in every
possible direc ion with µm precision. Left: After passing the elements of the diffracted beam
path (Soller slit, Programming receiving slit (PRS), monochromator) the diffracted/reflected
intensity is recorded in the Xenon proportional detector, which can move along a large de-
tecting angle Θ range, typically from 10-80° for XRD, and 0-3° for XRR measurments. For
more details please refer to [Wei03, Die02, Chu08, Njo01]. (Image taken from [Chu08])
4.2 XRR
X-ray reflectometry (XRR) is a very accurate method to determine the density, thickness and
roughness of thin films. In this study, CuKα x-ray radiation of an average energy of 8.05 eV,
corresponding to a wavelength of 1.542 Å, is used. In a small incidence angle θ-2θ geometry
experiment the reflected x-ray intensity from the sample is recorded by a proportional gas
counting detector employed in a Philips X´pert pro system (figure 4.3). Typical θ angles of
incidence range from 0° to 3°. The investigated area consists typically of a spotsize of about
10mm by 0.05mm on 20 by 20mm samples. The experiment is performed with a Philips
X´pertPro system. (see figure 4.3). For details of the x-ray source, beam alignment, beam
detection and data treatment please refer to [Fri00, Die02], [Wei03], [Njo01].
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3.4 Methods for single stoichiometry samples
thickness that can be analysed depends on the range of scattering vectors measured and
the angular resolution. Typically films from 2-250 nm thickness can be readily measured.
The amplitude of the fringes is proportional to the density difference between the film and
the substrate. The intensity of the interference maxima will be reduced with increasing
reflection angle for rough samples.
In figure 3.12 a typical XRR spectrum is shown. In general, three regions can be
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Figure 3.12: Typical XRR pattern of a thin film on a substrate. Three regions can be identified
in this spectrum: in region I there is total reflection. In region II the critical angle from which
the film density can be obtained can be distinguished and from region III the film thickness and
surface roughness can be determined.
identified:
I For angles θi less then the critical angle θc there is total reflection.
II Starting at the critical angle electromagnetic waves can enter the film.
III If the path length of the X-rays is large enough, interference fringes appear. The decay
of the curve is further related to the roughness of the interfaces.
In the case of multi-layer stacks the XRR pattern can get very complex due to the
superposition of several total reflection edges and interference fringes due to the dif-
ferent materials used. The measurements were performed in θ/2θ-mode in an angu-
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(b) Typical XRR spectra. Main features are the abs rption edge, whic contains information about the
density and the oscillations. The spacing f the ocsillations det rmine the thi kness of the co responding
layer
Figure 4.13: XRR principle. a) Interence at interfaces. b) Typical XRR spectrum. Both taken
from [94].
Figure 4.4: Schematic view of a typical XRR spectrum: In a small angle of incidence experi-
ment the reflected intensity is recorded depending on the incident angle. The position of the
absorption edge feature, highlighted in the inset, is correlated to the density of the film. The
pro ounced thickness oscillations due to interference at the interfaces are used to determine
the film thickness with a high precision. Image taken from [Wod06]).
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The basic mechanism of density and thickness determination is briefly dicussed in the fol-
lowing section.
4.2.1 Density determination
Considering the case of x-ray radiation, the refractive index of air is larger than the one of
the investigated sample. Thus, total reflection can occur. Applying Snell’s law:
nmedi um
nai r
= cos(αai r )
cos(αmedi um)
(4.1)
with nai r =1,αmedi um=0 (total reflection) andαc being the critical angle, the refractive index
can be approximated for small angles of incidence as follows:
nmedi um = cos(αc )≈ 1−α2c (4.2)
Besides the correlation between the refractive index and the critical angle, nmedi um , which
is slighty smaller than 1, is also connected to the dispersion δ and the density ρ:
nmedi um = 1−δ= 1−C ·ρ (4.3)
C is a material and setup dependent constant:
C =
√
r0λ2
2pi
· (Z + f ) · Na
A
(4.4)
with r0, λ, Z + f , Na and A being the atomic Bohr radius, x-ray wavelength, real part of the
atomic form factor, Avogadro number and molar mass, respectively.
Combining 4.2 and 4.3, the density can be derived with the knowledge of C:
ρ =C ·α2c (4.5)
In the experiment the density accuracy depends on the determined accuracy of the critical
angle. This shows that the relative error of ρ is twice the error of αc . A typical relative error
of the density due to experimental and simulation accuracy is of the order of 1-2 %.
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2.3 X-ray analysis
now reversed so that the electromagnetic wave propagates from the more dense media
into a less dense one then the angle of refraction is only real if cos(θi) ≤ n2/n1.
The condition of total external reflection appears when the angle of refraction is zero.
This condition can be expressed using Snell’s law as
n1 cos(θi) = n2 (2.63)
If we now assume the first medium to be air with refractive index n1= 1 and that of the
second medium to be n, Eq. 2.63 is expressed in the form
cos(θc) = n (2.64)
The refractive index of a medium for X-rays can be calculated from [68]
n = 1− ne
2pi
r0λ
2 (2.65)
where ne is the electron density, r0 = e
2/4piε0mc
2 = 2.818×10−15 m is the classical electron
Figure 2.17: Schematic diagram showing the reflection of x-rays at the interface of three
media with refractive indices, n1, n2 and n3.
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Figure 4.5: Reflection at interfaces: Schematic view of the interference caused by reflection at
different interfaces in a layer stack system probed by XRR. Image taken from [Chu08]).
4.2.2 Thickness determination
A precise thickness determination can be done by considering the pronounced thickness
oscilation spacings in the recorded intensity spectra as seen in figure 4.4. These so-called
Kiessig fringes appear due to destructive and constructive interference of beams reflected at
the different interfaces present in the layer stack consisting of substrate, active film and air.
The origin of the interference effect is schematically shown in figure 4.5. Incoming beams
are reflected both at the surface (beam 1) and the interface between the substrate and the ac-
tive film (beam 2). It can easily be understood that the difference in optical path depends on
the refractive index, the angle of incidence and the thickness of the film. A detailed deriva-
tion of the positions of the minima and maxima present in the interferogram (→ figure 4.4)
can be found in [Die02].
In this work, the software Wingixa is used to simulate the recorded spectra. As shown in
[Wod06], the typical accuracy of film thicknesses of phase change materials determined by
XRR is about 5 Å.
4.3 X-ray Diffractometry (XRD)
In the scope of this work grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern are recorded using
the same Philips X´pert pro system (figure 4.3) as for the XRR analysis. The constant small
incident angle is usually set toω = 0,8°, while the diffracted intensity is recorded over a range
from 10°-80°. The step size of the detector angle is usually set to 0,01° steps. For details on
XRD theory and more technical details please refer to [Ste06, Wei03].
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furnaces
pans
sample reference
Constant heating
temperature block
Figure 4.6: Schematic view of a power compensated DSC: On left, the sample (red) is placed
into the pan (grey) situated in the first furnace (yellow). On the right the empty pan in furnace
number two acts as a reference. The furnaces are heated by a resistor and always set to the
same temperature. The difference in power needed to achieve the temperature equality is
proportional to the difference in heat flow. Image taken from [Kle09].
4.4 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
In Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) two types of setups are commonly utilized: heat
flux DSC and power compensated DSC instruments. The latter (see figure4.6) is used and
discussed here and consists of two spatially separated, identical furnaces, always kept at
the same temperature via Joule heating driven by an electrical resistor. The electrical power
needed to sustain the temperature equality is directly proportional to the heat flow differ-
ence between the sample and the reference. In the experiment the heat of both the sample in
furnace 1 and the empty furnace 2 are continuously measured upon controlling the increas-
ing temperature. Thus, in the event of a phase transition (exo- or endothermic) the amount
of heat gain or loss can be detected. In this work the commercial power compensated DSC,
Perkin Elmer Diamond DSC is employed. A temperature range from 30°C to 500°C2 is avail-
able, as well as a large variety of heating rates. Even at heating rates of 100K/min a tempera-
ture accuracy of 0,1°C can be achieved. Details on the calibration process of the power-heat
characteristics and a more detailed description can be found in [Kle09].
2technically 720°C are possible. However, the usage of pans made of Alumunium limits the upper temperature
value due to chemical reaction of the Aluminum pans and the platinum iridium furnaces above 500°C.
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2.2 Ofen
Zum Heizen (Annealen, Tempern) der gesputterten Proben wird der Ofen Tube Furnace
der Firma Lindberg/Blue verwendet (Abbildung 2.4). Es handelt sich um einen Röhrenofen,
in den ein Duranglasrohr eingesetzt und homogen erwärmt wird. Das Rohr kann mit einem
konstanten Argonfluss durchspült werden. Der Fluss wird in dieser Arbeit immer auf etwa
250 sccm eingestellt.
Abbildung 2.4: Ofen Tube Furnace der Firma Lindberg/Blue.
Die Steuerung des Ofens geschieht über die Software IPS, mit der die Heizrate, die
Zieltemperatur und die Haltedauer eingestellt werden können. In dieser Arbeit wird immer
eine Heizrate von 5 K
min
und eine Haltezeit von 30 min angewendet. Die Zieltemperatur,
die der Ofen einstellt, stimmt nicht ganz mit der tatsächlich an der Probe vorliegenden
Temperatur überein. Nach der Durchführung einer Messreihe [13] kann mit einem Fehler
von etwa 2 % die tatsächliche Temperatur über TProbe = 1,04 · (TSet− 209 ◦C) + 224,72 ◦C
aus der eingestellten Temperatur berechnet werden.
Als Glasrohr kann ein einfaches Rohr eingesetzt werden, in das ein Duranglasschiffchen
eingeschoben werden kann. In dieses Schiffchen werden die Proben gelegt. Außerdem gibt
es die Möglichkeit, eine dünne Probe in den Van-der-Pauw-Messplatz einzusetzen, der
ebenfalls auf einem Glasrohr angebracht ist. Dieser besitzt zusätzlich unterhalb der Probe
einen Temperatursensor, mit dessen Hilfe die Kalibration des Ofens erreicht wurde.
Figure 4.7: Lindberg/Blue TF55035C tube furnace.
4.5 Thermal annealing
Thermal annealing in this thesis is done in the regular tube furnace Lindberg/Blue TF55035C
(s e figure 4.7). A dur n or quarz glas tube with a 3cm diamet r is constantly floa ed by argon
at 200sccm. An in-house developed control program sets the annealing paramters heating
rates (0,1 - 10 K/min), final temperatures (up to 500°C for Duran glas) and the holding time.
It has been found empirically that a systematic discrepancy between the set and the real
temperature is present in the system. In a calibrational measurement series the formula to
correct the temp rature has been found to be:
Tsample ≈ 1,04 · (Tset −209◦C)+224.7◦C (4.6)
Apart from this offset charateristic, it has to be considered that an overshoot behaviour can-
not be avoided. However, this temperature dependent overshoot can generally be estimated
to be about 5 °C, marking the approximate accuracy of the annealing experiments.
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Figure 4.8: Profilometer Alpha-Step 200 by Tencor instruments. Left hand side: photograph,
right hand side: typical line scan of a 640 nm thick AIST film.
4.6 Profilometer
In the film thickness regime of up to about 200 nm, XRR (section 4.2) is a very precise tech-
nique to determine the film thickness. For larger values in the regime between 200-2000 nm
typically used on spectrsocopic samples profilometry is employed. The profilometer α-step
200 by Tencor i nstr ument s and an example of a measurement, is shown in figure 4.8.
Based on the same principle as atomic force microscopy, a needle measures the interaction
forces with the surface in a contact mode. This profilometer performs one dimensional line-
scans with a lateral resolution of 2µm and a vertical measurement error of 5 nm. Typically,
the film thickness of thick spectroscopic samples is determined by measuring the depth pro-
file at 9 systematically distributed spots of pre-prepared samples and calculating the statisti-
cal error. The pre-preparation is done either by careful non substrate-destructive scratching
of the film, or by designing a valley-type structure done by writing stripes with a non-water-
resistent pencil prior to the depostion and subsequent lift-off in an ultra-sonic bath.
4.7 Ellipsometry
Spectroscopic ellipsometry is a powerful technique to determine the optical properties of
thin films. In ellipsometry, linearly polarized light penetrates the sample and the interaction
with the sample changes the light into an elliptically polarized beam which is measured
in reflection. In advantage to tradional reflection spectroscopy, no back reflector mirror is
needed and no intensity values are collected. Instead, the two measurement quantities ψ
and ∆ containing the information of the complete optical response, are recorded. Both are
related to the s- and p-polarised contribution of the complex refractive indices rs and rp :
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a)
Figure 4.9: FTIR Spectroscopy: a) Bruker IFS 66v/s spectrometer b) Simplified schematic view
of reflectivity measurement using metal backreflector underneath the phase change film. Im-
ages modified from [Kre10, Jos09].
rp
rs
= t an(ψ) ·exp(i∆) (4.7)
For more details, particulary on the Jones matrix approach to describe the incoming and
outgoing beam characteristics please refer to [Det03, Kre05, Die02, Kre09, SKW+12].
In the scope of this study, an M-2000UI from J.A.Woollam Co., Inc. is used in an operat-
ing range from the near infrared to the near-UV regime (i.e. from 0.7-5.2 eV). In room-
temperature measurements, typically angles of incidence of 65° ,70° and 75° were used. Deu-
terium and halogen lamps served as light sources. As detectors, a silicon charge-coupled
device camera is for the visible and ultraviolet range, whereas the lower energy range was
covered by an InGaAs diode array. This detector uses 584 channels with an average resolu-
tion of about 7 meV.
4.8 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
The classical spectroscopic approach of filtering by prisms or gratings becomes problem-
atic in the infrared regime due to the lack of IR-sources with sufficient intensity. A suitable
alternative is Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). The measurement scheme
consists of three essential parts, a source, a detector and a Michelson interferometer. The
special role of the Michelson interferometer can be understood by considering the intensity
function from the source to the detector. For reasons of simplicity a monochromatic source
at frequency ω is assumed. Passing a beamsplitter, the incoming signal is partly reflected at
one fixed and one movable interferometric mirror. After recombination of the signals with a
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phase shift of 2lk, with l being the displacement of the movable mirror, the beam penetrating
to the sample has the intensity of:
Isample (ω, l )=
I0(ω)
4
· ∣∣exp(i 0)+exp (i 2l k)∣∣2 = I0(ω)
2
·
(
1+ cos 2lω
c
)
(4.8)
with I0(ω) being the intensity of the source.
After interaction with the sample, the intensity at the detector in the case of a reflection
measurement with reflectivity R(ω) can be written as:
Idetector,i deal (ω, l )=
I0(ω)
2
·
(
1+ cos 2lω
c
)
·R(ω) (4.9)
In real systems, additional contributions due to reflections at mirrors, spectral sensitivity
of the detector and the frequency dependence of the source have to be taken into account.
All these terms are described by an empirical function χ(ω). Thus the real intensity at the
detector can be described as:
Idetector,r eal (ω, l )=χ(ω) ·R(ω) ·
(
1+ cos 2lω
c
)
(4.10)
In the next step the spectra can be extended to all frequencies by a superposition of the
monochromatic intensities:
Idetector,r eal (l )=
+∞∫
0
χ(ω) ·R(ω) ·
(
1+ cos 2lω
c
)
dω= const +
+∞∫
0
χ(ω) ·R(ω) ·
(
cos
2lω
c
)
dω
︸ ︷︷ ︸
F [χR]( 2lc )
(4.11)
Hence, the Fourier transform F[χ R]( 2lc ) of χ(ω)· R(ω) can be measured. Applying the inverse
Fourier transform the function χ(ω)· R(ω) can be derived.
With the help of a known reflectivity spectra of a reference sample Rr e f (ω), the reflectivity of
the sample itself can be determined by:
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2.6.3 Infrarot-Spektroskopie
Das Fourier-Transformations-InfraRot-Spektrometer (FTIR) Bruker IFS 66v/S deckt ein
Energieintervall von 0,05− 1 eV im MIR-Bereich ab und ergänzt das Ellipsometer im nahin-
fraroten Bereich. Es besteht aus einem Michaelson-Interferometer mit einem beweglichen
Spiegel, sodass kontinuierlich die Phasenverschiebung zwischen Strahl und Referenzstrahl
variiert werden kann. Dadurch entsteht ein Interferogramm, das in einem Winkel von etwa
10 ◦ auf die Probe geleitet wird. Nach der Reflektion wird es von einem Detektor registriert
und fouriertransformiert. Das erhaltene Signal ist das Reflektionsspektrum der untersuchten
Probe. Abbildung 2.28 zeigt eine Skizze des Spektrometers.
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Abbildung 2.28: Funktionsprinzip des FTIR-Spektrometers: Das Licht einer Infrarotquelle wird
durch ein Michaelson-Interferometer moduliert und nach Reflektion (oder Transmission) an der
Probe detektiert. Aus [26].
Für die Messungen werden möglichst die selben Proben verwendet wie bei den Ellipsometrie-
messungen. Als Substrat dienen Aluminium- oder Goldspiegel oder Teile von Siliziumwafern.
Man erhofft sich durch die erhöhte absolute Reflektivität ein genaueres Ergebnis im Ver-
gleich zu z.B. Glassubstraten. Die deponierten Schichten sind etwa 600 − 700 nm dick,
sodass die Wellenlängen in der gleichen Größenordnung liegen. Daher kommt es zu Schicht-
dickeninterferenzen, die sich in den Spektren als Oszillationen widerspiegeln.
Figure 4.10: Schematic view of FTIR setup. Image from [Kap03].
R(ω)= χ(ω) ·R(ω)
χ(ω) ·Rr e f (ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
measur ed
·Rr e f (ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
known
(4.12)
In the experiment, the range of the movable interferometric mirror is limited from 0 to lmax ,
leading to a limited range of the Fourier Transform and therefore a frequency resolution of
ω = clmax is present.
For an exact monitoring of the path length l of the movable mirror, additional laserlight with
a wavelength not matching the wavelength regime of the measurement is coupled in and
evaluated by a photo detector.
More details on the general understanding of FTIR measurements are presented in [HG].
In this work, a Bruker IFS 66v/s spectrometer (figure 4.9) with a resolution of 0.12 meV and
an MIR operating range of 400-8000 cm−1 (0.05-1 eV) is used in a temperature-stable lab-
oratry environment. A globar acting as a source, a beam splitter made of KBr and a DTGS
detector are used. During the measurement, the sample chamber is evacuated to < 4 mbar
to avoid absorption lines from condensed water on the sample. An aperture of size 12 mm
causes a spotsize of ≈ 1 mm. The reference mirrors are made of ≈ 100-200 nm thick sput-
tered aluminium or thermally evaporated gold films on 20 · 20 mm2 glass substrates and
have a reflectivity of ≈ 97 % and 99 % respectively.
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4.9 Van der Pauw Method
The first property to be probed in an experimental determination of the electrical proper-
ties of solids is the electrical conductivity. A two-terminal resistance measurement which
probes the current flowing through the sample by appling a dc voltage is the easiest way to
obtain the conductivity, if the geometry of the sample is known. However, for well conduct-
ing materials the influence of the contacts has to be excluded. Additionally, a technique for
thin films with arbritary shape, would be of great use to avoid the neccessity of knowing the
exact geometrical sizes. This problem was solved by van der Pauw as early as 1958 by the
introduction of the four point method [vdP58]. In figure 4.11, the measurement sequence is
schematically shown. A voltage U34 is applied between the contacts 3 and 4 while the cur-
rent I12 flowing from contact 1 to 2 is measured. Subsequently the voltage U23 is applied
from 2 to 3 and the current I14 is probed from 1 to 4. The resistivity ρ of the sample can be
calculated by:
ρ = pid
2ln(2)
·
[
U34
I12
+U23
I14
]
· f (Q) (4.13)
with d being the film thickness and f(Q) a term accounting for a symmetry correction
[Wöl98].
Four conditions [vdP58] have to be fulfilled to derive equation 4.13:
• The contacts are at the circumference
• The contacts are infinitely small
• The sample thickness is homogeneous
• The sample does not contain isolating holes
In this work, three in-house built setups, all working in a different temperature regime and
capable to measure samples of sizes 20·20 mm2 are used: at room-temperature, at 300K -
750K and at 4K - 300K [Wöl98, Voled].
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material under test
metal contacts
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Figure 4.11: Van der Pauw Method (schematic): A current is applied to contacts 1 and 2 while
the voltage drop between contacts 3 and 4 is measured. Subsequently the voltage is applied
beteween 2 and 3, while probing the current between 1 and 4. In this technique the influence
of the contacs is excluded. The thin film sample can have an arbritrary shape. Image taken
from [Kre10].
4.9.1 Pre-experimental studies on the temperature dependent sheet
resistance
In a real experimental situation, the ideal van der Pauw requirements apparently cannot be
fullfilled. Thus in a pre-experimental measurement series, some of the given experimental
details are tested with respect to the reproducibility of the derived sheet resistance. The
following effects were examined:
• Effect of contacts: Non point-likeness, with/without silverpaint, with/without chromium
contact
• Effect of sample area
• Effect of different sputter runs on the crystalline sheet resistance
• Effect of thermal history in the amorphous phase on the crystalline sheet resistance
• Effect of thermal history in the crystalline phase
• Effect of capping layers on the crystalline sheet resistance
Effect of sample geometry and sample area In figure 4.12, the effect of chromium con-
tact and different sample areas is shown. Two 100 nm thick AIST films from the same sput-
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Figure 4.12: Effect of Cr contacts and sample area on the sheet resistance: A sample with and
without pre-patterned Cr contacts was tested. Additionally the sample area was different. As
expected, no significant deviations can be found.
terrun, one blank film on a glass substrate (red), one with prestructured Cr contacts (blue) is
probed in temperature dependent van der Pauw experiments. The former has a PCM sam-
ple area of 20·20 mm2, the latter of≈ 15·15 mm2. As expected, only a marginal deviation can
be seen, proving that these differences do not play a role for the determination of the sheet
resistance. In addition, the usage of silver-paste causes no significantly measurable change
(data not shown).
Reproducibility and thermal history in the amorphous phase In figure 4.13, the effect
of different samples from different sputter runs with various time-lags between the end of
deposition and the measurement is depicted. The AIST samples were annealed to different
final temperatures and measured at room temperature. A general trend is visible, (discussed
later in section 5.1.4). However, the difference of samples from different sputter runs with
different amorphous storage time (≈ two weeks) in an unprotected room-temperature at-
mosphere is much smaller than the general trend.
Effect of thermal history
Effect of thermal history in the crystalline phase In figure 4.14, two cycling experiments
on AIST samples are shown. The first sample (red) was annealed in several steps while the
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Effect of thermal history and reproducibility:
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Figure 4.13: Effect different sputter runs and thermal history in the amorphous phase on the
crystalline sheet resistance: Only a very marginal effect can be detected, which is even smaller
than the small annealing effect.
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Figure 4.14: Effect of thermal history in the crystalline phase. The step-annealed samples
reveals the same charateristic in the final cycle as the sample which is directly annealed to
the highest temperature. Thus, thermal history plays a minor role in the crystalline phase.
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Evaporation of thin film at high temperature:
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Figure 4.15: Effect of capping layers on the cyrstalline sheet resistance.
second one (blue) was directly annealed to the final temperature of 300°C. No significant
effect can be seen comparing both measurements
Effect of capping layers In figure 4.15, the influence of a capping on the room tempera-
ture sheet resistance on cyrstalline AIST films annealed to different temperature is shown.
No pronounced difference is detected. At high annealing temperatures (> 350°C), the un-
capped film reveals adhesion problems and parts are evaporating. In contrast, the capped
film continues the trend to smaller sheet resistances upon annealing.
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4.10 Hall effect
Hall measurements provide interesting insight into the electrical transport parameters,
since they in combinaton with conductivity measurements determine the carrier concen-
tration and the mobility of samples.
In this work an in-house-built dc-Hall setup is used, characterized by the following details:
• Magnetic field strength : 242 mT
• Sample size (typ 1): 20·20 mm2, 4 contacts at the corners made from Au or Cr (same as
for van der Pauw)
• Sample size (typ 2): Hall bar geometry length:10 mm, width 5 mm [Rei08]
In this thesis only room-temperature measurements are considered. The simplified Hall
effect may be described as follows:
In figure 4.16 the basic configuration of a Hall experiment is schematically shown. A mag-
netic field is applied in z direction, and a current is forced through the sample in x direction.
Due to the Lorentz force, carriers are deflected in y direction until an equilibrium is reached.
This equilibrium state is characterized by the Hall voltage, which can be measured. In a sim-
ple single carrier type approach, considering small magnetic fields the Hall coeffiecient RH
can be related to the Hall voltage UH , the current I, the magnetic field strength B and the
film thickness d of the sample:
UH =RH I ·B
d
(4.14)
The carrier concentration n of carriers with charge q can be computed as follows:
RH = rH
nq
(4.15)
The factor rH accounts for the difference between general mobility and Hall mobility. In the
case of PCMs it is unknown and set to 1.
A more detailed description can be found in [Rei08, Voled].
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Figure 4.16: Schematic view of Hall measurement geometry.
4.11 Phase change electrical testing
Electrical testing by fast ns-pulses of phase change memory prototype cells as depicted in
figure 2.3 is done with the help of an advanced Phase change Electrical Tester (PET). The
nanosecond time-domain of the electrical pulses generates a need for a high frequency
impedance-matched setup. This particular setup basically consists of a pulse generator,
an oscilloscope and a custom made circuit board including a signal amplifier. Short reli-
able pulses with durations down to 1 ns are feasable. For technical details please refer to
[Bru07, BMS+09]. The cells used here are of the mushroom type. The heating electrode
made of TiN with a diameter of 60 nm is surrounded by isolating Silicon nitride. The typical
thickness of phase change layers is 20 nm. Between the TiN top electrode (20 nm thick), a
3 nm thick adhesion layer of pure Ti is deposited. After processing, the samples usually are
initialized by oven-annealing with a temperature above the crystallization temperature of
the PCM.
The result of a typical measurement campaign of the basic switching properties of a PCM
under test is depicted in figure 4.17 and 4.18. The R-I scan or so-called set window char-
acteristic (figure 4.17, left panel) shows the post-pulse read-out resistance of the cell, by
applying voltage pulses with corresponding pulse currents plotted on the x-axis. In this ex-
ample of GeTe[BMS+09], one can see that for very small currents the material stays in the
initial high ohmic amorphous state (reset-state). With sufficient currents at around 0.5 mA,
a transition into the low-ohmic crystalline state, here , is possible. Upon further increasing
current pulse magnitudes, temperatures above the melting temperature are induced, lead-
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Figure 4.17: Result of a PET experiment on GeTe: Set window characteristic for four different
pulse lengths. VTE diagram for one initial high-ohmic cell resistance with clearly identified
regions of crystallization (set) and reamorphization (reset). Taken from [BMS+09].
ing to the formation of a melt-quenched amorphous bubble in the cell, which again has a
high resistance.
This experiment with four chosen pulse lengths can be extended to a higher number of dif-
ferent pulses and the result can be plotted differently from the set window plot, but in the
same style as traditionally done in optical switching experiments. On the right hand side
of figure 4.17, the Voltage-Time-Effect (VTE3) diagram of measurements on GeTe is shown.
Starting from an initial high-ohmic state, three regions can be identified. Below a voltage of
1 V no effect occurs. The clear blue region ("set") at voltage beween 1-1.6 Volt is character-
ized by a large drop in cell resistance by about three orders of magnitude, to the crystalline
set state. Above 1.6 V, amorphization ("reset") by melt-quenching takes place.
This complete procedure, discussed here for only one initial cell resistance can be extended
to various initial cell states, as shown in figure 4.18. These VTE and CTE plots contain a high
information density and two important results are highlighted. With increasing initial cell
resistance the minimum set time is increasing, indicated by the appearance of red areas left
of the blue region at very short pulse times in the VTE. This can easily be understood, as-
suming the initial cell resistance to be strongly correlated to the volume of the amorphous
bubble. Hence, for larger amorphous volumes, longer pulses are needed to enable full crys-
tallization. Another trend can be seen in the CTE: The blue area of successful crystallization
is shifting to higher current levels with increasing initial resistances, which is as in the previ-
ous case, connected to larger amorphous bubble volumes.
3One can also plot the Current-Time-Effect (CTE) diagram
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reset state 6.2 M shows no effect after 1 or 2 ns pulses, but
16 ns can recrystallize this larger region, too. With increasing
reset resistance the threshold voltage increases as well.
Therefore medium currents between 0.1 and 0.8 mA are not
available for the set of measurements starting with the high-
est initial resistance. At 1.6 V increasing the pulse length
leads to reamorphization of the test cell. This indicates a
temperature increase in the cell during long pulses, which
leads to melting and subsequent melt quenching.
It is obvious from Fig. 4 that the recrystallization phe-
nomena are much faster for amorphous regions with lower
resistance. It is very tempting to relate differences in the
resistance of the reset state with differences in the size of the
amorphous region. This indicates that smaller amorphous re-
gions recrystallize faster than larger amorphous regions.
Similar results have recently been reported for the switching
characteristics of memory cells containing Ge2Sb2Te5,7 a
phase change material employed in optical storage applica-
tions. In this study the duration of set and reset pulses also
decreased with a smaller switchable volume, obtained by re-
ducing the absolute cell size. Such a behavior is expected for
growth dominated recrystallization.14 At the same time for
the larger amorphous marks in optical storage media, nucle-
ation dominated recrystallization has been observed for
GeTe.11 This implies that the crystallization mechanism can
change with decreasing size of the amorphous region. Such a
conclusion is quite reasonable since the number of nuclei
formed within the amorphous region during a pulse will de-
crease with the shrinking size. On the contrary the signifi-
cance of growth will increase with shrinking size, since the
interface to volume ratio increases. Hence this is a reminder
that differences in recrystallization behavior are expected
upon pronounced changes of cell size.
In summary, it has been demonstrated that GeTe can be a
very fast phase change material with DRAM-like switching
speeds down to at least 1 ns for both set and reset operations.
Together with the high resistance change upon crystallization
and the nonvolatile retention this particular material is hence
very promising for memory applications. At 55 °C, crystal
growth would lead to a shift in the interface by only 2 nm in
10 yr, as can be estimated from data we measured for the
crystal growth velocity. It was also shown that the set opera-
tion became faster with decreasing value of the reset resis-
tance. This is presumably linked with the size of the amor-
phous region and provides evidence that at these small
dimensions GeTe shows growth dominated recrystallization.
The high set speeds we observe are very encouraging for
memory applications. It is expected that in the near future the
cell size will approach 20 nm promising even faster switch-
ing behavior. Already during the optimization of phase
change materials for optical storage a number of alloys were
found that demonstrate growth speeds of 30–50 m/s.15 With
such fast growth speeds, subnanosecond switching could be-
come a reality.
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length. The lower border from red to blue shows how the threshold voltage
depends on the reset resistance.
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Figure 4.18: CTE and VTE measurements for different intital resistance levels applied to GeTe.
The initial resistance level is noted at the top. The VTE and CTE diagram reveal a higher set
current and a closing set window that starts with a higher initial resistance. Taken from
[BMS+09]).
4.12 Optical tester
In section 2.1.1 the technological status of rewritable optical data storage was discussed. On
a laboratory scale, the optical switching properties are commonly tested with static tester
setups. In ex-situ experiments, the reflectivity before a d after a tes pulse is monitored
[Noe05, Zie05, Wei00, Det03]. For the presentation of the results, the pulse length (abscissa)
and pulse power (ordinate) which are related to the corresponding reflectivity change are
plotted in colour code in the same manner as in the electrical counterpart in figure 4.17.
Th opt cal tester uses a pump probe approach. A pulsed pump laser operates at a wave-
length of 658 nm with powers up to 350 mW (pulsed mode) and 130 mW (continuous mode)4
The probing laser operates at a wavelength of 638 nm. For technical details of the compo-
nents please refer to [Nel07, Sal08, Kal08, Gab10].
4In previous experiments [Noe05, Zie05, Wei00, Det03], a different static tester system was used, which was
li ited to a power of Pmax = 33 mW and a min mum pulse length of 10 ns using a GaAlAs di de laser with a
wavelength of 834 nm.
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Figure 5.1: Composition triangle of phase change materials: Materials of the doped Sb2Te
system (red) and materials on the pseudo-binary GeTe-Sb2Te3 line (green) are highlighted.
The first part of the results section covers the investigation of kinetic, structural, optical and
electrical properties in the Sb2Te system. In addition, the suitability for thermoelectric and
fast switching applications is tested. For an overview on the details of the techniques used
please refer to table 5.1. The second part puts focus on the electrical transport properties of
crystalline GeTe-Sb2Te3 alloys upon annealing. Image modified from [WY07b]).
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In the frame of this work a variety of experimental investigations were carried out. Two of the
most important classes of phase change materials, namely the GeTe-Sb2Te3 and the Sb2Te
class are to be discussed in this chapter (figure 5.1). Section 5.1 presents a detailed descrip-
tion of the structural, thermal, optical, electrical, thermoelectrical and switching properties
of three selected Sb2Te based alloys in the first part. Section 5.2 covers the investigation of
the electrical transport properties of materials on the GeTe-Sb2Te3 pseudo-binary line and
puts emphasis on their electrical transport properties upon thermal annealing.
5.1 Investigation of doped Sb2Te materials
In this section the material system of doped Sb2Te will be investigated by a large variety of
different experimental methods which were introduced in chapter 4. The experiments aim
at a careful description of the kinetic, structural, electrical and optical properties. Table 5.1
gives an overview of the experimental techniques and their corresponding physical proper-
ties. The three materials under investigation are:
• Sb2Te
• Ge4In3Sb67Te26 (GIST hereafter)
• Ag4In3Sb67Te26 (AIST hereafter)
Apart from the pseudo-binary GeTe-Sb2Te3 line and the doped Sb materials, the Sb2Te-
based materials are one of the three most important classes of phase change materials. The
motivation of doping Sb2Te is mainly given by its rather low crystallization temperature of
around 130°C which is a drawback in terms of data retention in the application. Therefore
Ge, In and Ag are used as dopants by substituting some of the Te content. GIST and AIST
are well known as successful phase change materials as they are the material of choice in
rewritable optical storage devices, like DVD-RW and Blue-ray-RW [YTTH05], [WY07b].
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Table 5.1: Summary of the experimental methods chosen to determine a large amount of
physical properties in the doped Sb2Te system.
Topic - Scope Physical property probed Experimental method
Structure Thickness, density, roughness XRR
Structure Type of crystal and lattice parameter XRD
Structure Phase separation issues XRD, DSC, van der Pauw
Kinetics Cyrstallization temperature DSC, van der Pauw
Optical Properties Dielectric function, opt. bandgap Ellipsometry, FTIR
Bonding characteristics Optical dielectric constant ²∞ Ellipsometry, FTIR
Electrical Properties DC conductivity Van der Pauw
Electrical Properties Drude parameters FT-IR
Electrical Properties Carrier concentration Hall
Electrical Properties Mobility Hall+van der Pauw
Electrical Properties Scattering time, effective mass Hall+FT-IR
Thermoelectrical Properties Seebeck coefficient Seebeck
Thermoelectrical Properties Thermal conductivity 3ω method
Thermoelectrical Properties Figure of merit Van der Pauw+Seebeck+3ω
Application test Opt. Switching behavior POT
Application test El. Switching behavior PET
5.1.1 Kinetic properties
As a first step in this analysis series on the three doped SbTe materials, DSC experiments (→
chapter 4.4) were performed in order to track the crystallization temperature and to reveal
any unusual behavior like phase separation in the crystalline phase. None of the three alloys
showed any obvious signature in the DSC scans except pronounced exothermic peaks which
indicate the crystallization process. In figure 5.2, the DSC analysis of GIST is exemplarily
shown. Four scans with heating rates of 1, 5, 10 and 40K/min, respectively, were performed
on powder samples. One can clearly see the influence of the heating rate on the crystalliza-
tion temperature, which is shifted to higher values for larger heating rates, and ranges from
169°C to 191°C. With the knowledge of the masses of the samples, the area under the curve
can be related to the transition energy ∆H, which is around 30 J/g or 35 meV/atom. These
are typical values for PCMs [Kle09].
Appyling the Kissinger formula [Kis57], an activation energy of (3,19±0,13)eV for GIST is
obtained which is typical for PCMs as well [Kle09]. The Kissinger analysis graph is plotted in
figure 5.3.
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The crystallization temperatures and activation energies for AIST and Sb2Te are listed in
table 5.2. AIST behaves very similiar to GIST, having a crystallization temperature around
175 °C and a Kissinger energy of about 3 eV. In contrast Sb2Te posseses a smaller crystalliza-
tion temperature of 119 °C and a smaller activation energy of 1,6 eV. These results are in line
with the study by Lee et al. [LML08] (see table 5.2) who investigated two materials very sim-
iliar to Sb2Te and GIST. Concluding this brief investigation of some kinetic properties, it can
be stated that this material class shows typical activation energies and that doping increases
the stability of as deposited amorphous Sb2Te films.
Table 5.2: Basic crystallization properties of Sb2Te materials: Crystallization temperature by
DSC: Tc,DSC taken at 5K/min, Crystallization temperature obtained by van der Pauw mea-
surements: Tc,V DP taken at 5K/min, melting temperature Tm and Kissinger analysis-based
activation energy: Ea,K i ssi ng er .
Material Tc,DSC (°C) Tc,V DP (°C) Tm (°C) Ea,K i ssi ng er (eV)
Sb2Te 119 132 545 [Te] 1,64 ± 0,02
Sb70Te30 124 [LML08] 1,0 [LML08]
AIST 170 173 537 [Kal02] 2,98 ± 0,02
GIST 177 172 3,19 ± 0,13
Ge8In2Sb85Te5 185 [LML08] 3,5 [LML08]
The analysis will now proceed with XRD and XRR in order to get more insight into the struc-
tural properties of the doped Sb2Te materials.
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Figure 5.2: DSC experiments on GIST: Four DSC scans with heating rates of 1K/min (red),
5K/min (green), 10K/min (pink) and 40K/min (blue). Due to higher heating rates the clear
exothermic crystallization peaks shift to larger cyrstallization temperatures. The transition
energy is about 30 J/g for all scans, which is a typical value for PCMs.
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Figure 5.3: Kissinger analysis on GIST: The fitting equation after [Kis57]: ln β
T 2c
= − Eakb T +
const is applied. β denotes the heating rate, while Tc is the crystallization temperature. The
fit yields an activation energy of Ea=(3,19±0,13)eV, which is in the typical range of between
1,6-4 eV for PCMs.
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5.1.2 Structural properties
5.1.2.1 XRD analysis
In grazing incidence XRD measurements (→ chapter 4.3) thin films were analysed at room-
temperature after different thermal annealing treatment. As expected from the DSC analy-
sis, all materials are confirmed to be amorphous as-deposited. After crystallization, all three
materials transform into a hexagonal layer structure similiar to pure Sb. The XRD spectra
are depicted in figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 for Sb2Te, AIST and GIST respectively and will be briefly
discussed for each composition seperately.
XRD analysis of Sb2Te XRD spectra at five different annealing steps (as-deposited,
150°C, 200°C, 225°C and 250°C) were recorded for Sb2Te. Uncapped samples annealed to
temperatures above 250°C show strong effects of surface damage and cannot be utilized for
further investigations. In figure 5.4, the XRD spectra for all four scans in the crystalline phase
are shown. The angular peak positions match with those of [PCP]. The simulation yields av-
erage lattice constants of a = (4.281± 0.005) Å and c = (17.596± 0.011) Å in the crystalline
phase and almost constant lattice parameters upon annealing.
XRD analysis of AIST As for Sb2Te, XRD grazing incidence scans on crystalline AIST sam-
ples at different annealing temperatures were collected. Due to the higher stability of the
doped compound, higher annealing temperatures on uncapped samples were possible. In
figure 5.5, the result of measurements at room-temperature for samples annealed to 180°C,
260°C, 300°C, 350°C are depicted. The Bragg peaks can be identified with a major contri-
bution of Sb and some minor contribution of AgSbTe2 being present. At an annealing tem-
perature of 400°C (not shown) additional peaks emerge, which match those of AgInTe2, thus
phase separation at elevated temperatures might be an issue. The simulated average lattice
constants are found to be a = (4.300± 0.004) Å and c = (11.285± 0.031) Å.
XRD analysis of GIST For GIST, four scans in the crystalline phase at annealing temper-
ature of 200, 250, 300 and 350°C were recorded (see figure 5.5). The angular peak positions
can best be identified by the δ-phase of Sb and Sb2Te. Similiar to Sb2Te and AIST, the sim-
ulated average lattice constants are determined to values of a = (4.293± 0.019) Å, c(Sb) =
(11.326± 0.019) Å and c(Sb2Te)= (17.564± 0.041) Å. At annealing temperatures of 400°C sim-
iliar to AIST new peaks emerge in the spectra. By comparison with structural data bases, a
match with In2Te3 can be found for these new peaks. However, it remains unclear whether
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Figure 5.4: XRD analysis of crystalline Sb2Te: XRD analysis of crystalline Sb2Te: Grazing in-
cidence x-ray diffraction scans of 100 nm Sb2Te films on a glass substrate with an incident
angle of 0.8°. 4 annealing steps (150°C, 200°C, 225°C and 250°C) were chosen. Larger an-
nealing temperatures lead to strong surface damage of uncapped samples. The Bragg peaks
match with the Sb2Te pattern. A pair of lattice constants of a = (4.281± 0.005) Å and c =
(17.596± 0.011) Å is found in simulations.
this represents a new phase since the rather small amount of 3 % of In in the alloy is unlikely
to cause such strong peaks in the XRD scans.
5.1.2.2 XRR analysis
After the crystalline structure has been probed by XRD, the density and thickness contrast
upon crystallization is investigated by XRR experiments. These measurements are impor-
tant for two reasons. First, the film thickness is an input parameter for other techniques and
their subsequent analysis e.g. van der Pauw. Second, the amount of the density change can
in principle limit memory application performances. One can easily imagine that a repeated
large volume change upon phase transition can lead to limitations in cyclability.
Therefore, an experimental series is performed to monitor the density and thickness char-
acteristics depending on the annealing conditions. Thin film samples with a thickness of
60-100nm were sputter-deposited onto glass substrates and afterwards annealed to various
temperatures before being measured at room-temperature with XRR (→ chapter 4.2).
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Figure 5.5: XRD analysis of crystalline AIST: Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction scans of 80
nm AIST films on a glass substrate with an incident angle of 0.8°. 4 annealing steps (180°C,
260°C, 300°C and 350°C) were chosen. The Bragg peaks match with the Sb pattern. Further-
more, some peaks are identified as AgSbTe2. A pair of lattice constants of a = (4.300± 0.004)
Å and c = (11.285± 0.031) Å is found in simulations.
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Figure 5.6: XRD analysis of crystalline GIST: Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction scans of 80
nm GIST films on a glass substrate with an incident angle of 0,8°. 5 annealing steps (200°C,
250°C, 300°C, 350°C and 400°C) were chosen. The Bragg peaks match with the Sb and Sb2Te
pattern. Furthermore some peaks are identified as In2Te3. A pair of lattice constants of a
= (4.293± 0.019) Å, c(Sb) = (11.326± 0.019) Å and c(Sb2Te)= (17.564± 0.041) Å is found in
simulations.
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In viewgraph 5.7, the experimental data (blue line) and corresponding wingixa simulation
(red line) is shown exemplarily for the case of amorphous as-deposited and crystalline
(Tann=200°C, Tann=300°C) GIST thin films. By carefully setting the relevant input param-
eters of the simulation, a good match of the experimental and simulated spectra has been
achieved yielding the expected step-like thickness and density behaviour upon annealing.
The resulting parameters are summarized in table 5.3. All three materials show a similiar be-
haviour. The average thickness contrast between the amorphous and the cyrstalline phase is
found to be 4,5%, 4,9% and 5,3% for Sb2Te (fig.5.8), AIST (fig.5.9)and GIST (fig.5.10), respec-
tively. Almost the same change is detected for the average density change of 4,4%, 6,8% and
5,4% for Sb2Te (fig.5.8), AIST (fig.5.9)and GIST (fig.5.10), respectively yielding an product of
normalized thickness decrease and density increase close to unity (→ table 5.3).
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Table 5.3: Summary of XRR-based thickness and density values in doped Sb2Te systems. From
left to right the material, set annealing temperature, simulated thickness, normalized thick-
ness with respect to the average value of the amorphous phase, density, normalized density
with respect to the average value of the amorphous phase and the product of the normalized
density and normalized thickness. All three materials behave very similiar revealing a thick-
ness and density contrast of 4-7 % by transition from the amorphous to the crystalline phase.
Values in brackets have to be taken with care. The corresponding samples already showed
some surface damage and fit quality is poor.
Material Tanneal Thickness Norm. Density Norm. Norm.
(°C) (nm) thickness (g/cm3) density product
Sb2Te asdep 88.5 1.00 6.32 1.00 1.00
Sb2Te 200 84.6 0.96 6.60 1.04 1.00
Sb2Te 225 84.6 0.96 6.61 1.05 1.00
Sb2Te 250 84.5 0.95 6.59 1.04 1.00
Sb2Te 260 83.8 0.95 (6.11) (0.97) (0.95)
AIST asdep 68.9 1.00 6.15 0.98 0.98
AIST 50 69.0 1.00 6.14 0.98 0.98
AIST 85 68.7 0.99 6.35 1.02 1.02
AIST 120 69.8 1.00 6.37 1.02 1.03
AIST 160 65.6 0.95 6.72 1.08 1.02
AIST 200 65.7 0.95 6.65 1.06 1.01
AIST 240 66.0 0.96 6.65 1.06 1.02
AIST 280 65.4 0.95 6.70 1.07 1.02
GIST asdep 69.1 1.00 6.26 1.00 1.00
GIST 200 65.5 0.95 6.60 1.05 1.00
GIST 300 65.4 0.95 6.57 1.05 0.99
GIST 350 64.0 0.93 6.62 1.06 0.98
GIST 400 63.1 (0.91) 6.57 1.05 (0.96)
GIST 450 62.6 (0.91) 6.58 1.05 (0.95)
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Figure 5.7: XRR analysis on GIST: Three samples shown here exemplarily (as-deposited, an-
nealed to 200°C and 300°C) were scanned in x-ray reflectometry measurements (blue). Ad-
ditionally the spectra were simulated applying the software simulation program wingixa
(highlighted in red).
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Figure 5.8: XRR analysis on Sb2Te: Sb2Te reveals an average thickness (red circles) contrast
of 4,5% normalized to the amorphous phase. The average density increase (blue squares)
is found to be 4,4%. Hence the product of density and thickness contrast is almost unity.
Samples with annealing temperatures above 250 °C showed adhesion problem. Thus, the
XRR analysis is not reliable for these samples.
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Figure 5.9: XRR analysis on AIST: AIST reveals an average thickness (red circles) contrast of
4,9% normalized to the amorphous phase. The average density increase (blue squares) is
found to be 6,8%. Hence the product of density and thickness contrast is near unity.
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Figure 5.10: XRR analysis on GIST: GIST reveals an average thickness (red circles) contrast
of 5,3% normalized to the amorphous phase. The average density increase (blue squares) is
found to be 5,4%. Hence the product of density and thickness contrast is almost unity.
5.1.3 Optical properties
After having discussed the structural properties, the analysis proceeds with the investigation
of the optical properties.
The optical analysis was carried out in an energy regime from the mid-infrared (MIR,
0.05 eV) to the near UV (5 eV) in a combined ellipsometric and FTIR study (chapter 2.2.3,
4.7, 4.8). In figure 5.11 an ellipsometry measurement of a 250 nm thick crystalline GIST film
on an Al back-reflector is shown exemplarily. The recorded spectroscopic information tanψ
(blue) and cos∆(black) is simulated (red and green lines) by the optical model presented
earlier (→ chapter 2.2.3) using the Scout software [The]. For lower energies, the correspond-
ing exemplarily FTIR spectra (blue=experimental, red=simulation) is depicted in figure 5.12.
As usual for PCM systems with a rather large carrier concentration, the FTIR spectrum is
dominated by the Drude contribution from free carriers, causing a nearly complete disap-
pearence of thickness oscillations.
For all three materials, ellipsometric scans for at least 2 incident angles and one FTIR spec-
trum was recorded for each annealing step. The FTIR measurement raw data is depicted in
figure 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 for Sb2Te, AIST and GIST, respectively. Please note, that the thick-
ness of 250 nm was chosen on purpose because larger or smaller thickness values cause the
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Figure 5.11: Ellipsometry analysis on GIST: Experimental data (0.7 - 5.0 eV) and correspond-
ing simulation of a 250nm thick GIST film on Al in the crystalline phase (Tann,set =180°C).
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Figure 5.12: FTIR analysis on GIST: Experimental data (blue) and corresponding simulation
(red) of a 250nm thick GIST film on Al in the cyrstalline phase (Tann,set =180°C) recorded in
a wavenumber regime of 360 -8000 cm−1 (≈ 0.05 - 1 eV).
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Chapter 5: Experiments and results
oscillations in the spectra to vanish (see also [SKW+12, Kre09]). Comparing the crystalline
spectra, the same spectroscopic signature can be seen for all three alloys. The Drude con-
tribution is systematically increased upon annealing, indicated by the clear trend of the re-
flectivity data in the low energy regime. For all experimental scans, optical simulations were
performed and the corresponding properties resulting from the fit are listed in table 5.4.
Please note that especially the determination of the Tauc-Lorentz contribution describing
the interband transition is hampered for crystalline alloys with high conductivity due to the
dominance of the Drude contribution. This leads to large freedom of parameters describ-
ing the optical bandgap and the optical dielectric contant ²∞. It was tested whether unique
values could be determined. If ²∞ is not as precisely as an freedom of a value of 5 and the
bandgap as precisely as 0.05 eV, the entire procedure lacks sufficient precision and therefore
values were set to "not accurate enough" (n.a.e.).
Despite this clear drawback in the optical analysis of the dielectric constant and the
bandgap, the analysis of the free carriers yields valuable results, which are discussed in the
next paragraph.
Drude analysis Considering the Drude analysis, parameter coupling prevails for low scat-
tering times (see section 2.2.3.9). AIST showing the smallest scattering times of all three al-
loys is situated nearby this limiting region. However, for all three alloys unique parameters
could be obtained, which are listed in table 5.4.
All three alloys show electrical transport parameters of similiar order. Optical conductivi-
ties between 1000-4000 S/cm, scattering times between 1-7 fs, optical carrier concentrations
of (1.7-3.0)·1021 cm−3me and optical mobilities of 3.0-12.1 cm2/Vsme are extracted from the
Drude parameters. From a general perspective, one very important result is the similiarity of
the optical conductivities to their electrical counterparts, which were determined in a differ-
ent set of measurements. This behaviour is strong evidence against a dominant role of grains
or grain boundaries for the electrical transport. If this had been the case, one would have
expected considerably higher optical conductivities than electrical conductivities. Whereas
on electrical measurements the influence of grain-boundary scattering contributions is di-
rectly related to the macroscopic conductivity, the optical measurements probe the entire
volume of the sample, in which the volume contributions of grains is of minor quantity.
With respect to the material related differences, small differences between the alloys can
be observed. Most significantly, Sb2Te reveals higher scattering times and therefore higher
optical mobilities than the other Sb2Te alloys. Further comparison will be presented in the
next paragraph, when the database is extended with results from Hall measurements.
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Figure 5.13: Room-temperature FTIR data of cyrstalline 250nm thick Sb2Te on top of an
aluminium-coated glass substrate. Four set annealing temperatures between 150 C and
250 °C were chosen for the optical analysis in the cyrstalline state.
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Figure 5.14: Room-temperature FTIR data of a 250 nm amorphous and cyrstalline thick AIST
film on top of an aluminium-coated glass substrate.
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Figure 5.15: Room-temperature FTIR data of a 250 nm amorphous and cyrstalline thick GIST
film on top of an aluminium-coated glass substrate.
5.1.4 Electrical properties
After the optical analysis by spectroscopic means in the previous chapter, this section con-
tinues the analysis and discusses the electrical transport properties, starting with the dc-
conductivity in a temperature regime from room-temperature up to about 400°C, followed
by Hall measurements.
5.1.4.1 High-temperature dc conductivity
Van der Pauw dc conductivity of AIST In section 4.9, the van der Pauw method was in-
troduced and some reliability tests (contact influences, thermal history, capping, different
sputter runs) were performed on crystalline AIST samples. The analysis here is restricted
to one four-point scan. In figure 5.16 the temperature-dependent resistivity of AIST up to
320°C is shown. Starting in the as-deposited phase, thermally activated transport is present
up to the crystallization temperature indicated by the pronounced step-like drop in resis-
tivity by three orders of magnitude at 173 ◦ C. Subsequent cooling in the crystalline phase
reveals an almost temperature-independent behaviour. The room-temperature conductiv-
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Figure 5.16: Temperature dependent van der Pauw scan of AIST: The material shows a ther-
mally activated conductivity in the amorphous phase. A sharp transition at about 173°C
indicates the crystallization into an almost temperature-independent resistivity behaviour.
ity of samples annealed to temperatures between 175-350 ◦C ranges from 1300-1880 S/cm
and systematically increases upon annealing (see also table 5.4, 5.5).
Van der Pauw dc conductivity of GIST In figure 5.17 a temperature dependent van der
Pauw Sheet resistance measurement of GIST is shown. Similiar to AIST, GIST shows a ther-
mally activated behavior in the amorphous phase, followed by a sharp transition into the
crystalline state ending up in an almost temperature-independent metal-like state. About
twice as high, room-temperature conductivity values of GIST ranges from 2490-3660 S/cm.
Details are listed in tables 5.4, 5.5.
Van der Pauw dc conductivity of Sb2Te In figure 5.18 the temperature dependent van der
Pauw resistivity of Sb2Te is shown. Similiar to AIST, GIST shows a thermally activated behav-
ior in the amorphous phase, followed by a sharp transition into the crystalline state ending
up in an almost temperature independent metal-like state. Positioned in between AIST and
GIST, the room-temperature conductivity values of Sb2Te range from 1870-2490 S/cm. De-
tails are listed in tables 5.4, 5.5.
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Figure 5.17: Temperature dependent van-der Pauw scan of GIST: The material shows a ther-
mally activated conductivity (about 0.26eV) in the amorphous phase. A sharp transition at
about 172°C indicates the crystallization into an almost temperature-independent resistiv-
ity behaviour. The as-deposited film thickness of 61.7nm was determined by ellispometry.
Please note the small error in the crystalline phase, not considering the thickness decrease
upon crystallization. The room-temperature resistivty values 130Ωcm and 420µΩcm in the
amorphous and crystalline state, respectively, causing a resistivity contrast of 4.5 orders of
magnitude.
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Figure 5.18: Temperature dependent van-der Pauw scan of Sb2Te: The material shows a ther-
mally activated conductivity in the amorphous phase. A sharp transition at 132°C indicates
the crystallization into an almost non temperature dependent resistivity behavior.
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Figure 5.19: Room-temperature conductivity of AIST (black) and GIST (red) versus anneal-
ing temperature determined by van der Pauw (boxes) and Drude parameters from simu-
lation of optical FT-IR spectra (circles): Good agreement of both methods. GIST (≈ 2600
S/cm at Tann=200°C) showing approximately twice the conductivty of AIST (≈ 1300 S/cm at
Tann=200°C). Both materials show similiar trends for increasing annealing temperature. The
conductivity increases by about 50 % up to 300°C followed by a small decrease above 300°C.
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Figure 5.20: Room-temperature carrier concentration (circles) and mobility (boxes) data of
AIST (black) and GIST (red) versus annealing temperature determined by dc Hall and dc van
der Pauw measurements: Carrier concentration is slighty decreasing upon annealing while
the mobility charcteristic is nearly the same as the one of the conductivity in fig. 5.19. The
conductivity difference of about a factor of two between AIST and GIST is mainly due to a
difference in carrier concentration. This may be explained by Ge creating even more acceptor-
like defect states than Ag in the Sb2Te host material. Please note that Hall measurements were
taken from 200°C to 350°C in steps of 50°C. The in-between values are interpolated to be able
to compare the data with the FTIR data at the same annealing temperatures.
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Figure 5.21: Room-temperature Drude relaxation times τ of AIST (black) and GIST (red) ver-
sus annealingtemperatue determined by the simulation of the FT-IR measurements. AIST
and GIST show a clear increase, comparable to the one of the mobility and conductivity.
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Figure 5.22: Room-temperature effective mass of AIST (black) and GIST (red) versus
annealing-temperature determined by a comparison of Hall and FTIR based Drude param-
eters. The pure carrier concentration and mobility values were taken from table 5.5. The
corresponding values modified by the effective mass have been taken from table 5.4. Thus
two values with the label carrier and mobility for each alloy have been calculated. The plot-
ted data reveal that neither of the materials shows a large variation upon thermal annealing.
The effective mass is almost constant at around 0.6 me for both materials, thus the recently
shown variation of the Drude ralaxation time in figure 5.21 is the dominating contribution
in equation 2.16 explaining the trend in mobility and correspondingly that of the conductiv-
ity.
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Table 5.5: Electrical transport data from Hall, van-der-Pauw and FTIR measurements on
crystalline Sb2Te, AIST and GIST: From left to right: Annealing temperature Tanneal (set tem-
perature in brackets), van der Pauw room-temperature conductivity σ300K , conduction type
dominating the transport by sign of the Hall coefficient, dc Hall mobility, carrier concen-
tration and effective mass by comparing the Hall carrier density n and n·me /m∗ from FTIR
anaylsis. Mobility and carrier concentration values in brackets are obtained by extrapolation
of values of neighbouring temperatures.
Material Tanneal σ300K Type Mobility Carrier conc. Eff. mass
(°C) (S/cm) (cm2/Vs) (cm−3) (me )
Sb2Te (150) 1870 p 18.0 6.5 · 1020 0.37-0.68
Sb2Te (200) 2300 p 19.9 7.2 · 1020 0.37-0.53
Sb2Te (225) 2490 p 19.4 8.0 · 1020 0.40-0.53
AIST 175 1290 p (3.0) (2.3 · 1021) 0.44-0.51
AIST (200) 1330 p 3.9 2.1 · 1021
AIST 215 1490 p (4.4) (2.0 · 1021) 0.71-0.74
AIST (250) 1580 p 5.7 1.7 · 1021
AIST 260 1770 p (6.1) (1.7 · 1021) 0.6-0.65
AIST (300) 1880 p 8.1 1.5 · 1021
AIST (350) 1780 p 8.3 1.3 · 1021
GIST (180) 2490 p (4.9) (3.0 · 1021) 0.62-0.65
GIST (200) 2640 p
GIST (240) 2970 p (6.8) (2.9 · 1021) 0.63-0.64
GIST (250) 3170 p 6.8 2.9 · 1021
GIST (300) 3300 p (8.0) (2.8 · 1021) 0.59-0.65
GIST (300) 3660 p 8.0 2.8 · 1021
GIST (350) 3540 p 8.8 2.5 · 1021
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5.1.4.2 Hall measurements in the crystalline phase
Uncapped 100 nm thick samples with a Hall bar geometry (as proposed in [Rei08]) were used
in order to determine the missing parameters, mobility and carrier concentration, by means
of Hall measurements. In table 5.5, the results for the three doped Sb2Te materials at var-
ious annealing temperatures in the crystalline state are compiled. All materials appear to
be dominated by hole transport. The following trends can be identified: 1) Sb2Te reveals a
significantly higher mobility than GIST and AIST (more than twice as large). However, the
carrier concentration of Sb2Te is about the same amount smaller. This might be explained by
the idea that replacing the original Te by Ag or Ge defect atoms on the one hand leads to more
scattering which reduces the mobility. On the other hand this substitution causes even more
acceptor-like defect states which increase the hole carrier concentration in the system. 2)
The conductivity difference between AIST and GIST of about a factor two can be attributed
to a difference in carrier concentration (see figure 5.20). Thus Ge incorporation seems to cre-
ate more acceptor-like defect states compared to alloying with Ag at the same amount1. 3)
Both, GIST and AIST, show a continuous slight increase in room-temperature mobility upon
annealing. This mobility enhancement is mainly related to an increase in scattering time
as determined by the spectroscopic analysis (see figure 5.21). Thus the amount or degree of
not specified scattering centers has probably been reduced. 4) Combining the optical mobil-
ity/carrier concentration with the values from the Hall measurements, the effective masses
can be calculated. They are listed in table 5.5 and depicted in figure 5.22. For GIST and AIST
almost constant values of ≈ 0.6 me can be found. This means no major change in curvature
of the bandstructure is suspected upon alloying and annealing.
Analysis of σmi n in doped SbTe alloys Before the thermoelectric properties of doped
SbTe materials and PCMs in general are discussed in this paragraph a short analysis of the
minimum metallic conductivity is done. In table 5.6 the relevant parameters are compiled.
Applying equations 3.23 and 3.24, the minimum metallic conductivity is calculated for AIST,
GIST and typical metals taken from literature. The ratio of the calculated σmi n and the ex-
perimental conductivity can be used as an indicator of distance to the metal-insulator tran-
sition point in a system. Along this line of thought the last column reveals that doped SbTe
systems are closer to the transition point than typical metals like Al, Au or Ag by about two
orders of magnitude.
1Please note that only the composition of the sputter target (4N purity) is taken into account in this comparison
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Table 5.6: Analysis of σmi n in doped SbTe alloys: From left to right: Material, annealing
temperature Tanneal , van der Pauw room-temperature conductivity σ300K , carrier concen-
tration, mobility, Fermi wave vector k f , calculatedσmi n and the ratioσ300K /σmi n . The min-
imum metallic conductivityσmi n and the Fermi wave vector k f were calculated by equations
3.23 and 3.24 and setting the degeneracy M to a value of 4. Please note the clear difference
between the small values of the doped SbTe systems (ranging from 1.5 to 4.1) in comparism
with significantly higher values, of about two orders of magnitude larger, calculated for typ-
ical metals such as Al, Au or Ag. The small values of doped SbTe alloys are indicative for
these alloys being located closer to the metal-insulator transition point than the represantive
choosen metals in this comparism. However, the doped SbTe alloys all yield values of larger
than unity in contrast to the GeSbTe alloys discussed later. First four values from this work,
last three values taken from [AM76].
Material Tanneal σ300K Carr. Conc. Mobility k f σmi n σ300K /σmi n
(°C) (S/cm) (cm−3) (cm2/Vs) (cm−1) (S/cm)
AIST 175 1290 2.3 · 1021 3.5 2.6 · 107 8.5 · 102 1.5
AIST 350 1780 1.3 · 1021 8.6 2.1 · 107 7.0 · 102 2.5
GIST 180 2490 3.0 · 1021 5.2 2.8 · 107 9.3 · 102 2.7
GIST 350 3540 2.5 · 1021 5.2 2.6 · 107 9.3 · 102 4.1
Al 4.1 · 105 1.8 · 1023 14.1 1.1 · 108 3.6 · 103 112
Au 4.9 · 105 5.9 · 1022 51.9 7.6 · 107 2.5 · 103 196
Ag 6.6 · 105 5.9 · 1022 70.6 7.6 · 107 2.5 · 103 266
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5.1.5 Seebeck experiments
The Seebeck coefficient or Thermopowerα (→ section 3) is an important electrical transport
parameter. It quantifies the electrical response caused by the presence of a temperature
gradient. To a first approximation, it can be described as the constant factor, which connects
the measured Seebeck voltage to a temperature gradient:
USeebeck = (αsetup −αsample ) ·∇T (5.1)
byαsetup representing the Seebeck coefficient of the electrical leads, which is a known quan-
tity.
Seebeck data can provide fruitful information about the dominant transport mechanism. A
rough categorization into semiconductors and metals can be made by considering the sign,
temperature-dependence and order of magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient α as listed in
table 5.7
Table 5.7: Rough categorization of the dominant transport mechanism in correlation to the
order of magnitude, sign and temperature-dependence of the Seebeck coefficient α. K, L and
M are constants.
Transport mechanism Order of magnitude Sign Temperature dependence
metallic µV/K α= K · T
p-type semiconductor mV/K positive α= LT + M
n-type semiconductor mV/K negative α= LT + M
In the scope of this work, Seebeck measurements both in the amorphous and crystalline
phase were performed on the three SbTe based compounds, Sb2Te, AIST and GIST, with a
sample type and setup as described in [Jos09]. The samples consist of three uncapped sput-
ter deposited PCM stripes of 60 mm length, 3 mm width and 100nm height connected to
sputter-deposited Cr contacts on a 1 mm thick glass substrate. The temperature gradient be-
tween the Cr contacts was set to 3K (more details in [Jos09]). In figure 5.23, the temperature-
dependence (393K → 213K) of the Seebeck coefficient on amorphous samples is shown. All
three alloys reveal a very similiar behaviour. The measured Seebeck coefficient decreases in
a 1/T behavior from about 0.8 mV/K to about 0.3 mV/K with increasing sample temperature.
Evaluating the equation for the Seebeck coefficient α:
α= kb
e
·
(
Eα
kb ·T
+ A
)
(5.2)
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Figure 5.23: Seebeck measurements of as-deposited amorphous Sb2Te, GIST and AIST (blue,
red, green respectively) samples in a temperature range from 213K to 393K using the sample
type and setup described in [Jos09].
activation energies Eα from 0.22 eV to 0.24 eV can be calculated for Sb2Te, GIST and AIST. As
already pointed out in [Jos09], these activation energies nearly identical to those found in
conductivity van der Pauw measurements. The heat of transport constant A (equation 5.2)
is about 2-3 and negative in sign2. In addition to the absolute value and the temperature-
dependence, the positive sign of the Seebeck coefficient confirms the classification as a p-
type semiconductor, which is also true for most other phase change materials such as GeTe,
Ge1Sb2Te4 and Ge2Sb2Te5 [Jos09].
The Seebeck data for the crystalline phase can be seen in figure 5.24. At least to a temper-
ature up to about 350K linear behavior is confirmed. The sign of the Seebeck coefficient is
positive for all three materials. The absolute values at room-temperature are 22, 23 and 27
µV/K for Sb2Te, GIST and AIST respectively. These observations lead to the conclusion that
all materials can be classified as p-type degenerate semiconductors (metals).
In the next section the thermal conductivity will be discussed. Besides the already discussed
DC-conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient, this is the missing input parameter to calculate
the so-called thermoelectric figure of merit.
2the suspected contradiction to an expected positive value of about 1-2 is discussed in [Jos09], pg.113
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Figure 5.24: Seebeck measurements of crystalline Sb2Te, GIST and AIST (blue, red, green re-
spectively) samples in a temperature range from 213K to 393K using the sample type and
setup described in [Jos09].
5.1.6 Thermal conductivity
In [Sie09] a method based on the 3-ω technique is presented which allows the experimental
determination of the thermal conductivity of PCMs. However, at this point in time there are
no results available on materials of the doped Sb2Te class. Thus a restriction to literature is
neccessary. In [RRR09] the thermal conductivity of crystalline AIST is measured and turns
out to be λ=1.05 W/mK.
5.1.7 Thermoelectric properties of crystalline phase change materials
Thermoelectric applications such as generators and refrigerators benefit from the Seebeck
effect (temperature into electricity) or the inverse effect (Peltier effect). The most advanta-
geous properties of thermoelectric-based applications are low maintenance, durability and
low emissions. Currently, niche products such as space-craft power generators, car waste
heat generators are already available and R & D activities in this field are clearly increasing
nowadays [Mad89].
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Within the field, one of the most important issues is to understand how thermal and electri-
cal properties are connected to the performance of the applications. The efficiency of ther-
moelectric devices depends on the electrical conductivity σ, the Seebeck coefficient α and
the total thermal conductivity λtot al . It is typically described by the temperature dependent
and dimensionless quantity ZT, Z being the thermoelectric figure of merit3:
Z = σ ·α
2
λtot al
(5.3)
For different temperature intervals, different materials are found to have the highest value
of ZT. This is illustrated in figure 5.25 which is taken from a recent review on thermoelectric
materials by Sootman et. al. [SCK09]. A lot of good thermoelectric materials contain the
same elements as typical PCMs and seem to belong to a closely related composition family.
This begs the question whether PCMs are good thermoelectrics and vice versa. This ques-
tion opens a new interesting field of research and has the potential to interconnect these
research communities. Having already determined the ingredients of ZT for AIST in the pre-
vious sections, it is appealing to take a look at some ZT values of PCMs in order to give a first
quick answer to this interesting question. In table 5.8 some values of selected materials at
room temperature are listed. Please note that the different ingridients are taken from differ-
ent literature sources, so the listed values have to be considered with care. Nevertheless this
table may serve as a starting point for the search for suitable thermoelectrics based on PCMs.
It is interesting to note that typical PCMs (GST (rocksalt), GST (hex), AIST, GeTe) seem to
have a ZT value of the order of 10−2, which is more than an order of magnitude below those
of alloys like Cu-doped Ge1Bi4Te7 or Bi2Te3-Sb2Te3 mixtures, which show the largest known
ZT values at 300K. Two details on these high ZT alloys are interesting. From the systematic
investigation of the IV1V4VI7-type alloys, it becomes clear that isoelectronic substition leads
to the GeBiTe system as the best choice for thermoelectrics [KSA+01], [LKK+02], [LKK+04].
This should motivate to determine the missing thermoelectric properties of Ge1Bi2Te4. Sec-
ondly Sb2Te3 is another promising alloy to further be investigated in the future. This was
already done by [JLS+05]. However the discrepancy in electrical conductivity to the value
determined in this work is worth investigating and may lead to further insight concerning
the influence of sample type and preparation conditions.
Additionally one should keep in mind that the listed properties are only those at 300K.
Hexagonal GeSbTe materials show their largest ZT values at elevated temperatures (around
600 to 700K [FTZD07]). This can serve as motivation to additionally consider other temper-
ature regimes instead of having a limited view on the room temperature values only.
3the numerator in this equation is referred to as the power factor
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tured p-type material and a commercial n-type leg an
approximately 20 K greater cooling capacity was reported
compared to using commercial material for both the p- and n-
legs. Nanocomposite boron-doped Si/Ge materials formed by
ball milling and hot pressing were reported[221] to exhibit
increased Seebeck coefficients and only slightly reduced
electrical conductivities compared to bulk SiGe alloys
(JIMO), resulting in a higher power factor for the nano-
composite material over the temperature range of 300–
1000 K. The increased power factor for the nanocomposite is
consistent with what was observed for the BiSbTe alloy, and as
predicted based on electron-filtering effects at the grain
boundaries. In addition, the thermal conductivity of the Si/Ge
nanocomposite was significantly reduced over the entire
temperature range, resulting in a peak ZT value of approx-
imately 0.72 at 1000 K compared to a value of approximately
0.6 for the bulk SiGe alloy.
4. Conclusions and Outlook
For over four decades the established approach to
thermoelectric materials research has been to study crystal-
line single-phase materials with narrow band gaps, heavy
elements, loaded with point defects created by the prepara-
tion of solid solutions (e.g. Bi2xSbxTe3). The solid solutions
are the key to achieve low thermal conductivity. In the current
decade the discovery of stable nanostructures in LAST-m and
related materials and the achievement of lower thermal
conductivity than is possible with solid solutions alone has
changed how we think about this research field. While
studying new compounds to discover high ZT value materials
is still a viable and attractive method, the nanostructured
multiphase systems offer very promising, and more rational
ways in this pursuit. In this context they define a new
approach.
A common theme among many emerging thermoelectric
materials is the concept of nanostructuring to improve the
thermoelectric performance. In these systems the enhanced
thermoelectric performance is attributable to a strong
decrease in lattice thermal conductivity, rather than an
increase in the electrical power factor. Thus, in certain cases
nanodots clearly play a very significant role in reducing lattice
thermal conductivity, probably by effectively scattering
phonons that otherwise would have relatively long mean
free paths. In many of these cases it has been clearly
demonstrated that the reduction in thermal conductivity far
exceeds any concomitant reduction in the power factor
caused by electronic carrier scattering, thus resulting in
enhanced ZT values. The ZT values of the current state of
the art thermoelectric materials are shown in Figure 27.
Nanostructuring of thermoelectric materials for enhanced
ZT values is thus gaining popularity, and it is a general
approach that is broadly applicable to other bulk materials as
well.[221,229] For example, recent reports on skutterudites[230]
and half-Heusler alloys seem to confirm that real enhance-
ments in ZT value by a thermal conductivity reduction are
possible by introducing nanoinclusions.
Other mechanisms, guided by theoretical prediction, hold
promise if they could be coupled with the reductions in
thermal conductivity mentioned above. On example is the
PbTe:Tl system where resonance states can be used to
increase the Seebeck coefficient. Even further, changes in
carrier mobility brought about by complex nanostructures, as
in the co-nanostructured PbTe-Pb-Sb system, could also be
applied to numerous other systems provided a better a
theoretical understanding can be formulated.
The development of new materials and complex compo-
sites over the last 5–10 years has greatly increased the
ZT values. It was through greater theoretical understanding,
new synthesis techniques, and state-of-the-art measurements
that the field has progressed so far and promises to advance
further. For a long time it was thought that there was a
practical barrier at ZT= 1, however new mechanisms for
increasing both the power factor and reducing the thermal
conductivity in thermoelectric materials continue to emerge
and increase the ZT value. Today, the latest generation of
bulk materials have ZT 1.6–1.7 at approximately 700–
800 K. We hope that this new record will be broken and ZT
 3 will soon be achieved. Future efforts in understanding and
manipulating these mechanisms promise to increase the
ZT value further and enable more practical application. It is
apparent that the discovery of advanced thermoelectrics is a
challenge well suitable for synthetic chemists to undertake. It
is with innovative synthesis and creative thinking in materials
design that new candidates will be identified and chemists are
well trained in such endeavors. Therefore, we believe there
are golden opportunities for synthesis in this field. Chemistry
alone however is not enough to produce robust materials and
functional thermoelectric modules and this requires close
collaboration and reaching across scientific disciplines to
ensure progress in the field.
Further reductions in the thermal conductivity alone may
be sufficient to raise ZT values to 2, however to reach values
of 3 or greater we also need dramatic enhancements in the
power factor. Unless this is achieved with a welcome
discovery of some new and unexpected single-phase material,
Figure 27. Plot of state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials highlighting
recent advancements increasing ZT above 1.
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Figure 5.25: Selectio of state of the art therm electric materials showing high ZT values.
Taken from [SCK09].
In following the emerging topic of thermoelectrics is left behind and a new focus of interest is
put on the electrical switching properties of SbTe based phase change materials as a closing
section for the discussion of this material class.
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Table 5.8: Compilation of selected thermoelectric properties for PCMs from this study and
from literature. From left to right: Material with corresponding annealing temperature (Ta)
or cyrstalline structure (rocksalt, hex), Conductivity σ, Seebeck coefficient α, Thermal con-
ductivityλ and the dimensionless figure of merit ZT. All values are taken at room temperature
if not stated otherwise. *: value of amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 from [Sie09] taken as an estimate
for a lower limit. **: It seems like the samples were not annealed to the same temperature
and therefore the comparison has to be taken with care.
Material σ (S/cm) α (µV/K) λ (W/mK) ZT at 300K
Ge1Sb2Te4 (Ta=150°C) 0.25 [Jos09] 290 [Jos09] 0.2∗ < 0.003
Ge1Sb2Te4 (Ta=175°C) 2.5 [Jos09] 170 [Jos09] 0.2∗ < 0.01
Ge1Sb2Te4 (Ta=200°C) 13 [Jos09] 130 [Jos09] 0.2∗ < 0.03
Ge1Sb2Te4 (Ta=225°C) 32 [Jos09] 110 [Jos09] 0.2∗ < 0.06
Ge2Sb2Te5 (rocksalt) 22 [Jos09] 157 [Jos09] 0.4 [Sie09], 0.03 -0.04
0,5 [RPK+07]
Ge2Sb2Te5 200∗∗ [RRR09] 0.4∗∗ [RRR09]
Ge2Sb2Te5 50 [RBC+09] 0.55 [RBC+09]
Ge1Sb2Te4 17.3 [Ben] 217 [Ben]
Ge1Sb2Te4 (hex) 669 [Ben] 82 [Ben]
Ge2Sb2Te5 (hex) 1500-4500 [FTZD07] 20-40 [FTZD07] 1-2 [RPK+07], 0.01 - 0.2
1,13 [RBC+09]
Ge3Sb2Te6 (hex) 2910 [KSA+01] 33.5 [KSA+01] 2.7 [KSA+01] 0,04
Ge2Sb2Te5 (hex) 3420 [KSA+01] 30.6 [KSA+01] 3 [KSA+01] 0,03
Ge1Sb2Te4 (hex) 2810 [KSA+01] 32.9 [KSA+01] 3.3 [KSA+01] 0,03
Ge1Sb4Te7 (hex) 3420 [KSA+01] 34.5 [KSA+01] 3.7 [KSA+01] 0,03
GeTe 1000-2000 65 [Jos09] 5 [BC70] 0.03 - 0.05
AIST 1000 [RRR09] 28 [Jos09] 1,05 [RRR09] 0.02
Ge15Sb85 3300 [RRR09] 2.47 [RRR09]
Ge1Bi2Te4 500 [Aus07]
Sb2Te3 1000-1500
Ge1Bi4Te7 213 [LKK+02] 171 [LKK+02] 0.8 [LKK+02] 0.2
Cu-Ge1Bi4Te7 412 [LKK+02] 169 [LKK+02] 0.6 [LKK+02] 0.6
Pb1Bi4Te7 1070 [LKK+04] 66 [LKK+04] 1.28 [LKK+04] 0.11
Sn1Bi4Te7 520 [LKK+04] 20[LKK+04] 1.2 [LKK+04] 0.05
Cu-Cd-Pb1Bi4Te7 1150 [LKK+04] 78 [LKK+04] 0,8 [LKK+04] 0,26
Bi 10000 [GCS63] ≈ 75 [GCS63] 5-10 [GCS63] 0.2-0.3
((Sb/Bi)2Te3)x (Sb2Se3)y 1710 [SSP+05] 176 [SSP+05] 1.9 [SSP+05] 0,8
Sb2Te3 4000 [JLS+05] 100 [JLS+05] 3.9 [JLS+05] 0.3
(Bi2Te3)26(Sb2Te3)74 900 [JLS+05] 225 [JLS+05] 1.35 [JLS+05] 1.0
(Bi2Te3)25(Sb2Te3)75 1093 [OTM03] 225 [OTM03] 1.21 [OTM03] 1.41
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5.1.8 Fast switching test
The final step in the characterization of the doped Sb2Te is the application test for rewritable
optical and electrical data storage devices. The discussion will start with the optical switch-
ing characteristics of AIST and will be continued by electrical switching experiments on
AIST.
5.1.8.1 Optical Switching experiments
In section 4.12, the experimental setup for the optical switching experiments on a laboratory
scale was briefly introduced. Thin film layer stack samples of 80 nm AIST on top of a 40 nm
ZnS-SiO2 heat barrier layer on a Si substrate are used4. Usually, three important experiments
are performed to prove the suitability of a material for optical data storage:
• First crystallization from as-deposited amorphous phase
• Amorphization of thermally annealed films
• Recrystallization of laser melt-quenched amorphous bits produced by sufficient pre-
pulses
The first cyrstallization from the as-deposited phase is depicted in figure 5.26. Pulses with
a duration longer than 10µs and a power above 10 mW is sufficient to induce a reflectiv-
ity increase of about 30 %. Reamorphization (figure 5.27) is possible with pulses of 28 ns in
length and with a power of about 85 mW. Using these parameters for a prepulse, the recrys-
tallization is tested and results can be seen in figure 5.28. Pulses of length longer than 200 ns
and power larger than 20 mW produce the same initial reflectivity level as prior to the amor-
phization pre-pulse. In conclusion AIST, as probably also GIST and Sb2Te reveal good phase
change characteristics and can be switched successfully back and forth in optical switching
experiments.
5.1.8.2 Electrical Switching experiments
In this section, the application test for electrical phase change memories is performed for
the doped Sb2Te class. AIST is employed in mushroom-type PCRAM cells as described in
4Data from [Gab10]
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Figure 5.26: PTE diagram of first crystallization of 80 nm AIST, initially amorphous as-
deposited on top of a ZnS-SiO2 covered Si substrate. A successful first crystallization is
achieved with laser pulses having a longer duration than 10µs and power above 10 mW.
From [Gab10].
  
Figure 5.27: PTE diagram of the reamorphization of a 80 nm AIST thin film, initially crys-
talline upon thermal annealing above 170 °C on top of a ZnS-SiO2 covered Si substrate. With
pulses of 28 ns length and with a power of about 85 mW a 20 % decrease in reflectivity, in-
duced by reamorphization of the bit can be achieved. Taken from [Gab10].
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Figure 5.28: PTE diagram of the recrystallization of 80 nm thick AIST treated with a double
pulse set. A suitable amorphization pre-pulse on a thermally annealed sample is applied in-
ducing a reflectivity decrease of about 20 %, which is followed by the test pulses. A power-time
matrix containing powers from 5-45 mW and durations of 1-512 ns is written. The colour
code represents the post-pulse reflectivity change of the melt-quenching pre-pulse and subse-
quent test pulse with respect to the reflectivity of the initial crystalline reflectivity. A complete
recrystallization (red area) is found for pulse-times of ≈ 200ns. Please note the difference in
time-scales compared to the PTE of the first cyrstallization shown in figure 5.26. Taken from
[Gab10].
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section 4.11. Before electrical testing, the samples were annealed to the crystalline state and
similiar to the study presented in [BMS+09], the resistance in the cells was set to various ini-
tial high-ohmic reset states. In the case of AIST, four starting levels including (79.3±29.6) kΩ,
(159.3±16.4) kΩ, (176.7±11.0) kΩ, (220.9±10.0) kΩ were gained. In comparison to GeTe (see
figure 4.18), the resistance values are systematically smaller in AIST. Most likely this can be
attibuted to lower amorphous resistivity values. However this hypothesis is based on assum-
ing amorphous volumes of similiar size and an equality of as-deposited thin film resistivities
and melt-quenched amorphous resistivities in the cells. However, the exact size and resis-
tivity inside the cells remains unknown. Thus an in-depth comparison is hindered.
In figure 5.29 a set scan (introduced in section 4.11) starting with an initial resistance level
of (159.3±16.4) kΩ is shown. Pulses of different lengths between 1-16 ns reveal the de-
sired post-pulse resistance characteristic by showing a clear transition window into the low-
ohmic set state at about 3 kΩ. Additionally, the successful switching attempt of the 1 ns
pulse confirms the fast switching ability of AIST for PCRAM applications. The comparison
of switching speeds of AIST and GeTe is not easily done. The data in figure 5.30 is a start-
ing point to gain some insight on this issue. Starting from four initial states, the switching
characteristics were tested by systematic variation of the parameters time and voltage, sim-
iliar to the VTE and CTE series presented in figure 4.18. Two main effects can be observed.
First of all, a clear trend of less successful set processes to the low-ohmic state by starting
from higher initial states can be seen. This behaviour is indicated by vanishing blue kΩ ar-
eas at small pulse times with increasing initial resistance. Especially, this is observed for
the highest-ohmic starting state of (220.9±10.0) kΩ from which switching into the set state
with pulses of 1 ns is nearly impossible. A similiar trend is also present in GeTe (see figure
4.18). As already discussed before, a quantitative comparison of crystal growth velocities is
not possible. However, the measurements suggest that AIST has a similiar speed as GeTe.
Taking 10 nm as an educated guess for the amorphous bubble thickness, a switching time of
≈ 1 ns, yields homogeneous growth velocities5 in the regime of≈ 10 ms , which is in agreement
with those of fast growth materials reported in [vPLvS+05].
The second observed trend for AIST is related to the switching current. Indicated by the
upwards shifting blue area in the CTE, more current has to be applied, when starting from
higher resistance levels.
Summarizing the electrical switching properties of AIST, it can be stated that a successful test
has been carried out. The switching characteristic and especially the crystal growth speed is
in the same order as the fast switching material, GeTe.
5This roughly estimated growth velocity does not take into account any information about direction, although
vertical and lateral growth velocities may differ.
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Figure 5.29: Electrical switching Set characteristics of initially high ohmic AIST. Post-pulse
cell resistance vs pulse current for applied set pulses between 1-16 ns. An initial resistance
level of (159.3±16.4) kΩ is applied. In a range between 0.5-1 mA the set window opens, indi-
cated by the transition to a low-ohmic resistance level of ≈ 3 kΩ [Bru].
  
Figure 5.30: Electrical switching behaviour of AIST: Starting from four different high-ohmic
states (top row), Voltage-Time-Effect (VTE) and Current-Time-Effect (CTE) parameter testing
diagrams are written. A complete transition into the low-ohmic set state (blue area) is possi-
ble, even with pulse durations of 1 ns for the case of starting with lower reset states. The Set
window closes for very short pulse times starting at higher initial resistance levels (red areas
at very short pulse times in the diagram on the right)[Bru].
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5.2 Resistance drift in the crystalline phase of GeTe-Sb2Te3
alloys
In order to compare the electrical properties of different PCMs, it would be very conve-
nient to have a large material database of crystalline resistivity values. With the help of this
database technological challenges like decreasing the reset current in PCRAMs can be solved
more efficiently. However, establishing such a database is difficult as will be presented in the
following. In section 5.1.3 it has already been discussed that the conductivity in the stable
crystalline state of doped Sb2Te PCMs is increasing by thermal treatment; though this vari-
ation in conductivity is rather small with only up to a factor of two in magnitude. In this
section much larger enhancements in conductivity upon thermal treatment of crystalline
GeTe-Sb2Te3 thin film alloys will be demonstrated. In addition these investigations open
up the possibility to study fundamental concepts of solid state physics including disorder-
induced metal-insulator transitions in crystalline phase change materials.
The results of some pre-experimental annealing series serve as an introduction to the resis-
tance drift6 effect and are summarized in the next paragraph.
5.2.1 Pre-experiments on GeSbTe and SbTe materials
Motivated by earlier experiments which had shown that thermal history can have an effect
both on the polycrystalline structure [Ste06] and the crystalline resistivity [Klö07], a sim-
ple pre-experimental series was performed. Six different materials (listed in table 5.9) were
sputter deposited as 80 nm thick films on glass substrates. The samples were oven-annealed
under various conditions and subsequently probed with room-temperature van der Pauw
sheet resistance measurements. During this annealing pre-experiment the controlling pa-
rameters heating-rate, annealing temperature and holding time were set to various values
listed in table 5.9. Taking the commonly used setting of a heating rate of 5 K/min, an an-
nealing temperature of 200 °C and a holding time of 30 min as default values, two of the
parameters were fixed to these default values while the third one was varied. In figure 5.31
a schematic view of the complete thermal history is depicted. Please note that in this pre-
experiment only the three controllable parameters were varied, assuming minor effects from
all other contributions (cooling section, room-temperature storage). In addition it should
be emphasized, that all three tunable annealing parameters are coupled and a clear exper-
imental decoupling is not trivial. Despite these concerns on accuracy the outcome of this
pre-experimental series is very clear and helpful: 1) For Sb-Te based alloys the resistivity of
6The term drift is commonly used in terms of time-dependent changes. In this work it predominantly describes
systematic changes upon thermal annealing.
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the crystalline state does not significantly depend on the details of the annealing procedure.
2) The two Ge-Sb-Te based alloys show a clear and large variation of resistivity upon anneal-
ing under different conditions. A difference of about 2-3 orders of magnitude upon varying
the maximum temperature (figure 5.32), about one order of magnitude with holding time
variation (figure 5.33) and about a factor of 2-3 by modifying the heating rate (figure 5.34)
is observed. Please note that all resistivity values have an error of approximately 10 % since
the film thicknesses have been obtained from the deposition rates.
Having in mind that all three parameters are slightly coupled and all affect only Ge-Sb-Te
based systems strongly, these results are taken to focus only on the influence of the anneal-
ing temperature because varying this parameter shows the largest effect.
Table 5.9: Pre-experiment on the resistance drift in the crystalline state. List of experimen-
tal parameters used (from left to right): Material, heating rate, annealing temperature and
holding time. 3 annealing series for all 6 materials were carried out, keeping two annealing
paramaters fixed to the default settings, while varying the third one. The default setting pa-
rameters are written in bold letters. Please note: Annealing temperatures in this experiment
are set temperatures (see also section 4.5)
Material Heating rate (K/min) Annealing temperature (°C) Holding time
Ge2Sb2Te5 0.1 150 1 min
Ge1Sb2Te4 0.25 170 10 min
Sb2Te 1 190 30min
Sb2Te3 2.5 200 1 h
Ag4In3Sb67Te26 5 210 5 h
Ge4In3Sb67Te26 10 230 10 h
15 250 20 h
20 300 60 h
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Figure 5.31: Thermal history: Schematic temperature-time characteristics of the pre-
experimental annealing series. After sputtering (I), uncapped samples were stored at room-
conditions (II). The annealing process (III), can be parted into the sections heating up with
a controlled heating rate (III.a,b), a holding step at the maximum temeperature (III.c) and
a cooling section (III.d) back to room-temperature. After storage at room-temperature (IV),
the samples were finally measured in a van der Pauw sheet resistance measurement at room
temperature (V).
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Figure 5.32: Influence of the holding temperature on the post-annealed crystalline resistiv-
ity at room-temperature: Sb-Te based materials (GIST, AIST, Sb2Te, (Sb2Te3)) reveal no sig-
nificant change, whereas Ge-Sb-Te based materials (Ge1Sb2Te4, Ge2Sb2Te5) display a large
variation of about 2-3 orders of magnitude.
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Figure 5.33: Influence of the holding time on the post-annealed crystalline resistivity at room-
temperature: Sb-Te based materials reveal no significant change, whereas Ge-Sb-Te based
materials display a large variation of about one order of magnitude.
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Figure 5.34: Influence of the heating rate on the post-annealed crystalline resistivity at room-
temperature: Sb-Te based materials reveal no significant change, whereas Ge-Sb-Te based
materials display a variation of about a factor of 2-3 in magnitude.
5.2.2 Comparative study of GeTe and Ge1Sb2Te4
The classification into materials with presence or absence of a significant resistivity varia-
tion upon annealing, as applied to the six materials in the previous chapter can easily be ex-
tended to a larger number of phase change alloys. The classification criterion in this study is
defined as follows. Materials showing a normalized sheet resistance decrease ∆RR of smaller
(larger) than 0.3 belong to class 1 (class 2), with ∆RR being defined as
7:
∆R
R
:= R(Tc +20K )−R(Tc +40K )
R(Tc+20K )+R(Tc+40K )
2
(5.4)
This distinct criteria yields a clear classification:
• Class 1: Sb2Te, AIST, GIST, GeTe, Ge3Sn1Te4, Ge2Sn2Te4, Ge15Sb85, Ge8Sb2Te11,
Ge1Bi2Te4
• Class 2: Ge1Sb4Te7, Ge1Sb2Te4, Ge2Sb2Te5, Ge3Sb2Te6, Ge3Sb4Te8, Ge2Sb1Te4, Ge2Sb2Te6
7See also [Jos09]
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Figure 5.35: Temperature dependent sheet resistance of GeTe and Ge1Sb2Te4 upon anneal-
ing: The sheet resistance of an 80 nm thick GeTe film (top) and a 100 nm thick Ge1Sb2Te4
film (bottom) measured in the van der Pauw geometry upon heating and subsequent cool-
ing down to room temperature. The crystallization of the initially amorphous GeTe film at
192°C into the rhombohedral α-phase is accompanied by a distinct drop in sheet resistance.
The crystalline phase displays a nearly temperature-independent behaviour of the sheet re-
sistance. In contrast, the room temperature sheet resistance of crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4 decreases
by a factor of approximately 400 upon increasing the annealing temperature from 150°C to
350°C [SJV+10].
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On the search for the origin of the difference of the two material classes a comparative study
between the class 1 material GeTe and the class 2 material Ge1Sb2Te4 was performed in or-
der to gain more insight into this thermal annealing effect. In figure 5.35 the temperature
dependent van der-Pauw measurements starting from 30 °C to various final temperatures
up to about 350 °C are shown. The corresponding room-temperature FTIR reflection data
is plotted in figure 5.36. Clear similarities of the electrical and optical property trends are
visible, already from comparison of the raw data. In GeTe, no significant change in sheet
resistance is observed, which is accompanied by the lack of pronounced variation in the
spectroscopic raw data. A completely different characteristic is observed for Ge1Sb2Te4. By
step-annealing the sample, the sheet resistance systematically decreases with increasing an-
nealing temperature (figure 5.35 bottom). The corresponding FTIR reflection data (figure
5.36 bottom) displays the same gradual variation upon annealing.
From this point, the discussion will continue for both material classes seperately, starting
with class 1 represented by GeTe in the following section.
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5.2.3 GeTe
In this section the class 1 PCM GeTe, showing a negligible amount of temperature-induced
resistance drift will be discussed. Similiar to the four Sb-Te based materials (section 5.2.1)
GeTe is rather stable upon thermal treatment in the crystalline phase.
In order to monitor the small changes of the structural, electrical and optical properties
upon annealing, a measurement series including annealing temperatures from 225°C to
350°C was performed. At each annealing temperature XRD, XRR, van der Pauw, Hall, el-
lipsometry and FTIR measurements were carried out.
5.2.3.1 Composition mismatch, kinetic and structural properties
Sputtered GeTe thin films are amorphous as-deposited and crystallizes into the rhombohe-
dral α-phase at 214°C8 as revealed by XRD and DSC experiments [Kle09, Son08]. GeTe is a
good example of a material showing a quiet large temperature difference between bulk crys-
tallization (probed by DSC) and a possible earlier surface crystallization (probed by van der
Pauw), which may lead to an inaccurate determination of the crystallization temperature
based on van der Pauw experiments only. This difference is shown in figure 5.37. Please note
that the large drop of the sheet resistance at 185°C in the sheet resistance is not attributed
to the crystallization9 of the complete film, but to the formation of a crystalline conducting
path at the surface.
After GeTe seems to be fully crystalline at temperatures above 215°C, the optical and elec-
trical properties change only between 225°C and 250°C (fig. 5.35 and 5.36). Subsequent
annealing does not cause any significant effect.
The room temperature conductivity values are listed in table 5.10. The clear conductivity
increase from 1340 S/cm to 1800 S/cm is accompanied by a structural change as the GeTe
lattice constant is increasing and Bragg peaks from pure Ge appear in the XRD spectra (see
figure 5.39) from an annealing temperature of 250°C onwards. One might wonder about the
origin of the pure Ge present in the samples. This can be understood by taking a deeper look
into the details of the composition at the different annealing steps. The most propable com-
position scenario is schematically depicted in figure 5.38. A sputter target of purity 99,99%
(4N) is provided by the manufacturer (step 1). Stochiometric analysis of as-deposited films
by x-ray fluorescence [Wod06], laser ablation methods [Sch] or EPMA [Lap09] give evidence
8applying a heating rate of 5K/min
9For details of the calculations on the resistance network of the surface layer and remaining film see [Son08].
For a more detailed discussion of partly crystallized samples of GeTe please refer to [Kre09, Kle09]
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Figure 5.36: Infrared reflectance spectra of GeTe and Ge1Sb2Te4 thin films on aluminium: The
measurements were performed at room temperature after different annealing treatments.
The reflectance spectra of the GeTe film (0,66 µm) display the Drude feature at lower ener-
gies and the onset of the interband transition at higher energies. Between these two features
periodic Fabry-Perot interferences typical for transparent thin films can be observed. Besides
the small shift from 225°C to 250°C caused by Ge segregation (see figure 5.39) annealing has
no effect on the spectra of GeTe. The Ge1Sb2Te4 film (1,05 µm), however, shows a gradual
enhancement of the free carrier absorption visible in the continuously decreasing amplitude
of the signal upon annealing. Thus, the optical conductivity shows the same trend as the DC
conductivity [SJV+10].
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Figure 5.37: Comparism of temperature dependent van der Pauw and DSC measurements
on GeTe: The large drop in resistance around 185°C is caused by surface crystallization while
the exothermic peak in the DSC signal at around 215°C reveals the correct crystallization
temperature of the complete film. Further details are described in [Son08]. Image taken from
[Son08].
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Figure 5.38: Suggested composition scenario of GeTe at different stages of annealing
(schematic). The elemental content listed in picture 2-4 is not exact - it only qualitatively in-
dicates the direction of the composition mismatch being present. (1) A target of purity 99,99%
(4N) is provided by the manufacturer. (2) Stoichiometric analysis of as-deposited amorphous
films suggest a Te poor compound on average. In addition local elemental analysis reveals Ge
clustering. (3) After crystallization at 220°C into the rhombohedral α-phase the pure Ge re-
mains amorphous (blue). The Te-rich version of GeTe is supported by the studies of Edwards
et al.[EPS+06]. In this study the metallic p-type behaviour, present in the electrical transport
measurements, can be explained by a Te-rich mismatch situation. (4) Above annealing tem-
peratures of 250°C peaks originating from pure cyrstalline Ge show up in the XRD pattern
(see figure 5.39).
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Figure 5.39: Germanium segregation in GeTe films. At annealing temperatures of 250 °C and
above Ge peaks appear at 27.3° in the X-ray diffraction patterns accompanied by an increase
of the GeTe lattice parameter [SJV+10].
for a Ge-rich as-deposited phase with about δ = 2 % Ge excess. However it is not likely that
a single phase Ge50+δTe50−δ alloy is present for several reasons. Segregated Ge later crys-
tallizes in step 4, detected by XRD and is propably already present in the second step since
TEM investigations show Ge cluster regions [Lap]. Moreover it is very likely that at least in
the third step a Te-rich version of GeTe is present. This hypothesis is supported by the na-
ture of the electrical properties, that state GeTe being a p-type degenerate semiconductor
[Jos09]. In [EPS+06], evidence on the origin of this p-type metallic behavior is given. Density
functional calculations reveal that Ge vacancies are energetically most favourable. These
intrinsic defects form empty states at the top of the valence band forcing the Fermi-level to
shift into the valence band. Hence, it is very likely that GeTe is intrinsically Te-rich whereas
at first glance the opposite behavior seems to be present using averaging compostion deter-
mination techniques. In conclusion the idea of a Ge-rich version in the crystalline state can
be excluded considering the additional observations.
Besides these details on the composition, an overview of the results of the XRD and XRR-
based structural analysis is compiled in table 5.10. The segregated crystalline Ge is observed
at temperatures higher than 250°C. XRR measurements determine a density increase of 8 %
from 5.50 g/cm3 to 5.96 g/cm3 upon crystallization.
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Table 5.10: Structural properties and van der Pauw conductivities of GeTe. From left to
right: Annealing temperature Tanneal (set temperature in brackets), van der-Pauw room-
temperature conductivity σ300K , details of crystalline structure (rhomb. = rhombohedral),
XRR based density and XRR based density contrast with respect to the as-deposited amor-
phous phase.
Tanneal (°C) σ300K (S/cm) XRD details ρ (g/cm
3) ∆ ρ/ρ
asdep ≈ 4 · 10−4 amo. GeTe + amo. Ge 5.50 0 %
242 (225) 1340 rhomb. GeTe + amo. Ge 5.96 8 %
268 (250) 1800 rhomb. GeTe + cryst. Ge 8 %
294 (275) 1930 rhomb. GeTe + cryst. Ge 5.96 8 %
320 (300) 2050 rhomb. GeTe + cryst. Ge 8 %
346 (325) 2100 rhomb. GeTe + cryst. Ge 8 %
5.2.3.2 Optical and electrical properties of GeTe
The analysis of the optical properties of GeTe upon annealing has been performed using
the established combined ellipsometry and FTIR analysis (see section 5.1.3). Among others,
the FTIR spectra in figure 5.36 (top) were used to derive the optical parameters listed in table
5.11, which summarizes all important parameters of the optical analysis. It has been assured
that the thicknesses used for the optical simulation are in agreement with those obtained by
precise XRR measurements. This is the case whereupon values of the thickness contrast by
both methods show a good agreement ranging from 8-11 %. The key optical parameters of
interest were derived with the methods presented earlier in section 3. GeTe roughly doubles
its dielectric constant ²∞ from around 14 to values between 28.8 and 34.6 , while the optical
bandgap Eg decreases slightly from about 0.8 to 0.73 eV upon crystallization. The electrical
transport properties from this anaylsis yield an optical conductivity σopt of between 1000
and 1400 S/cm including a clear step-like increase upon Ge crystallization. The remaining
electrical transport parameters can always be decoupled and yield a scattering time τ of (2.4
± 0.1) fs, an optical carrier concentration nm∗ of 1.5-2.0 · 1021cm−3 and an optical mobility
µ · m∗ of (4.2 ± 0,1) cm2/Vs. From this data set a correlation of the slight conductivity and
carrier concentration increase is suspected assuming a constant effective mass. Before this
aspect is investigated with the help of Hall measurements, the attention is drawn to the in-
fluence of grains on the electrical transport in crystalline GeTe. As in doped Sb-Te materials
(section 5.1.4), the Drude analysis suggests very short scattering times (≈ 2.4 fs). Assuming
the largest possible Fermi-velocities vmax of about 2 · 106 m/s as present in metals [AM76],
the largest possible mean free path smax is smaller than 5nm:
s ≤ smax = vmax ·τ= 2 ·106 m
s
·2,4 ·10−15s ≈ 5nm (5.5)
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This largest possible mean free path is smaller than grain diameters determined by XRD
measurements (20-40 nm) [SJV+10]. In addition the very good agreement of the conductivity
values determined by van der Pauw and FTIR are strong evidence against a major influence
of the grains on the electrical transport in GeTe. A strong grain contribution would lead to
significant higher optical conductivitiesσopt compared to their counterparts determined by
DC van der Pauw measurements. This is clearly not the case here.
Room temperature Hall measurements fill the missing part of the electrical transport pa-
rameters in this study of GeTe. Three measurements of samples with annealing tempera-
tures ranging from 225°C to 325°C reveal a hole-dominated electrical transport mechanism.
A carrier concentration of (5,4 ± 0,3) · 1020 cm−3 and a drift mobility of 15-20 cm2/Vs is de-
tected. Taking into account the parameters from the spectroscopic measurements (see table
5.11), an effective mass of 0,3-0,4 ·me is calculated. This value is in very good agreement with
values found in [THE68], [BC69] and [Lew73].
Additionally, the categorization criterion k f · λ (section 3) confirms GeTe being a metal. Val-
ues clearly above 1 (k f · λ (GeTe) ≈ 3.5 - 4.5) are calculated assuming Fermi wave vectors k f
of about 1.5 · 107 cm−1 and λ values of 20-30 Å [SJV+10]. This metallic behaviour is experi-
mentally confirmed by the high-temperature van der Pauw sheet resistance measurements
(fig. 5.35) and corresponding measurements in the low-temperature regime presented in in
figure 5.40. A clear resistivity enhancement with increasing temperature is displayed, yield-
ing a metallic temperature coefficient of about 6.5 · 10−4 K−1. This value is in good agree-
ment with the value of 5.3 · 10−4 K−1 determined by low-temperature FTIR measurements
presented in [Kre09].
A summarizing overview of the important electrical transport properties of crystalline GeTe
at room temperature is presented in figure 5.41.
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Figure 5.40: Resistivity of GeTe below 300 K: The data for two films annealed 225°C and 250°C
is depicted. The small change upon annealing already visible in table 5.10 can be observed
again. At both annealing temperatures the temperature dependence is clearly metallic (no
freeze-out and dρ/dT always >0) [SJV+10].
5.2.4 Ge1Sb2Te4
By comparing the electrical and optical raw data in figures 5.35 and 5.36 two-fold classifi-
cation based on the cyrstalline resistance drift was introduced by the representative alloys
GeTe and Ge1Sb2Te4. After the optical, electrical and structural properties of GeTe have been
discussed in the previous chapter, in this part, the focus is put on the structural, optical and
especially electrical transport properties of Ge1Sb2Te4 using the same measurement scheme
as for GeTe.
Same as for GeTe, for sputter-deposited Ge1Sb2Te4, the samples are amorphous as-deposited
and crystallize into the meta-stable rocksalt structure at about 145°C, followed by a second
transition into the stable hexagonal structure at around 274°C revealed by strong exother-
mic peaks in DSC experiments [Kle09]. In this chapter the electrical transport properties of
in-between states in the meta-stable phase will be discussed in detail. The characteristics
of the room temperature resistivity upon annealing serves as a good starting point in this
analysis.
Data on the 300K resistivity after annealing of Ge1Sb2Te4 was already presented (figure 5.32).
A resistivity variation over three orders of magnitude was detected in this pre-experimental
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Figure 5.41: Summary of the room temperature electrical transport properties of crystalline
GeTe upon annealing: Shown from top to bottom is the electrical conductivity σ, the carrier
density n∗, the mobility µ, the scattering time τ and the product of Fermi wave vector kF and
mean free pathλ. Values derived from electrical measurements (Hall and van-der-Pauw) are
shown as red squares; results from optical measurements (FTIR) are shown as blue diamonds.
In the second plot n∗ denotes the Hall carrier density and n·me /m∗ from FTIR, respectively.
Besides the small effect due to Ge segregation from 225°C to 250°C, almost no annealing tem-
perature dependence of the electrical transport parameters can be observed. As expected for
degenerate semiconductors, kF ·λ is clearly larger than 1. Data set taken from [SJV+10]
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study. Viewgraph 5.42, summarizing several studies, gives an overview of the general be-
haviour of the room temperature conductivity after annealing. Despite the obvious differ-
ences between various studies10, the over-all behaviour is the same in all measurement se-
ries. Starting at around 1 S/cm the conductivity drastically increases up to an annealing
temperature of about 300°C by three orders of magnitude. From 300°C a saturation of the
conductivity is found while only a slight increase to the final maximum value of 3205 S/cm
(in this work, red data points) is observed. This value is in good agreement with the values
of 2000 S/cm and 2810 S/cm reported in [YGA+95] and [KSA+01], respectively, applying very
high annealing temperatures. The conductivity values of this work (plotted in red) can also
be found in table 5.12.
Using the same procedure as in the case of GeTe, a combined FTIR, elliposmetry, van der
Pauw and Hall measurement series is carried out to provide access to the key electrical trans-
port parameters and the origin of the pronounced variation in conductivity. The analysis is
supported by XRD and XRR measurements in order to monitor the changes of structure and
thickness respectively, which are briefly discussed before focussing on the electrical proper-
ties.
5.2.4.1 Structural properties
In table 5.12 the different crystal structures present at various annealing stages are listed.
Between set temperatures of 150°C and 200°C the meta-stable rocksalt phase is detected
by grazing incidence XRD measurements. XRR measurements and subsequent simulations
yield a density of 6.27 g/cm3 in this rocksalt phase, revealing a density enhancement of 5%
with respect to the as-deposited amorphous phase. At temperatures between 242°C and
250°C a coexistence of the rocksalt and hexagonal phases is observed in XRD which disap-
pears above 268°C11, where Ge1Sb2Te4 samples show purely hexagonal Bragg peaks. The
density displays another increase to 6.50 g/cm3, yielding a density contrast of 9% with re-
spect to the amorphous phase.
5.2.4.2 Optical properties and electricial transport parameters
The FTIR data depicted in figure 5.36 and data from [Boy] were taken to derive the optical
properties and the electrical transport properties of cyrstalline Ge1Sb2Te4 upon annealing.
The standard fitting procedure described earlier in chapter 4.8 was applied. In table 5.13
10The differences between different series can be understood by taking into account different sputter and an-
nealing conditions.
11conservative estimate
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Table 5.12: Structural properties and van der Pauw dc conductivity of Ge1Sb2Te4 upon an-
nealing. From left to right: Annealing temperature: Tanneal (set temperature in brackets),
van der Pauw room-temperature conductivity: σ300K , XRD details, XRR density: ρ, XRR den-
sity contrast: ∆ρ normalized to the amorphous phase. Samples heated to temperatures above
350°C have been capped with a ZnS-SiO2 layer to avoid adhesion and evaporation problems.
Tanneal (°C) σ300K (S/cm) XRD details ρ (g/cm
3) ∆ ρ
asdep ≈ 8 · 10−4 amorphous 5,95 0 %
163 (150) 0.8 meta-stable rocksalt
189 (175) 2.2 meta-stable rocksalt
200 4.4 meta-stable rocksalt 6.27 5 %
215 (200) 8.6 meta-stable rocksalt
242 (225) 24 coexisting rocksalt and hex.
250 66 coexisting rocksalt and hex. 6.28 6 %
268 (250) 351 stable hexagonal
294 (275) 458 stable hexagonal
300 stable hexagonal 6.50 9 %
319 (300) 480 stable hexagonal
345 (325) 601 stable hexagonal
350 stable hexagonal 6.50 9 %
371 (350) 685 stable hexagonal
423 (400) 791 stable hexagonal
449 (425) 1295 stable hexagonal
475 (450) 3110 stable hexagonal
496 (470) 3205 stable hexagonal
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Figure 5.42: Comparison of various annealing series on Ge1Sb2Te4: The room temperature
conductivity is plotted in dependence on the annealing temperature. Ranging from about
1 S/cm to about 1000 S/cm the conductivity drastically increases up to annealing tempera-
tures of 300°C followed by a slighty increasing saturation regime at values up to around 3000
S/cm at elevated annealing temperatures. Data taken from [YGA+95], [MGGH00], [KSA+01],
[ZSL+07], [PTGH08], [SJV+10], [Lan], [Ben] and this work.
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the results of this analysis are summarized. It was taken care that the variation of thickness
(opt. ∆t/ta) in the simulations are in agreement with the results obtained from precise XRR
measurements (XRR ∆t/ta). The two data sets (set "a" taken from this work and set "b"
from [SJV+10]) were used as an input to calculate the dielectric constant ²∞ and the optical
bandgap Eg . ²∞ increases upon crystallization from around 14 to around 30, with an addi-
tional slight increase within the crystalline phase up to a value of around 36 (see also [Kre09]
and [Jos09] for details). The optical bandgap shows a continuous decrease from≈ 0.8eV via≈
0.5eV in the rocksalt phase to ≈ 0.4eV in the stable hexagonal phase. The optical conductiv-
ity σopt displays the same behaviour as the electrically determined dc conductivity. A large
enhancement of nearly three orders of magnitude from 15 S/cm to 885 S/cm from annealing
temperatures ranging from 163°C to 350°C is found. Although there is a slight deviation be-
tween σopt and σvd p , especially at low annealing temperatures, this similarity between the
optical and electrical data (compare data in table 5.13 and 5.12) disproves the hypothesis
of grains dominating the electrical transport. As in GeTe, this argument is supported by the
estimate of the mean free path (equation 5.5) being smaller than the grain sizes obtained by
XRD measurements [SJV+10].
In contrast to GeTe, the electrical transport parameters can not be decoupled up to an an-
nealing temperature of 250°C. This important difference prohibits a non-ambiguous deriva-
tion of the simulated Drude relaxation time τ, the optical carrier concentration nm∗ and the
optical carrier mobility µ · m∗ for low annealing temperatures. Only upper and lower limits
can be determined from this analysis. The Drude relaxation time τ has to be smaller than 1fs
in the rocksalt phase when this model is applied. Assuming the validity of the Drude trans-
port model, this produces incredibly small mean free paths of sizes in the range of a few
atomic distances and smaller. As described in section 3, the presence of parameter coupling
occurs at very low scattering times, causing the derivation of only a lower limit for the optical
carrier concentration nm∗ of around 1 · 1020 cm3 and an upper limit of the optical mobility µ
·m∗ of around 2 cm2/Vs in the rocksalt phase.
After the transition into the stable hexagonal phase the parameter coupling situation disap-
pears due to the presence of much larger scattering times ranging from 2 to 5 fs (see table
5.13). Optical carrier concentration and optical mobility can be determied and values of
4.4-5.8 · 1020cm−3 and 5.9 to 9.5 cm2/Vs are calculated applying the Drude formula. These
values also suggest an increase in mobility to be chiefly responsible for the conductivity
enhancement. The increasing mobility is caused predominantly by a change in scattering
times. Before these data are compared with those of Hall measurements, a short section dis-
cussing supporting experiments performed by scanning tunneling microscopy is presented.
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Chapter 5: Experiments and results
STM and STS analysis In order to gain additional insight into the annealing effect, a
combined Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy
(STS) analysis was performed [DPL+09]. 100nm thick samples were sputter-deposited onto
Si substrates and transferred to a room-temperature STM system which is described in detail
in [Sub06, Pau09]. The native oxide layer was removed by Ar sputtering and the composi-
tion was found to be Ge1+δSb2+δTe4+δ 12 using Auger electron spectroscopy. It was possi-
ble to collect an atomic resolution image for a sample in the hexagonal phase revealing a
stripe-like pattern of the Tellurium electron density contribution. A more detailed descrip-
tion including technical details and further discussion on the details of the atomic resolution
images can be found in [DPL+09]. Most interesting for the scope of this thesis, an STS series
with annealing temperatures from 75 °C to 225 °C was performed by taking spectroscopic
dI/dU scans at each annealing step. These scans probe the electronic states in the valence
and conduction band by tunneling electrons from the tip to the empty states being present.
Typically, a U-shaped characteristic is found revealing the energetic position of the valence
band edge (EV ), the Fermi energy (EF ) and conduction band edge (EC ). The results of three
scans that are representative for the amorphous, rocksalt and hexagonal state are shown in
figure 5.43(a). In the amorphous phase a bandgap of around 0.65 eV is obtained while the
Fermi-energy is near to the midgap position. Upon annealing into the meta-stable rocksalt
phase, the bandgap decreases to values of 0.3-0.5 eV, displaying the same trend as in the cor-
responding optical experiments. Additionally EF is clearly shifting towards EV , located≈ 100
meV apart. At the transition into the stable hexagonal phase, the bandgap closes completely.
The behaviour of the STS bandgap values is depicted in viewgrap 5.43(b). In comparison to
the results of the optical analysis (table 5.13), it is apparent that the absolute STS bandgap
values appear to be smaller in the present analysis. Even more striking is the complete dis-
apperance of the bandgap in the stable hexagonal phases in this analysis, not found in the
corresponding optical measurements. This appears to be an unclarified issue. However
some possible explanations can be discussed. There might be a difference in the probed
system. In optical measurements, an average of the complete film is probed whereas in the
STS measurements, a surface sensitive technique is used. Due to the sputter bombardment,
the native oxide layer was removed and a special surface rearrangement may have caused
the difference in bandgap values. Maybe, an even more exotic effect like those of topologi-
cal insulators is present in this system. In [ZLQ+09, HXQ+09], it was recently reported that
the PCM Sb2Te3 is a topological insulator, being metallic at the surface and non-metallic in
the remaining part of the film. Assuming this effect to occur also for Ge1Sb2Te4, this might
explain the difference between STS and optical measurments. However, the similarity of
the optical and electrical conductivity derived by FTIR and van der Pauw measurements is a
strong argument against this hypothesis. Thus, in conclusion, the bandgap discrepancy re-
mains an unresolved issue and further research is neccessary to unravel the origin of these
12The deviation in composition δ is in the same order (≈ 2%) as the experimental resolution of this technique.
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contradictory results. Nevertheless these experiments have given important insight into the
energetic positions of the Fermi energy and the band edges.
Hall measurements After the discussion of the supporting STS measurements, the anal-
ysis now proceeds with the discussion of Hall measurements in order to fill the missing data
gap of the electron transport properties, namely the carrier concentration and the mobil-
ity. In the literature, reports on Hall experiments on crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4 can be found
([KSA+01], [ZSL+07], [PTGH08] and [Ben]). However, none of the investigations covers a
broad annealing temperature range including both the meta-stable rocksalt and the stable
hexagonal phase. Figure 0.1 and figure 0.2 in the appendix summarize the results from liter-
ature.
In the scope of this work (as in [SJV+10]), dc-Hall measurements as described in chapter
4.10 were performed on uncapped 100nm thick samples with gold contacts on glass sub-
strates in a broad range of temperatures covering all relevant annealing levels. In table 5.14,
the results of these room temperature Hall measurments are compiled, with annealing tem-
peratures set to values from 150 °C to 325 °C. In contrast to results in [PTGH08], the data
set does not show a strong carrier concentration enhancement upon annealing within the
meta-stable rocksalt phase. The total variation in carrier concentration ranging from 0.8 ·
1020 cm−3 to 2.2 · 1020 cm−3. This is very small compared to the 3 orders of magnitude large
change in conductivity. Hence, the enhancement of the conductivity is mainly attributed to
a drastic increase in drift mobility from 0.2 cm2/Vs to 27.5 cm2/Vs when comparing the low-
est and the highest state of annealing. In addition, using the same procedure as for GeTe, the
comparison of the spectroscopic FTIR data and this Hall data set yields an almost constant
effective mass of about 0.4·me . This value is about half of the 0.8·me reported in [KSA+01].
Taking the almost constant effective mass into account, a strong variation in scattering time
must be the origin of the large variation of two orders of magnitude in increasing mobility.
This correlation is approved at least for the stable hexagonal state. Due to the parameter
coupling effect the distinction between the scattering time and the effective mass cannot be
clarified completely in the meta-stable case. However, it is noted again that even the upper
limits of the scattering times of about 1fs are extremely small in this phase (→ table 5.13).
In conclusion, it can be stated that the change in conductivity in crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4 is
mainly due to a strong increase in mobility. The increase of mobility itself is most likely
caused by an enhancement of the Drude scattering time, having in mind that for the meta-
stable rocksalt phase the simulation of the Drude contribution is not possible with a unique
set of electrical transport parameters. The results on all accessible transport parameters are
summarized in figure 5.44, which displays from top to bottom the electrical conductivity,
the carrier concentration, the mobility, the scattering time and in addition the product of
kF ·λ. The latter crosses the critical value of 1 at an annealing temperature of 275°C and will
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Figure 2a shows STS data of Ge1Sb2Te4 in the amor-
phous, metastable, and stable crystalline phase. The band
edges are determined, according to Ref. 11, by extrapolating
the slopes of the curves at positive and negative bias linearly
to zero. The data directly reveal the band gap and the posi-
tion of the Fermi level EF with respect to the valence band
edge EV as displayed for a larger set of annealing tempera-
tures in Figs. 2b and 2c. The band gap decreases from the
amorphous phase 0.65 eV via the metastable phase 0.3
eV to the stable phase 0 eV and EF moves from midgap in
the amorphous phase continuously to EV within the meta-
stable phase. Previous measurements on Ge2Sb2Te5 showed
slightly different and partly contradictory results. Kato
et al.12 derived from transport measurements a similar move-
ment of the Fermi level from midgap toward the valence
band including both phase transitions, thereby ignoring the
possibility of closure of the band gap. In contrast, PES mea-
surements on the same material deduced a larger Fermi level
shift by 0.14 eV during the amorphous/metastable phase
transition, but no shift during the metastable/stable
transition.13 This stresses that a more accurate method di-
rectly determining band gap and EF like STS is desirable.
Figure 3 shows a large scale atomic resolution image of
Ge1Sb2Te4 in the metastable crystalline phase. The image is
differentiated along the x-axis in order to enhance the atomic
contrast. Crystallites with different atomic orientation, as in-
dicated by white lines, are visible. We checked that these
lines have the same direction in images without contrast en-
hancement. XRD data not shown here reveal that 95% of
the crystallites exhibit a 111 surface orientation which
should lead to a hexagonal atomic arrangement, as displayed
in Fig. 4a. The higher resolution image of Fig. 4b indeed
shows a mostly hexagonal pattern of atoms at negative bias
as marked by gray dots, while only a complex stripe struc-
FIG. 2. Color online a STS curves of Ge1Sb2Te4 in amorphous with
stabilization parameter Istab=0.5 nA, Ustab=−0.8 V and modulation voltage
Umod=20 mV, metastable crystalline Istab=0.5 nA, Ustab=−0.7 V, Umod
=30 mV and stable crystalline phase Istab=0.5 nA, Ustab=−0.7 V, Umod
=30 mV. The deduced positions of the band edges are marked by dashed
lines. b Temperature dependence of band gap. c Temperature dependence
of the Fermi level with respect to the valence band edge EV.
FIG. 3. Color online Atomic resolution image of Ge1Sb2Te4 crystallites
obtained after annealing the sample to 410 K metastable phase. The image
is differentiated to enhance the atomic contrast.
FIG. 4. Color online a Left: Bulk atomic structure model of the meta-
stable fcc Ge1Sb2Te4 Ref. 10. The two planes indicate two adjacent 111
planes. Right: Surface atomic structure model of the 111 surface with
lattice parameter according to XRD measurements Ref. 10. Bottom:
Atomically resolved STM images of Ge1Sb2Te4 in the metastable crystalline
phase at negative b and positive c sample bias annealing temperature
410 K. Gray points mark the Te atoms in b. The deviation in b from an
ideal hexagonal structure is most likely caused by thermal drift.
103110-2 Subramaniam et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 95, 103110 2009
Downloaded 13 May 2010 to 134.61.3.35. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
Figure 5.43: Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) analysis of Ge1Sb2Te4: (a) From left
to right: Amorphous, metastable rocksalt phase (Tann=420K) and stable hexagonal phase
(Tann=500K). The position of the valence band edge (EV ), Fermi energy (EF ) and conduction
ban edge (EC ) are highlighted by dashed and solid lines. Starting from a middle-gap po-
sition in the amorphous phase the Fermi energy is shifting towards the valence-band edge
in the rocksalt phase accompanied by a total reduction of the bandgap. In the stable phase
th bandgap disappears completely. (b) Annealing temperature dependence of band gap. ( )
Annealing temperature dependence of he Fermi level with respect to the valence band edge
(EV ). Data also presented in [DPL+09].
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be discussed in more detail in section 3.3. Prior to that, the following paragraph presents the
electrical transport properties of Ge1Sb2Te4 at low temperatures.
Table 5.14: Electrical transport data from Hall, van-der-Pauw and FTIR measurments on
crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4: From left to right: Annealing temperature: Tanneal (set temperature
in brackets), van der-Pauw room-temperature conductivity: σ300K , conduction type domi-
nating the transport by sign of the Hall coefficient: Type, dc Hall mobility: µ, carrier concen-
tration: n and effective mass: m∗ by comparing the Hall carrier density n and n·me /m∗ from
FTIR anaylsis. The large increase in conductivity is mainly caused by an enhancement of
the mobility while the carrier concentration changes by a factor of less than 3. In the regime
where clear values can be derived the effective mass displays an almost constant values of 0.4
·me . Data from [SJV+10].
Tanneal σ300K Type µ n m
∗
(°C) (S/cm) (cm2/Vs) (cm−3) (me )
163 (150) rocksalt 2.6 p 0.2 0.8 · 1020 < 1.5
189 (175) rocksalt 6.7 p 0.4 1.2 · 1020 < 1.2
215 (200) rocksalt 10.1 p 0.5 1.2 · 1020 < 0.5
242 (225) (rocksalt, hex.) 24.8 p 1.3 1.2 · 1020 ≈ 0.4
268 (250) hex 170 p 7.5 1.4 · 1020 0.3
294 (275) hex 370 p 11.4 2.0 · 1020 0.4
319 (300) hex 794 p 22.6 2.2 · 1020 0.4
345 (325) hex 962 p 27.5 2.2 · 1020 0.4
5.2.4.3 Low temperature behaviour of the electrical conductivity
Cooled sheet resistance van der Pauw measurements from 300K down to 4K were carried out
on samples with different degrees of annealing to further elucidate the electrical transport in
cyrstalline Ge1Sb2Te4. In figure 5.45, the resistivity versus temperature characteristic of the
low temperature measurements is depicted on a linear scale. As expected, the trend already
seen in figure 5.35 continues for all samples in the low temperature measurements down to a
temperature of around 50K. The spread in room temperature resistivity of almost 3 orders in
magnitude is extended at lower temperatures due to a gradual increase of the slope towards
lower annealing temperatures to about four orders of magitude at around 40K. While the
highly annealed samples show no special feature throughout the whole temperature range
the situation is different for the two rocksalt samples annealed to 150°C and 175°C. Below
40K the resistivity increases drastically and a clear change in slope is visible in this repre-
sentation of the data yielding an additional increase of about two orders in resistivity for the
150°C sample at 4K. Concentrating only on the 150°C sample, a distinction into two regimes,
namely a regime above and below 80K can be made. Evaluating the magnitude of the acti-
vation energy for the 150°C sample in both regimes assuming an exponential temperature
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Figure 5.44: Summary of room temperature electrical transport parameters of crystalline
Ge1Sb2Te4 upon annealing: Shown from top to bottom is the electrical conductivity σ, the
carrier density n∗, the mobility µ, the scattering time τ and the product of Fermi wave vector
kF and mean free path λ. Values derived from electrical measurements (Hall and van-der-
Pauw) are shown as red squares; results from optical measurements (FTIR) are shown as blue
diamonds. In the second plot n∗ denotes the Hall carrier density and n·me /m∗ from FTIR, re-
spectively. Open symbols indicate the presence of parameter coupling in the optical analysis.
The conductivity (from electrical measurements in red) increases by almost 3 orders of mag-
nitude from 2.6 S/cm at 150°C to 962 S/cm at 325°C. The conductivities obtained from optical
and electrical measurements display the same trends upon annealing, giving strong evidence
to exclude a dominant contribution originating from grain effects. From the almost constant
Hall carrier density (up to a factor of ≈3) it is evident that this effect is mainly caused by an
increase of the mobility. This is supported by the raise of the scattering times though only
upper limits can be given at low annealing temperatures. The transition of kF ·λ from values
smaller to values larger than one is indicative for a transition from non-metallic to metallic
charge transport. Data set taken from [SJV+10].
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Figure 5.45: Resistivity of Ge1Sb2Te4 films between 4 K and 300 K: The resistivity for 6 samples
annealed to temperatures in the range from 150°C to 275°C is displayed. For low annealing-
temperatures the non-metallic character of the temperature dependence already observed
in figure 5.35 is preserved down to 4 K, suggesting a freeze-out of the conductivity at zero-
temperature. On the contrary, the resistivity of the samples annealed to high temperatures
remains metallic over the whole range. See also [SJV+10].
coefficent of -1, yields energies of Ea,hi g h ≈ 100meV and Ea,low ≈ 1meV for the high and low
temperature regime, respectively. However, an exponent of -1 in the low temperature regime
does not lead to fits with sufficient quality. Therefore, different temperature-behaviours are
tested. The data of the 150°C sample is replotted in figure 5.46 in the classical hopping rep-
resentation assuming a temperature coefficient of T−
1
4 . This representation yields a suffi-
ciently good fit quality in this temperature regime, giving strong evidence for variable range
hopping being present. The corresponding transport energy is found to be 0.05 eV.
Further insight into the origin of these activation energies and this particular electrical trans-
port behaviour, may be gained in future with the help of temperature dependent Hall mea-
surements [Voled] and a careful comparison with spectroscopic low-temperature transport
measurements (e.g. from [Kre09]).
In summary, the electrical transport parameters of the two representative alloys GeTe and
Ge1Sb2Te4 have been presented and the origin of the difference in transport parameters
has been elucidated with the help of combined spectroscopic and Hall measurements se-
ries. The analysis will now proceed by concentrating on the gradual change of Ge1Sb2Te4
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Figure 5.46: Temperature dependent resistivity of crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4 priorily annealed to
150°C in a temperature regime between 4K and 300K: A fit to Mott’s model of variable range
hopping including a thermally activated behaviour with an exponent of 0.25 agrees well for
the low temperature regime. See also [SJV+10].
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from the high resistive non-metallic behaviour at low annealing temperature to a low resis-
tive metallic behaviour at elevated annealing temperatures. Additionally the investigation
will be extended to other class 2 materials from the Ge-Sb-Te system aiming at a material-
independent general explanation for the annealing effect.
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5.2.5 Metal-Insulator Transitions in GeTe-Sb2Te3 alloys
5.2.5.1 Property trends and the role of vacancies in GeTe-Sb2Te3 alloys
So far the pronounced annealing effect has been discussed for Ge1Sb2Te4 only. As a next
step, the analysis is extended to other materials on the GeTe-Sb2Te3 pseudo-binary line.
The result of a set of van der Pauw cycling experiments on the four materials Ge1Sb4Te7,
Ge1Sb2Te4, Ge2Sb2Te5 and Ge3Sb2Te6 similiar to those in figure 5.35 is depicted in figure
5.47. All four materials are amorphous as-deposited, showing a thermally activated be-
haviour in the temperature regime up to crystallisation at the temperature Tc which is indi-
cated by a sudden drop in resistivity. A clear trend of rising crystallisation temperatures upon
increasing GeTe content is discernible. This experimental observation is in good agreement
with the DSC-based experimental work presented in [Kle09] and the theoretical calculations
described in [Sal08]. Viewgraph 5.48 compiles the experimentally measured cyrstallization
and theoretically predicited glass transition temperatures of materials on the pseudo-binary
line.
Besides the systematic behaviour of the crystallization temperature a second clear property
trend is apparent from figure 5.47. The crystalline resistivity at room temperature of samples
heated slighly above the crystallization temperature is systematically decreasing by moving
towards a higher GeTe content. While Ge1Sb4Te7 heated to 144°C shows a room tempera-
ture resistivity of 600 mΩcm, Ge3Sb2Te6, heated to 170°C, ends up at 50 mΩcm, revealing
a decrease of one order of magnitude. Taking into account that the final resistivity in the
stable hexagonal phase is very similiar for all materials shown, the interval for intermediate
resistivity levels is increasing, becoming more Sb2Te3 rich. At the same time the amount of
vacancies on the Ge/Sb sublattice of the metastable rocksalt phase is increasing from 16,7
% for Ge3Sb2Te6 to 28,6 % in Ge1Sb4Te7. Hence it can be concluded that the interval of pos-
sible resistivity values scales with vacancy concentration. This correlation is presented in
figure 5.49. Same as in figure 5.48, seven compounds from GeTe (left) to Sb2Te3 (right) are
chosen. Their room-temperature conductivity values are shown for various annealing tem-
peratures. The aforementioned conductivity range of around 1000-3000 S/cm in the stable
state is highlighted by the shaded bar. The trend of a decreasing resistivity interval, sug-
gested in figure 5.47, can be identified for the four alloys between Ge1Sb4Te7 and Ge3Sb2Te6
in the middle sector of the viewgraph. In contrast to the materials at the edges, only these
materials undergo the classical two step crystallization process via the meta-stable rocksalt
phase to the stable hexagonal phase which can be detected by XRD or DSC experiments.
Only the two-step crystallizing systems display the resistivity interval behaviour and one
might wonder about the microscopic picture of the transition from the meta-stable rocksalt
to the stable hexagonal state. Based on a careful structurual analysis, Matsunaga and Ya-
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Figure 5.47: Van der Pauw cycling experiments on four Ge-Sb-Te alloys: Several steps of
temperature-dependent van der Pauw sheet resistance measurements on Ge1Sb4Te7 (red
boxes), Ge1Sb2Te4 (orange circles), Ge2Sb2Te5 (blue triangles) and Ge3Sb2Te6 (viloett stars)
are shown. The resistivity is calculated by inclding thickness values determined either by
XRR or spectroscopic ellipsometry, assuming a total resulting error of 5% in resistivity. Two
clear property trends are discernible. 1) With increasing GeTe content the crystallization tem-
perature (see also figure 5.48) is systematically increasing from about 130°C to 160°C). 2) The
resistivity of the samples heated to temperatures slighty above the crystallization tempera-
ture displays a gradual decrease upon increasing GeTe content. This trend can be correlated
to the amount of vacancies being present on the Ge/Sb sublattice of the meta-stable rocksalt
structure (see also figure 5.49).
mada [MY04] suggest a microscopic picture including an atom and vacancy movement sce-
nario in Ge1Sb2Te4 upon transition from the meta-stable to the stable phase. In this model
the vacancies first located randomly at the Ge/Sb sublattice effectively move into vacancy
layers being part of the layered hexagonal structure. This transition is schematically de-
picted in figure 5.50. Maybe, careful structural studies e.g. by EXAFS, are able to proof the
validity of this hypothesis.
Having discussed the vacancy diffusion model and property trends of structural and kinetic
properties in the GeTe-Sb2Te3 system, in the next section the point of interest is shifted to
the temperature dependence of the electrical transport properties.
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Figure 5.48: Crystallization temperatures on the pseudo-binary GeTe-Sb2Te3 line: From left
(Sb2Te3) to right (GeTe) the crystallisation temperature Tc obtained from van der Pauw (black
boxes), by DSC (green triangles) and theoretical prediction of the glass transition temperature
Tg (red circles) are shown. Tc data is taken from [Kle09], [Son08], [Aus07] and this study. For
the calculation of Tg and details on the difference of Tc and Tg please refer to [Sal08]. Please
note the difference between Tc values of about 20K in GeTe due to surface crystallization (see
fig. 5.37).
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Figure 5.49: Room temperature conductivity of pseudo-binary GeTe-Sb2Te3 alloys after an-
nealing to various temperatures: In the regime of the mixed alloys, the interval of possible
conductivity values is continuously decreasing from Ge1Sb4Te7 (right) to Ge3Sb2Te6 (left). In
correlation, the vacancy concentration of the Ge/Sb sublattice is decreased. All compounds
show similiar conductivity values in their stable phases.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Metastable phase
Since the metastable phase belongs to the Fm3¯m space
group in which atoms occupy 4~a!, 0, 0, 0, and 4~b!, 12, 12, 12 ,
the relative atomic position remains constant even if the tem-
perature changes. The number of vacancies in the 4~b! site
also altered only slightly ~Fig. 3!. The only observed change
was thermal expansion of the lattice ~Fig. 4!. This metastable
phase, however, suddenly transforms into a stable phase at
around 500 K. Figure 7 shows an exothermic peak at this
transition point, which means that this structure transforma-
tion requires an activation energy.
B. Stable phase
The stable phase of GeSb2Te4 has a 21-layer cubic close-
packed structure, in which each layer is shifted by one-third
of a¯H1bH . According to Agaev et al., the layer stacking
takes the following form:
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FIG. 9. ~Color online! Sche-
matic drawing of atomic diffusion
in a metastable GeSb2Te4 crystal.
This diffusion causes the struc-
tural transition from the meta-
stable phase ~left! to the stable
phase ~right!.
FIG. 10. ~Color online! Structural phase tran-
sition caused by vacancy diffusion. The three
types of atomic displacements shown in the
drawing on the left form the atomic arrangement
of the stable phase in the area surrounded by the
dashed line in the drawing on the right.
TOSHIYUKI MATSUNAGA AND NOBORU YAMADA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 104111 ~2004!
104111-6Figure 5.50: Schematic view of the vacancy diffusion model: The transition from the meta-
stable cubic phase to the stable 21 layered hexagonal structure can be described by effective
movement of the vacancies from the Ge/Sb/Vacancy sublattice resulting in the formation of
vacancy layers. Detailed description in [MY04].
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The same data set plotted in figure 5.47 is replotted in figure 5.51, showing only the cooling
section of the R(T) data. In this representation, emphasis is not put on the compositonal as-
pect, but rather on the systematic variation and similiarities of the slopes of all four selected
Ge-Sb-Te alloys. A simple colour code grouping the R(T) charcteristics into non-metallic
(blue) and metallic (red) ones is applied. A clear distinction with an obvious borderline zone
valid for all compounds is drawn, with resistivites ranging from 2 to 3 mΩcm. This criti-
cal resistivity can now be tested in the framework of a minimum metallic conductivity and
the Ioffe-Regel rule, which was introduced in chapter 3.3. From equation 3.23, a minimum
metallic conductivity of σmi n = 376 S/cm was already calculated assuming a carrier con-
centration of n = 2·1020cm−1 and a degeneracy of M = 4. The same carrier concentration
is consistently derived from Hall measurements at annealing temperatures around the MIT
region(→ table 5.14). A degeneracy of M = 4 is a reasonable assumption since this value is
known from many crystalline IV-VI semiconductors such as GeTe [TC69, BC70] and PbTe
[TC69, MSC75], having a four-fould degeneracy at the L-point at which the valence band
maximum is positioned. In conclusion, the calculated (376 S/cm) and measured (300-500
S/cm) values of the minimum metallic conductivity show an excellent agreement. Further-
more, as already presented in figure 5.44, the Ioffe-Regel product of about 1 was found for a
sample annealed to a set temperature of 275°C. In table 5.14, the corresponding measured
conductivity is determined to 370 S/cm, which again is in very good agreement with the val-
ues of the minimum metallic conductivity. Hence, both criteria produce nearly the same
critical conductivity which agrees well with the experimentally observed values.
After the electrical transport values have been checked, an obvious question about the type
of the metal-insulator-transistion arises. In section 3.3, the Mott-type MIT, typically present
in doped semiconductors, was introduced. The Mott criterium (→ equation 3.30) includ-
ing the material dependent effective Bohr radius a∗H (→ equation 3.31) can be applied to
crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4. One can now derive the critical carrier concentration nc for a Mott-
type MIT by inserting a value for ²st at and the effective mass m∗ for crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4.
Based on DFT calculations [Len], a static dielectric constant of ²st at = 98 is assumed. Tak-
ing the effective mass of 0.4 · me (table 5.14), the calculation yields an effective Bohr radius
of a∗H = 130 Å. Inserting this value into the Mott criterion, a critical carrier concentration
of nc = 8.5 · 1015 cm−3 is derived. On comparison, this calculated value is about a factor
of 2.4 · 104 smaller than the experimentally measured carrier concentration of 2·1020cm−3.
This clearly disproves the hypothesis of a Mott-type MIT in crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4. This find-
ing is also nicely illustrated in figure 5.52, which includes a variety of systems obeying the
Mott criterium. Having excluded a Mott-type transition it is reasonable to assume a different
mechanism being responsible for the MIT.
Considering the enormous vacancy concentrations on the Ge/Sb rocksalt sublattice, there
should be a large amount of intrinsic disorder resulting in a significant contribution to the
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Figure 5.51: Universal changes of resistivity and its temperature dependence upon anneal-
ing: With increasing annealing temperature, a systematic change of the resistivity and its
temperature dependence (slope) is observed for 4 different alloys from the pseudo-binary line
between GeTe and Sb2Te3; only the data on cooling is shown here. At a critical resistivity of
about 2-3 mΩcm the behaviour changes from non-metallic to metallic behaviour for all four
alloys, indicative of a universal effect.
density of states. Additionally the pronounced local distortions in the crystalline state may
cause a significant amount of disorder in the system. It is therefore reasonable to assume
that the thermally activated transport in the non-metallic regime is due to a position of the
Fermi energy inside a contribution of localized states below a mobility edge, which seper-
ates band transport and transport via localized states. Certainly a deeper analysis of the
exact shape of the contribution to the density of states would be desirable in future work.
However, based on the shown experimental results, evidence for the presence of these local-
ized states below a mobility edge in the crystalline phase is clearly given.
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Figure 5.52: The Mott criterion applied to Ge1Sb2Te4: From the Mott criterion (→ eq. 3.30),
the critical carrier densities nc can be derived, at which doped semiconductors become metal-
lic. The relationship between nc and a∗H has predictive power for many materials and is
proven right over a range of more than 8 orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, the Mott cri-
terion notably fails here, implying that Ge1Sb2Te4 is not an ordinary doped semiconductor.
Image taken from [SJV+10].
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Summary and Conclusions
The material class of thin film phase change materials reveals a very special combination
of properties which enables non-volatile memory applications. The fast transition between
the room-temperature stable amorphous and crystalline phases is accompanied by a large
optical and electrical contrast. The emerging non-volatile memory PCRAM benefits from
the electrical contrast and is a promising candidate for future memory applications.
Currently, the technological challenge to achieve small writing currents at the transition into
the amorphous state of PCRAMs serves as a motivation to perform research on the electrical
transport properties in the crystalline phase.
In the first part of this thesis three materials, Sb2Te, AIST and GIST, from the material class
of Sb2Te based materials have been tested experimentally. The crystallization temperature
of Sb2Te of ≈ 120 °C is increased by about 50 °C by alloying with Ag or Ge and In, as detected
by DSC and van der Pauw experiments. The crystalline structure is identified to match those
of Sb2Te and pure Sb. At higher annealing temperatures, uncapped thin films of AIST and
GIST show signatures of phase separation. XRR measurements at various annealing steps
result in a step-like density increase (film thickness decrease) upon crystallization from the
as-deposited amorphous phase with a contrast value of about 5 %. Optical measurements by
combined FTIR and ellipsometry in an energy range between 0.05-5 eV were carried out for
crystalline samples and only show typical thickness interference fringes in a film thickness
regime of about 250 nm. An optical model consisting of a Drude contribution accounting
for the free electrons, a Tauc-Lorentz oscillator for the interband transistions and a constant
background describing the core electrons is applied. However, due to the strong Drude con-
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tribution, the determination of the constant real part of the dielectric function, ²∞ is not
sufficiently exact enough to produce values evaluating the strength of resonant bonding as
has been done in previous work. The analysis of the electrical transport parameters from
the optical mid-infrared data can be carried out without pronounced parameter coupling
problems and yields Drude relaxation times from 1 to 7 fs. The dc conductivity at differ-
ent levels of annealing turns out to be 1100-1600 S/cm, 1900-2500 S/cm, 2500-3700 S/cm
for AIST, Sb2Te and GIST respectively. These values agree very well with those measured
by electrical van der Pauw measurements. Thus, a major influence of grain-size and grain-
boundary contributions can be excluded. Room-temperature Hall-measurements suggest a
p-type dominated transport with hole densities ranging from 6.5·1020 to 2.9·1021 cm−3 and
hole mobilities from 3-20 cm2/Vs. The combination of the optical and electrical based trans-
port data yields an average effective mass of about 0.5 me . A possible origin for the increas-
ing carrier densities when alloying with Ag or Ge and In is the influence of electrical active
dopants which shift the Fermi level further into the relevant valence band in this degenerate
semiconductor. Room-temperature Seebeck coefficients between 21-27µV/K, conductivi-
ties of 1000-4000 S/cm and thermal conductivities of λ ≈ 1 W/mK produce thermoelectric
figures of merit of the order of 10−2 for this class of phase change materials.These values
are two orders of magnitude smaller than the largest reported values for thin films. As a
final step AIST was tested in laser (optical) and current (electrical) switching experiments,
revealing characteristics suitable for memory applications.
In the second part the electrical transport properties of crystalline pseudo-binary GeTe-
Sb2Te3 alloys upon annealing have been investigated. This class of phase change materi-
als shows a pronounced variation of room-temperature resistivity of up to three orders of
magnitude. As in the Sb2Te materials, a major influence of the grains for the electrical trans-
port can be excluded by comparison of the conductivity values obtained by optical infrared
spectroscopy and those obtained by electrical van der Pauw measurements. This is also
supported by extremely small estimated mean free paths when applying the Drude model.
A subgroup of four GeTe-Sb2Te3 alloys is characterized by a material-independent insula-
tor to metal transition by increasing the degree of thermal annealing. The experimetally
observed critical resistivity of 2-3 mΩcm agrees well with the calculated value of Motts max-
imum metallic resistivity. In addition, the Ioffe-Regel criterion passes a critical value of unity
at the same annealing temperature. Surprisingly the room-temperature carrier concentra-
tion (in the range of 0.8·1020 to 2.2·1020 cm−3) is almost constant (factor of three compared
to nearly three orders of magnitude in conductivity) in one of these alloys (Ge1Sb2Te4). The
weak annealing dependence and the high absolute number of the carrier density disagrees
with the concept of a Mott-type, doping-driven metal to insulator transition. The calculated
critical carrier density by the Mott-criteria differs by more than four orders of magnitude
from the experimental value derived from Hall measurements. Due to the high degree of
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positional (distortions) and compositional (vacancies) disorder in these alloys the scenario
of a disorder-induced insulator to metal transition is very likely.
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CHAPTER 7
Outlook
Within this thesis two major measurement series on the electrical transport properties of
crystalline phase change materials have been discussed. The investigations on Sb2Te based
systems and the GeTe-Sb2Te3 compound family have led to new promising research direc-
tions.
The material family of doped Sb2Te materials reveals differences by its representatives
Sb2Te, GIST and AIST which need to be understood in more detail. Especially the obser-
vation of GIST having about twice the carrier concentration of AIST deserves clarification of
the origin. The slight annealing effect, in the order of a factor of two in terms of conduc-
tivity is not yet understood. The correlation with structural rearrangments seems to be a
promising direction to continue this research.
The disorder induced conductivity enhancement upon annealing in GeTe-Sb2Te3 deserves
some further insight. Temperature dependent Hall measurements down to very small tem-
peratures should support the current picture of a carrier freeze-out behaviour for samples
with lower annealing temperatures. However, these rather high ohmic states will produce
experimental challenges. Furthermore the development of a full structural model in which
a detailed vacancy movement scenario (or another structural evolution) is correlated to the
amount of disorder and subsequently to the electrical transport properties is a promising
task for future research.
The optimization of the optical analysis for the high conductive crystalline materials with
conductivities above about 1000 S/cm is needed in order to gain clear values of ²∞, which
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enter the indicator values for the amount of resonant bonding. Thus a bridge between the
amount of resonant bonding and the electrical transport properties might be established.
The search for good thermoelectrics in the pool of known and novel phase change materials
should be continued. The coordination scheme might provide an effective guidline for this
material optimization task. In addition fundamental similiarities and difference between
PCMs and thermoelectric materials might become revealed by further focus into this direc-
tion.
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Figure 0.1: Carrier concentration of Ge1Sb2Te4 upon annealing. Data from literature, taken
from [ZSL+07], [PTGH08] and [Ben].
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Figure 0.2: Mobility of crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4 upon annealing. Data from literature, taken
from [ZSL+07], [PTGH08] and [Ben].
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